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INTRODUCTION

An IAEA specialist meeting on "steam generator failure and
failure propagation experience" was held in Aix en Provence,
France, on 26-28 September 1990. The previous one had taken
place in The Hague, Netherlands in 1983, the purpose of which
was "to review and discuss the state-of-the-art of investigations
on leak development and propagation in LMFBR steam generators,
leak detection methods, mathematical models and the design basis
accident in LMFBR steam generators" (IWGFR/50).

This new meeting was "devoted to the up-dating of the
knowledge in this field. The meeting was divided into three
technical sessions. These were :

Session 1

Review of national status on the studies of failures and
failure propagations in steam generators :

- summarisäd description of and findings drawn from
failures on reactor steam generators,

- methodology to study water-leak evolutions and possible
damage to the tube bundle (type of flaws, calculation codes with
supporting experiments, capabilities of the leak detection
systems),

- consequences on the steam generator designs,

Sesssion Z

Features and failure propagation experience on reactor
steam generators :

<•• description of failures and flaws,
- description of water leak evolutions,
- response of leak detection systems,
- observed damage to leaking and adjacent tubes (wastage,
swelling and bursting),
- possible causes of leaks,
- findings drawn from these incidents,
- modifications carried out to existing units,
- operating experience with the modified units.



Session 3

Studies of failure propagation : calculation codes developed
to study the water-leak evolution and the damage on the tube
bundle given the leak detection system capabilities.

- Description of the calculation codes :

. failure propagation codes,

. tube bursting codes,

. leak detection system performance codes

Results of experiments for modelling the physical
phenomena :

. self wastage (type of flaws),

. wastage,

. tube overheating, swelling and bursting (determination of
temperatures and heat transfer coefficients between water-sodium
reaction products and tubes),

. simulation of hydrogen detection system performance.

- Test rig experiments for validation of calculation codes
(global tests simulating as far as possible the steam generator
parameters especially sodium and water flows),

- Consequences for the reliable design of future steam
generators.

After the formal sessions were completed, a final discussion
session was held during which session summaries, and
recommendations were drawn up and approved by consensus.
These summaries and recommendations are given below.

The agenda and the titles of presentations are given in
appendix 1. The list of attendants is given in appendix 2.



SUMMARY OF SESSION 1

REVIEy OF NATIONAL STATUS ON STUDIES OF FAILURE PROPAGATION

CO-CHAIRMEN : D- BLANC - K- DUMM

Six presentations were made which describe the national status of the
studies from France, Germany, Great Britain, Japan, USSR and USA.
Because of the European Project EFR the European participants
concentrated on a European status rather than on a national one.

The US presented their continuous program of steam generator safety
studies, starting in the early 60th with the ENRICO FERMI steam
generator accident. Beside small leak tests and the development of
detection systems large leak tests in steam generator models showed
the necessity to install chemical and acoustic detection systems and to
have a fast blow down in order to protect a steam generator against
larger accidents. Beside the safety tests the US are still operating a
70 MW test facility where in the next year a US-double wall steam
generator will be tested along with a Japanese one made of mod. 9 Cr
1 Mo steel.

The Japanese status made clear that in the last decade their
experimental and theoretical activities were mainly directed to their
Monju project. Monju is expected to reach criticality in 1992. To
complete the picture of propagation, tests to measure heat transfer
coefficients have been conducted. The design basis accident was
choosen as a 1DEGF + 3 DEGF. I t is assumed to be conservative and
justified by experimentally proven code predictions.

The presentation of the USSR status made clear that because of the
defects which occured in the BN 350 and BN 600 steam generators
further safety tests are necessary. Therefore for BN 800 which will be
equipped with modular steam generators like BN600 a test facility is
under construction which will be appropriate for a 1:1 sized
isothermal steam generator model. I t will allow to study all the
process parameters including detection, mastering system and
purification system. Because this test installation is linked to an open
decision whether the construction of BN800 will continue or not the
further assembling of the test facility is interrupted too. Completion
until commissionning would last for one year.

The European contribution was mostly related to EFR. The strategy of
EFR Associates towards the definition of a design basis accident was
presented. The former assumption that a 1 DEGF would cover all
possible realistic effects had to be replaced by a larger design basis
accident. This was justified by recent leak propagation tests and
confirmed by the PFR accident in 1987 : overheating of



tubes by the reaction heat followed by burst because of the internal
pressure. Improvements of the system were made i.e. introduction of a
second rupture disk, feed water ferrules, reinforcement of the IHX,
introduction of a single failure safe isolation and depressurisation
system.

A final definition of the design basis accident is only possible and
explainable to licensing authorities when it is accompanied by a very
intensive R + D program. It was shown that a well defined and well
balanced European R + D program is underway. Experimentally proven
codes to describe wastage and overheating behaviour are under
development.

The european contributions were completed by a presentation
concerning the reassessment of SNR 300 steam generator design basis
accident because of the PFR incident. The result is that the former 1
DEGF assumption has to be replaced by a few tubes assumption, but
the secondary system and the IHX are strong enough without
reaching level C capabilities to cope with the new DBA. These
considerations gave additional inputs into the definition of a multitube
design basis accident for EFR.



SUnnARY OF SESSION 2

PROPAGATION EXPERIENCE ON REACTOR STEAM GENERATORS

CO-CHAIRMEN : A-E COLLINSON - V-tl- POPLAVSKY

Experimental development programs in USSR had shown that leak
propagation and rate of tube erosion are dependent on location and
local hydraulic features as well as geometry, temperature, pressure
etc. The effects of about 10 leaks were studied in both BN 350 and BN
600 plants. For leaks at tube to tube plate welds it was found that
the degree of propagation and damage was dependent on the mass of
water/steam that had penetrated rather than the magnitude of the
leak rate. In consequence, it is important to limit the amount of water
leaked during a failure in order to give best chances of unit repair
and reinstatement.

On Phenix, in France, 4 leaks occurred at welds on reheater modules
where bends were welded to straight portions. All were readily
detected by hydrogen detection (H2D) and none resulted in bursting
disc rupture. In the f i rst leak there was delay in isolating the SG
resulting in wastage damage on adjacent tubes and shell. A
considerable volume of sodium entered the steam tubes and this unit
was replaced. Improved H2D signal analysis led to more rapid operator
response for later leaks with minimised damage. The leaks occurred in
the hottest zone of the module, probably caused by water penetration
into the reheater at start-up, which induced thermal fluctuating
stress and crack initiation at welds. This was later prevented by
improved weld specifications and better start-up procedures.

At PFR, in the UK, an under sodium leak led to the complete failure
of 40 tubes and significant damage to many others. The event was
terminated by bursting disc rupture and subsequent dumping of
steam and sodium as planned. Despite the severity of the accident,
pressure loadings on the IHX did not exceed those predicted for the
then current Design Basis Accident (DBA).

The leak started at a small crack in a badly fretted tube I t escalated
to an intermediate sized leak, lasting for about 20 sec. followed by
the major sequence of tube failures which occured in about 10 sec
following t r ip and blowdown. Considerable effort was devoted to
analysing the incident and it was concluded that all of the secondary
tubes failed due to overheating and that wastage and corrosion were
not important during this incident.



The PFR leak led to a reassessment of the safety case. The plant had
been designed against a D3A of 1 DEGF in the evaporator followed by
6 others at 3 sec intervals. This had been modified later to 1 DEGF.
The revised case is based on a fault tree, the limiting event now
being 150 tubes failing in 5 sec. Reassessment of the IHX ASME level
D has shown that the IHX can withstand all evaporator tubes failing
in a 1 second interval even if the water side is not isolated. On going
analysis will probably show that the superheater accident represents
the maximum event in terms of number of tubes failing and timescale
of failure in any PFR steam generator. This indicates a good safety
margin for the IHX. '.arge scale leak tests are planned to give
improved understanding of overheating.

Following the leak event, modifications were made to the plant to give
improved hydrogen detection, faster steam dumping of the
superheater, better water-side isolation of the evaporator, and more
reliable bursting disc operation.



SUMMARY OF SESSION 3

STUDIES OF FAILURE PROPAGATION :

CODES-. HYDROGEN DETECTION-, TESTS

CO-CHAIRMEN : C BOARDHAN - M. HIGUCHI

This session dealt with three major aspects of the SG failure
propagation prediction problem including :

(1) Testing results and analysis, (2) code development, and (3)
chemical leak detection system design and analysis.

I t was agreed that there were three leak behaviour regimes :
wastage alone ; wastage combined with overheating ; overheating
alone. The transition from one regime to another is dependent on the
design of the SGU and the operating conditions. The transition to
overheating alone appears to be in the range of 400 g/s to 1 kg/s.

Presentations were made on the experimental and code development
activities in the various countries.

In Japan the leak propagation code is based on wastage. For MONJU,
experiments have shown that overheating is not important. The code
and experiments have been used to validate the DBA for MONJU.

In Europe codes are being developed to predict all aspects relevant
to leak evolution including prediction of wastage, overheating and the
response of detection systems and shutdown system.

In the US prototypic tests have been carried out in support of Clinch
River and a conservative DBA has been validated.

In the USSR calculation codes will be improved in order to define the
DBA for the steam generator of BN-800 Also new software is being
developed for the control and monitoring computers for this power
plant.



RECOnnENDATIONS

1 - Development of failure propagation codes predicting wastage and
overheating effects.

2 - Continuation of experimental tests in support of code development
particularly for overheating effect studies. The following will be
examined with special attention :

- effect of sodium pressure
- temperature in the jet
- heat transfer coefficient
- internal cooling
- mechanical properties of materials at high temperature.
- realistic tube bursting experiments

3 - Development of detection systems :

- hydrogen detection improvement (multichannel system)
- acoustic detection development

4 - Study of protection devices to limit wastage and propagation :

- wastage protection devices at high probability leaking zones
(welds)

- elimination of stagnant reaction zone
- realisation of a fast and reliable water-steam side isolation

and depressurisation system even under failure
consideration

5 - Continuation of exchange of information concerning leak behaviour and
protection systems in full operating reactors.

6 - Taking into account the importance of code development and the time
needed for significant progress, the attendants recommend a further
specialist's meeting on steam Generator failure propagation in about 4
years.
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INTRODUCTION OF THE STEAH GENERATOR
PROGRAMS OF THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY

NICHOLAS GROSSMAN, DIRECTOR, DIVISION OF LIQUID METAL REACTORS
OFFICE OF ADVANCED REACTOR PROGRAMS

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
WASHINGTON, D.C.

An extensive program has been carried out by the U.S. Department of Energy

during the past four decades In the development of sodium-cooled fast breeder

reactors with the Intent to provide a long-term secure energy supply for the

country. Recently, this program was redirected to focus on a modular, factory

fabricated reactor concept with enhanced passive safety features. Due to the

potential damage from sodium/water reactions, the sodium-heated steam generator

has always been considered as the most critical non-nuclear component, with

regard to ensuring high plant reliability and safety features. Therefore,

there has been a significant effort in steam generator development dating back

to the steam generators used in early facilities, such as the Experimental

Breeder Reactor I (1951-1963 operation), the Sodium Reactor Experiment

(1957-1964 operation), the Hallam facility (1962-1964 operation), the Fermi

plant (1963-1973 Intermittent operation), and the Experimental Breeder

Reactor II (1963-present operation). In the 1960s, programs were Initiated in

the United States, specifically to develop reliable steam generators for future

electrical power generating liquid metal fast breeder reactors, Including the

tests of large prototypes. The work was strongly influenced by the early steam

generator operation and prototype test experiences, as well as information that

became available from other countries.

Three steam generator design concepts were selected for development through the

prototype test stage. These were: the single-wall hockey stick concept, the

single-wall helical coil concept, and the double-wall straight-tube concept.

The material of construction for all three designs was 2-1/4 Cr-I Mo ferritic

steel, and for the two single-wall designs, all tube welds joints were full

penetration butt welds. All three concepts are applicable to both once-through

and recirculation type steam generator systems.

In 1974, the single-wall hockey stick concept was selected for the Clinch River

Breeder Reactor Plant. A 70 MWt test unit was Installed at the Energy

Technology Engineering Center (ETEC) and tested during the 1982-1983 period.

The tests confirmed the adequacy of the thermal performance of the design.

Substantial experience was gained in a variety of start-up and shutdown

operations. In-service inspection of tubing and both chemical and acoustic

sodium-to-water leak detection was demonstrated. Most importantly, this test

was operated for 9,200 hours (total steaming time 775 hours) with no breaches

of a sodium-to-water boundary.

A 70 MWt helical coil steam generator unit was installed at ETEC in 1986. The

unit was successfully operated from 1987 to 1989, with a steaming time of

16,000 hours at various power levels. Recently, the helical coll type steam

generator was selected as the reference concept for the Advanced Liquid Metal

Reactor.

The fabrication of the 70 MWt double-wall tube unit was completed in 1989 and

installed at ETEC in June 1990, along with a Few Tube Test Model« which

included third fluid leak detection for testing under a joint U.S. DOE - JAPC

(Japan Atomic Power Company) program.

A technical exchange on sodium-heated steam generators was held March 26-28,

1990, in San Jose, California, to review the status of technology on steam
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generator design, operating experience, and R&D programs, and to foster a

better understanding of each country's program with regard to design selections

and direction of future research and development programs. The participants

included representatives of the U.S. Department of Energy, the Commissariat a

1'Energie Atomique of France, the Bundesministerium für Forschung und

Technologie of Germany, and the United Kingdom Atomic Energy Agency. It was

concluded that a continuation of the technology exchange would be of mutual

benefit.

The United States is represented at the Aix-en-Provence meeting with experts

from the General Electric Company, the Energy Technology Engineering Center,

and the Argonne National Laboratory. We trust that the U.S. presentations to

the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) Member States will contribute to

enhancing the understanding of the protection and safety systems required for

sodium-heated steam generators.

Along with the steam generator design, the development and implementation of

their protection systems has been an important focus of the Department of

Energy's program. Early in the program, the leak experienced in the Fermi Plant

No. I in December of 1962, emphasized the need to understand the steam

generator wastage phenomena and to provide adequate protection from leak

propagation via reliable leak detection systems. The programs established

around these objectives, including the Atomic Power Development Associates,

Inc. Sodium-Water Reactor Tests, the Empire State Atomic Development Associates

(ESADA) SotMum-Water Reaction Tests, the General Electric Sodium-Water Reaction

Tests, and the Energy Technology Engineering Center Self Wastage Tests, will be

reviewed In Session I of this Conference. It should be noted that no major

accidents or problems with sodium-heated steam generators were experienced in

the United States.

In Session II, the U.S. representatives will discuss the Acoustic Leak

Detection Feasibility Study conducted by the Atomic Power Development

Associates, Inc. (APDA), the General Electric Advanced Acoustic Leak Detection

(GAAD) system, and the Atomic International High Frequency Acoustic Leak

Detection (MALD) system.

We appreciate the opportunity to share the results of the U.S. Department of

Energy program with the IAEA International Working Group on Fast Reactors, and

look forward to discussing results obtained in other countries so that we can

move together in contributing to building a safe and reliable energy future for

all of us.



STATUS OF U.S. STUDIES OF FAILURES AND
FAILURE PROPAGATION IN STEAM GENERATORS

By

H. H. Necly, Energy Technology Engineering Center
C. E. Boardman, GE Advance Nuclear Technology

Prepared from Information Developed Under
U.S. Deparlmenl of Energy Programs

For Presentation

At

"STATUS OF U.S. STUDIES OF FAILURES AND
FAILURE PROPAGATION III SHAH GENERATORS"

II. II. Neely, ETEC and C. E. Boardman, GE

Abstract

IAEA Working Group on Fast Reactors Specialists' Meeting on "Steam
Generator Failure and Failure Propagation Experience" (SM-1)

Aix-En-Provence, France
September 26-28,1990

An overview of the United States program related to steam generator tube
failure produced propagation mechanisms and propagation rates is provided.
The conclusions reached from these studies indicate that while the
chemical leak detection systems are sufficiently sensitive to detect small
leaks, they lack the response to detect postulated leaks which can occur
in some regions of the steam generator under normal operating modes.
These studies Indicate the need for a fast response leak detection system
to enhance the effectiveness of the total leak detection system. The
acoustic leak detection system has the potential to provide coverage in
regions not provided by the chemical system and also has the potential to
provide information on the location of the leak.
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STATUS OF U.S. STUDIES OF FAILURES AND FAILURE PROPAGATION IN STEAH
GENERATORS

H. H. Neely, ETEC and C. E. Boardman, GE

Introduction

The importance of understanding steam generator tube wastage phenomena in
the United States was dramatically intensified in December, 1962 when a
leak was confirmed in the Enrico Fermi atomic power plant No.l steam
generator. Following this event the Detroit Edison Company conducted some
testing to determine the cause of the initial tube failure and the
resulting damage escalation. However, their main task was to return the
plant to operational status. The United States Atonic Energy Commission
(USAEC) funded Atomic Power Development Associates,Inc. (APDA) to perform
fundamental investigations into sodium-water reaction phenomena. These
studies used prototypic steam generator construction and operating
parameters applicable to future plants. They developed information on
wastage rates and effects and also investigated methods of small sodium-
water reaction detection.

APDA performed most of the U.S. work conducted in this area for several
years. However, in 1964, the Empire State Atomic Development Association,
Inc. (ESAOA) contracted Atomics International (Al) to study the
consequences of a tube rupture in an operational modular steam generator.
In 1969, ESADA contracted with General Electric to perform additional
tests on sodium-water leak dynamics and leak detection. In 1971, the
USAEC selected General Electric to take the lead role in the development
of steam generators for the US LHFBR program and in providing necessary
supporting technology to insure reliable plant operation. General
Electric then initiated a program to expand the APDA data base on steam
generator sodium-water reaction prevention, propagation and
public/operator/plant protection. This work applied specifically to the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor (CRBR) reference "hockey stick" steam
generator design concept to determine the effect of the CRBR plant
operating conditions on damage rates. General Electric performed many
sodium-water reaction tests on the reference generator tubing in test rigs
SOWAT, SOLLACE and CRACKPOT at General Electric and then in more
prototypic test assemblies in the LLTR facility at Energy Technology
Engineering Center (ETEC).

After the CRBR demonstration plant was abandoned, the Department of Energy
(DOE) continued prototype steam generator testing at ETEC to develop
performance and endurance information on two other steam generator
concepts—helical coil and double-wall-tube designs--which had already
been commissioned and were under construction. ETEC was then funded to
conduct some limited sodium-water reaction tests to support the ongoing
steam generator test programs.

Atomic Power Development Associates. Inc Sodium-Water Reaction Tests

Until the Enrico Fermi No. I steam generator failure in December 1967, the
major concern of U.S. steam generator and plant designers for sodium
cooled reactors had been large leaks, i.e. single and multiple tube
ruptures and thoir effects on structural integrity. Tests had been
conducted for the Fermi units and for the Atomic International modular
steam generator (HSG) involving single-tube ruptures. These tests
demonstrated that largs energy releases could be safely accommodated.
Examination of the Fermi Ho. 1 steam generator after the failure revealed
an extensive amount of damage had occurred to surrounding tubes, and
indeed had caused some of these tubes to fail. The damage consisted of
tube wall thinning as if the reaction jet had eroded material from the
tube. Since it was not known whether the thinning was produced by erosion
or corrosion it was identified as "wastage". As a result of this
experience, the Detroit Edison Company conducted an investigation on
wastage of 2-l/4Cr-lMo steel produced by sodium-water reaction from
relatively small leaks compared to a single-tube rupture. The results of
these tests indicated that small leaks can cause rapid thinning of 2 1//4
Cr-1 Ho tube walls.

In early 1964, APDA initiated a project for the USAF.C to determine the
dominant parameters controlling wastage rates from small high pressure
water/steam leakage into a sodium pool containing adjacent tubes. The
primary objective was to develop wastage data as a function of the
parameters which are under t'ue control of the steam generator designer.
Parameters believed to be important were:

Water injection rate

Water injection duration

Spacing between leaking lube and target tube

Sodium velocity in the reaction area

Temperature of injection water/steam.

Tube material

Head of sodium above the reaction zone.

Two test rigs wore used for conducting the tests. The larger of the two
rigs was used to study the effects of a small water leak into sodium under
conditions simulating the environment of a typical sodium-heated steam
generator. The smaller test rig was utilized for performing basic sodium-
water reaction tests. Water/steam was injected into the sodium through
capillary tubes. The stream was directed at adjacent steam tubes to
specifically study secondary tube wastage. Over 65 tests were conducted
in the two test rigs. Significant test results were:



1. Leak Rate and Tube Spacing - Both the water leak rate and
the tube-to-tube separation spacing were found to be
significant factors affecting wastage rates. Figure 1
presents a summary of this data and shows that the wastage
rate tends to increase with leakage rate until it reaches
a maximum, and then decreases with further increases in leak
rate. This is apparently caused by a change in the shape
of the reaction plume pattern. As the leakage rate
approached 0.1 lbs/sec, wastage on tubes adjacent to the
target tube began to appear.
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Figure I. Effect of Leak Rate and Spacing on Target Wastage Rates

2. Leak Duration - Leak duration was found to have some effect
on wastage rates, however, its significance was far less
than observed for leak rate or tube spacing.

3. Sodium Velocity - Over the sodium velocity range of 0 to
2.0 ft/sec the wastage rate on target tubes was observed to
increase over that observed with stagnant (non-flowing)
sodium but the rate of wastage rate change tended to
decrease as the sodium velocity increased (see Figure 2).
It was concluded that the moving sodium tends to sweep the
reaction products away from the reaction zone, thus allowing
the mechanism causing the wastage to continue with fresh
sodium.

4. Water/Steam Temperature - Water/steam injection temperatures
over the range of 610F to 680T did not appear to affoct
penetration (wastage rate). Tests were attempted at 900P
water/steam temperature but operational problems obscured
the resulting data. However, it was observed that injection
of steam at 900F produced significantly higher wastage rates
than injection at 600T.
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Figure 2. Tube Wastage as a Function of Sodium Flowrate

5. Tube Material - Stainless steels, such as grades 304 or 316,
are more resistant to wastage than 2-l/4Cr-lHo in the leak
rate range of 10*3 to 10"' lbs/sec. Incoloy 800 was observed
to be more resistant to wastage than stainless steel *

6. Head of Sodium Above the Reaction Zone. The depth of
submergence does not have a significant effect on wastage
rate over the range of investigation of 1.3 to 8.5 ft, in
either stagnant or flowing sodium systems.
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Empire State Atomic Development Associates (ESADA). Sodium-Hater Reaction
Tests

ESADA sponsored a series of seventeen (17) tests on the effects of a
sudden tube rupture in a sodium-heated, modular steam generator. The
overall objective was to determine the feasibility of designing and
operating a steam generator capable of withstanding the sodium-water
reaction without exposing the operating personnel and the rest of the
plant to undue hazards.

An 8-inch diameter, 0.500-inch-thick-wall test section was designed to
handle up to 750 pounds of static sodium at 675 to 1075F for reaction with
flowing steam at 1000F and 2400 psia, or water at 47OF and 2800 psia. The
internal tube bundle was -J mockup of a 37-tube modular type steam
generator capable of generating 2400 psia, 1050F steam. Each tube had a
0.625-inch outside diameter and a 0.090-inch thick wall. Rupture discs
rated at 125 psia were located at the top and bottom of the test section.
Upon rupture of the discs, the test section pressure was relieved. The
reaction products, as well as most of the unreacted sodium, were
discharged into a reaction products relief tank. During the test, low
pressure steam flowed into the reaction tank to complete the chemical
reaction on the sodium received from the test section.

Sudden rupture of a specific tube, at a selected location, was produced
by thinning the tube wall to provide a region of thickness between 0.005
and 0.0075-inches. Rupture of the thinned section occurred when the
steam/water pressure was increased beyond the section yield point, Figure
3. The design flow rate through the test section was approximately 4
lbs/sec. The system had the capability of maintaining this flow rate for
a minimum of 10 seconds.

Figure 3. Ruptured Steam Tube

Three conclusions were drawn from the tests:

1. A sodium-heated steam generator can be designed to withstand
an abrupt and complete failure of a single tube without
significant damage to the shell.

2. A system can be designed which allows the pressure waves
resulting from a sudden tube-failure sodium reaction tn be
attenuated sufficiently to prevent damage to connected
system components.

3. A relatively simple system can be designed and installed for
containing and disposing of sodium reaction products of a
major tube failure in an operating steam generator to insure
no excessive hazards are presented to the plant operating
personnel, the public or the remainder of the power plant.

General Electric Sodium-Water Reaction Tests

Sodium-water reaction damage within steam generators can bo categorized
into three groups:

1. Self-wastage

2. Impingement or secondary damage

3. Overheating/blowout

Self-wastage

Small defects which allow water to flow into sodium at leak rates less
than 10"5 lbs/sec, or smaller, can eventually enlarge to a size that allows
a water-flame jet to form. This type of small defect enlargement is
termed "self-wastage" in the United Stales. Figure 4 shows such a small
fissure undergoing enlargement. One side of the fissure is in contact
with water; the other side is in contact with sodium. Interaction between
the water and the sodium-water reaction products in the fissure causes
enlargement of the fissure at the point of contact with the water. During
the time the leak rate is small, the leak may pluq for indefinite periods
of time. This plugging and unplugging may continue until the leak rate
reaches 10'5 to 10'"' lbs/sec. At this leak rate continuous leakage is
1ikely to occur.

If the enlargement is allowed to continue until the flame front extends
to an adjacent steam tube, this is called critical enlargement. During the
period of intermittent plugging, leakage detection can be extremely
difficult. Hydrogen and oxygen detection from chemical meters may be
below the system detection level and not fully distinguishable from other
system sources, such as cold trap operation, hydrogen diffusion through
the steam tube walls, or operation of system sodium valves.

During periods of low level leakage, little or no detectable damage to the
steam generator may be occurring within the steam generator. When the
leak rate escalates to the critical leakage stage, little time remains for
the plant operators to detect and take corrective action before extensive
damage to the steam generator occurs.
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Figure 4. Typical Self Enlargement Growth Pattern

Impingement or secondary damage

When a leak escalates to the extent that a flame front is created which
strikes an adjacent tube, secondary damage occurs. Secondary damage which
extends to the point that the adjacent tube boundary is violated,
significantly increases the probability thai other adjacent tubes are in
trouble. Water leaks up to approximately 1 lb/sec propagate by a
combination of impingement damage and overheating.

Overheating

Overheating produced by the sodium-water reaction, allows tubes in the
overheated temperature zone to "blow-out" because of over-pressurization
from the internal steam pressure. At water leakage rates larger than
1 lb/sec, additional tube failures are primarily caused by overheating.

system for the most severe damage scenario. Self-wastage tests wore
conducted mainly in three lest facilities:

SOWAT - A flowing sodium loop with a 12-inch diameter test tank which
is 30 inches high. Within the test tank is another 3-inch
diameter tube which contains the removable test section. Normal
operating limits are 15 psig, lOOOT and 20 gpm sodium flowrate.
Maximum water flowrate is 10"' lbs/sec. Maximum total water
injection is one (1) pound.

SOILACE - A static sodium loop containing a test vessel rated for 1000T
operation. The test vessel is designed for sodium-water
reaction experiments and contains an integral hydrogen venting
and burning system. Maximum water injection rate is 10
lbs/sec; maximum total water injection is approximately nine
(9) pounds.

CRACKPOT- A static loop containing four test vessels; each vessel is 4-
inches in diameter and 39-inches in length. The normal
operating temperature limit is 950F. Water/steam injection
pressure is rated at 200 psia. A sodium-water reaction relief
system is provided for each test vessel.

Many self-wastage tests were conducted by several different researchers.
The aim of these tests was defining the small leak detection system design
criteria. If the small water/steam leak can be detected in time, an
orderly operator corrective action procedure can bo initiated. The
majority of the testing was conducted using 2-l/4Cr-lMo tubing. The
testing indicated that small leaks tend to decrease immediately after leak
initiation. Thereafter the leak rate may vary widely, evin completely
plugging for intermittent periods - many times for extended periods.
Usually the leakrate will reopen the first time below the original
leakrale. Each succeeding reopening, will normally be at a larger
leakrate. Eventually, a sudden escalation of leakrate into the region of
10"3 to \0~2 lbs/sec occurs. The period of lime it takes for escalation
from a microleak to a critical leak is a function of the temperature.
Escalation in 5 to 10 seconds has been measured during tests at 850 to
900F. At 680F the escalation period is much longer. Figure 5 presents
a conservative estimate of the observed time to detect small leaks and
take corrective action before the leaks propagate from self-wastage to
secondary damage. It was also observed that series 300 stainless steels
and Incoloy 800 have different, and longer leakrate escalation times. Ho
tests were conducted on 9Cr-lMo steam generator tubes.

Tests were designed to study each of the tube damage modes and the
adequacy of the referenced design to protect personnel and the facility
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Figure 5 Time for Enlargement to Critical Leakrate

Secondary Wastage Damage

Tests were performed similar to APDA's earlier testing. The leak
arrangement in relation to the target tube is shown in Figure 6. The
principal parameters investigated were:

1. Sodium temperature; 650 to 950F

2. Target Material; 2-l/4Cr-lHo and Incoloy 800

3. Water injection rate; 10'5 to 10'3 lbs/sec

4. Target to injection distance; 1/4 to 3/4 inches

Figure 6. Leak Orifice Location with Respect to the Steam Tube

The tests indicated that the wastage resistance of 2-I/4Cr-lHo was reduced
by a factor of 2 to 3 over the investigated temperature range of 650 to
950F. The sodium temperature effect on 1000 tubes was observed to be much
greater than on the 2-l/4Cr-lMo. The wastage resistance of 1000 was
observed to be 2 orders of magnitude greater than 2:l/4Cr-lMo at 650 F
but at 950F, 1800's resistance was observed to be only 3 - 5 times better
than 2-l/4Cr-UIn.

These tests also indicated that the wastage rate increased with water
injection rate up to a maximum, then the wastage rate decreased with
larger injection rate. This characteristic was also observed in the APDA
tests. The wastage rate was also observed to be a function of tube
spacing as shown in Fig. 7.

I.rAK RAtF. - 0.1 X 10"
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Figure 7. Wastage Rate as a Function of Tube Spacing (900F)

A scoping test was conducted in a 19-tube bundle of 2-l/4Cr-lMo tubes,
0.625-inch in diameter, in a ].22-inch triangular array. This tube
arrangement was chosen to simulate the CRBR plant reference steam
generator design. The array of tubes was submerged in sodium and a steam
jet was directed at a target tube. The jet was directed to go between the
spacing of two tubes and impinge on a tube 1.5-inches from the injection
point. The target tube was pressurized with steam. The target tube was
penetrated 20 minutes after the initiation of a simulated steam leak of
approx 1.4 x 10'3 lbs/sec. Penetration of the target tube initiated a
secondary injection system, see Figure 8. The secondary injection rate
was measured at approximately 2.10 x 10'3 lbs/sec. However, it is believed
that this flowrate was limited by the test setup. The tube that the
secondary injection was directed at failed in 62 seconds. The second tube
that failed contained gaseous argon rather than steam, thereby stopping

10
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Figure 8. Wastage Pattern

the failure fron further propagation. A calculation was made of the
theoretical leak rate based upon the hole size measured after the test.
The calculation predicted that the leak rate would be about 1 lb/sec.

Two series of tests were then commissioned to closely simulate an actual
steam generator. Series I tests were conducted on the AI modular steam
generator (HSG). The MSG was a 3-Hw steam generator with one hundred and
fifty-eight (158) tubes formed into a hockey stick configuration designed
for either evaporator or superheat application. The tubes were 0.625-
inches in diameter with a 0.109-inch wall. The major components,
including the tubes, were manufactured from 2-l/4Cr-lMo low alloy,
ferritic steel. Six sodium-water reaction tests were conducted using this
test article. Each test was conducted at a different location within the
HSG.. Each test simulated a double-ended guillotine tube failure. Table
I summarizes the significant parameters for these six tests. Each test
was heavily instrumented with strain, pressure, flowrate and temperature
measurements.

Series II tests were conducted on a removable Large Leak Test Internals
(LLTI) test fixture installed in a large leak test vessel (LLTV). The
LLTI tube bundle was identical in tube siza, number, pitch and material
as the full-size CRBR steam generator, however the tube bundle length was
slightly less than one-half the full size steam generator. Test numbers
Al-a and Al-b were double-ended guillotine (OEG) tests using inert gas
rather than steam. These tests were conducted to separate the non-
reactive and reactive effects. Tests A-2, A-6 and A-7 evaluated DEG size
sodium water reaction leaks. Tests A-3, A-8 and A-5 addressed the effects
of intermediate size leaks which might occur as a result of a microleak,
which enlarges from self-wastage until it is large enough to initiate
secondary tube wastage and subsequent failure. Test A-3 had a leakrate
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of approximately 0.1 lbs/sec at evaporator startup conditions. Test A-
8's initial leakrate was approximately 0.07 Ibs/snc at superheater
operating conditions. Test A-5 had an initial leak rate of approximately
I lb/sec at superheater hot standby conditions. Test A-3 produced leaks
in five secondary tubes. Three of these failures are believed to have
resulted from blowouts due to the temperature-pressure relationship. The
other two apparently failed from secondary wastage. The rupture disc
failed 114 seconds after initiation of the leak. Approximately 49 pounds
of water were injected into the steam generator prior to the rupture disc
failure. Ho secondary tube failures occurred during the A-8 test. The
tube side of the tube bundle was blown down 40-seconds after test
initiation. The blowdown was completed in 10 seconds. Leak rate at
initiation of the test was 0.073 lbs/sec and continued allowing a total
of 2.9 lbs of water to be injected during the 40-seconds of testing before
blowdown. Ultrasonic examination of the tube array in the direction of
flame propagation indicated a maximum wastage of 28 mils. Surrounding
tubes also showed some wastage.

Test A-5 was a large intermediate leak. The initial leak rate was
approximately 1.04 lbs/sec. The rupture disc failed after 58 seconds.
The total water injected up to the time the rupture disc failed was
measured as approximately 270 pounds. Many temperature measurements
pegged at the facility capability of 2500F. Actual peak temperatures in
the reactive area are not known. Twenty three (23) tubes failed as a
result of this simulated leak, Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Test A-5 Initial Leak Pattern and Failed Tube Locations
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TABLE I

SERIES I (AI-HSG) TESTS

Date

Type of Failure

Failure Located

Sodium Conditions

Duration of Injection

H,0 Pressure

H,0 Inlet Temperature

Pre-Rupture Flowrate

Post-Rupture Flowrate

Rupture Site Quality (Start)

Peak HSG Pressure/Temperature

SWR-1

July 24, 1976

Double-Ended Guillotine
(DEG)

4 ft. 10-3/4 in.+

Evaporator
(800 Top/575F Bottom)

10 sec.

1893 psia

543* F

2.8 + 0.5 gpm

-3 Ib/sec
(10 sec)

0%

-400 psi/1500*F

SWR-2

December 10, 1976

DEG

20 ft 3-1/2 in.+

Evaporator

10 sec.

1893 psia

543° F

2.8 + 0.5 gpm

-3 Ib/sec
(10 sec)

OX

-500 psi/1500'F

SWR-3

April 12, 1977

DEG

1-3/4 in.*

Evaporator

5 sec.

1893 psia

543'F

0.4 + 0.1 gpm

-8 Ib/sec
(5 sec)

OX

-300 psi/1600'F

SWR-4

July 7, 1977

DEG

1-3/4 in.*

Evaporator

3 sec.

1900 psig

700° F
(Superheated)

Static

-4 Ib/sec
(3 sec)

Superheated

-350 psi/1500'F

SWR-5

August 9, 1977

DEG

1-3/4 in.*

Evaporator

3 sec.

1900 psig G,V-,

700*F GH,

Static

-4 Ib/sec
(3 sec)

H/A

-300 psi/NA

SWR-6

November 3, 1977

DEG (3)

1-3/4 in.*

Evaporator

3 sec.

-1900 psia

700* F
(Superheated)

Static

-10.5 Ib/sec
(3 sec)

Superheated

-500 psi/1000#F

* From upper tubesheet
+ From lower tubesheet

table1.bg
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The tube bundle in the test region was found to be highly distorted,
Figure 10.

Figure 10. Tube Bundle Distortion after Test A-5

The following major conclusions were drawn from these tests:

1. Intermediate (critical) size steam/water leaks in a steam
generator will propagate causing major internal damage if
not terminated within about one (1) minute.

2. Intermediate size water/steam leak causes secondary leaks
by both secondary wastage and/or overheating/blowout.

3. Secondary wastage is the principal damage mechanism for
leak rates up to 0./3 lbs/sec and then changes to a
combination of secondary wastage/overheating/blowout up to
about 3 lbs/sec. Over 3 lbs/sec the tube damage is
primarily overheating/blowout.

4. Significant acoustic pressure waves are not produced by
intermediate leaks; therefore, the sodium system pressure
can not be forced much higher than the rupture disc set
point.

5. A system utilizing one or more rupture discs, a vented and
flared sodium/water reaction products tank, a fast acting
water/steam side isolation and blowdown system (completed
in the order of 10 to 20 seconds) has been demonstrated to
be practical and provides adequate protection for the
public, operating personnel and other plant components.
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Energy Technology Engineering Center. Self Wastage Tests

The ETEC sodium-water reaction test program was initiated to resolve
questions concerning small water-to-sodium leak scenarios in steam
generators under tests or commissioned to be tested at E1EC. Two major
goals of this test program were:

1. Determine the length of time it takes a small leak,
typically in the order of 10'6 lbs/sec (4.5 X 10'' g/s), to
propagate, due to self wastage, to a critical leak rate (in
the order of 5 X 10'3 lbs/sec (2.3 g/s)).

2. Determine a safe shutdown procedure which can be Utilized,
if the small leak is detected prior to escalation, to safely
enlarge the leak to assure the leak will remain open and
detectable while the steam generator is drained of sodium
and cooled.

The sodium-water reaction test, performed at ETEC as part of this program,
was conducted on single tube specimens submerged in a sodium pool. The
specimens were manufactured from 2-l/4Cr-lMo material.

All leaks were created by developing a fine crack in the tube by the
application of an impact force on the tube when it was chilled to
cryogenic temperatures. After developing the crack, the tube was cut
through the crack, retaining only one end of the crack. A closure cap was
then electron beam welded over the end of the tube with the crack. Figure
11 shows a completed test specimen. The leak rate through the crack was

Figure 11. As-prepared Test Specimen
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then established using argon or helium to determine if the sample was
acceptable to install in the sodium test rig. Two sizes of tubing were
tested. The majority of the testing was conducted on tubing with a 0.625-
inch (15.9-mm) outside diameter and a 0.112-inch (2.8-mm) wall. Some
testing was also conducted on tubing with a 1.25-inch (3.18 cm) outside
diameter and a 0.179-inch (4.5 mm) wall. Figure 12 is a photograph of a
test specimen after leak enlargement.

Figure 12. Specimen After Leak Enlargement

The test program was directed at leaks which start in the micro-pounds per
second region which may be below or marginally in the chemical leak
detection system capability of detection. In this leakage range, crack
plugging from the sodium water reaction products near the sodium side of
the tube is commonly experienced. The crack may stay plugged anywhere
from a few minutes to many days. Then the plug and surrounding dissolved
steam tube residue will dislodge from the crack. The result is normally
a leak somewhat larger than the leak measured when plugging occurred. In
general, leak escalation to a critical leakage size occurred shortly after
the leak reopened. Figure 13 is a typical leak progression plot. The
self-wastage through the tube wall appears to operate most efficiently
during periods of low leakage and perhaps in the unplugging process.
Ouring initial periods after critical leak enlargement, the velocity
dynamics appear to prevent the reaction products from forming in or
entering and plugging the crack. After critical leak enlargement, steam
generator tube damage propagates from self-wastage considerations to
secondary tube wastage when the reaction plume encounters adjacent tubes.
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Figure 13. Typical Leak Progression Plot

The general conclusions reached from these tests were:

1. Transition of plant detectable microleaks into the critical
leak region can occur in the order of 20 seconds at 000 and
900F, 50 seconds at 750F and several hundred seconds at
650F.

2. The self-wastage time from start of test to critical
enlargement generated by ETEC tests appears to be
approximately one to two orders of magnitude longer than
that reported by other researchers. This contributes to the
conservative estimates of plant available reaction times
given in the preceding conclusion.

3. The majority of leaks which have progressed into the
critical enlargement range can be retained open during
shutdown. Some leaks in the range of 10"5 lbs/sec range can
also be maintained open.

4. Existing chemical leak detection systems probably do not
have sufficient sensitivity and response time to insure
steam generator blowdown can be accomplished prior to severe
secondary tube damage. Some combination of steam generator
design philosophy, in-situ chemical leak detection units,
and acoustical leak detection systems will be required to
adequately protect the steam generator from extensive damage
and long periods of plant downtime due to sodium-water
reaction occurrences.

8FLF6
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Review on Steam Generator Tube Failure Propagation Study in Japan

Hiromi TANABE & Eiji WACHI

Power Reactor & Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation

Japan

Abstract

Major objectives of a failure propagation study in Japan is to
understand the leak development behavior, to develop an analytical
method based on the knowledge obtained through the experiments,
and finally to apply it to actual LMFBR steam generators to evaluate
the conservatism of design basis leak (DBL) of the plants. Therefore,
various kinds of experimental study in relevant fields were conducted
using SWAT test facilities and the LEAP code was developed.

For the presentation at IAEA/IWGFR Specialists' Meeting on "Steam
Generator: Failure and Failure Propagation," Aix-en-Provence, France,
Sept. 26-28, 1990.
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1. Introduction

The prevention of a sodium-walcr reaction incident in LMFUR
steam generators is essential to maintain plant reliability, but even in
the case of leak, restraining leak development at lower stages could
mitigate the damage to the plant. A relatively minor leak, classified as
a small leak or a micro-leak, preceded most of the sodium-waler
reaction incidents that occurred in LMFBR steam generators in the
past. Therefore, the failure propagation should be understood to
evaluate the system integrity in sodium-water reaction events.

In Japan, the failure propagation studies started in 1960s using
SWAT test facilities to understand the leak development phenomena.
Based on various R&Ds data and an analytical approach, the selection
of 1+3 DEG (double ended guillotine failure) as the DBL (design basis
leak) of the Monju steam generators was validated with sufficient
conservatism. The results and the developed analytical method is
applicable to future plant after Monju such as a demonstration plant.

2. Studies on Leak Development
Sodium-water reaction events were classified by the water leak

rate. In Japan, they are divided into four groups: a micro-leak, a small
leak, an intermediate leak, and a large leak. However, the leak would
develop sequentially but for any countcrmcasurc actions, as shown in
Figure 1. Thus, following experimental studies were started in various
leak ranges:

1) Self-wastage tests in the micro-leak
2) Target wastage tests in the small leak
3) Multi-lube wastage tests in the intermediate leak
4) Overheating proof tests in the large leak
5) Sequential failure propagation tests from the small leak to the

large leak by

Figure 2 shows the flow diagram of above K&D studies conducted
by use of the test facilities of SWAT-1 through 4.

3. Code Development and Monju Analysis

Based on the information obtained through above experimental
studies, a computer code, LEAP, was developed. The code calculate the
water leak rate change during failure propagations from the initiation
of leak to the termination of the sodium-water reaction by the water/
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steam blow-down after leak detection. The code was validated by the
full sequential propagation test in SWAT-3.

4. Monju DBL Selection

The prototype FBR, Monju, is under construction in Fukui, Japan
and the operation is scheduled to start in 1993. In 1970s, selecting
DBL became necessary to start designing an intermediate heat
transport system (HITS) including steam generators. By reviewing
domestic and oversea data, 1+3 DEG was selected conservatively. In
early 1980s, in the process of Monju licensing, above described LEAP
was utilized to assess the conservatism of the DBL selected before.
Based on the evaluation, the DBL of 1+3 double ended guillotine tube
failures was validated with sufficient conservatism.

5. Other Study

From a viewpoint of plant cost reduction, it is desirable to
decrease DBL, if possible. Mainly, the followings are needed to select
smaller DBL:

1) To develop a quicker leak detection system
2) To adopt a quicker water/steam blow-down system
3) To improve more realistically the evaluation method of the
leak development phenomena

Therefore, the experimental and analytical studies to improve LEAP
more realistically are still under way.

Initiation of leak

( - 0.1 g/sec) (0.1 - 10 g/sec) (10 g/sec
- 2 kg/sec)

(Micro-leak)

self-
wastage

(2 kg/sec
- 1 DEG)

(Small leak)

target
wastage

self-en-
largement

secondary
failure

(intermediate leak)
I

multi-tube wastage

failure
propagation

f
isolation and blow down of water system

termination of reaction

Figure 1 Flow diagram of leak scenario
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Position Paper of EFR-Associates

EFR-600 MW Straight Tube Steam Generator, The Strategy towards the

DeCinition of a Design Basis Accident

compiled by

K. Dumm, Interatom GmbH

5060 Bergisch Gladbach, FRG

1 Introduction

The pool-type European Fast Reactor EFR is designed with 6 iden-

tical secondary loops; each equipped with a 600 MWth straight tube

steam generator made of ferritic T91 steel.

When the project was started and a design basis accident (DBA) had

to be defined it was assumed that the effects of 1 double ended

guillotine fracture (1 DEGF) would cover all effects from a

realistic propagation accident. In this way, the whole affected

secondary system was well balanced. Water injection from 1 DEGF

and pressure relief by one rupture disk led to a pressure load in

the IHX of 14 bars. The IHX was designed for a pressure capability

of 14 bars at level C conditions, too. Fig. 1 shows the system.

For the propagation type accident it was assumed - because fully

supported by world wide R+D results - that propagation takes only

place as leak self wastage and impingement wastage on adjacent

tubes.

To improve the knowledge of such wastage controlled propagation,

leak propagation tests in pressurized tube bundles started in the
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European RfD Community in 1983 to '84. These experiments, however/

revealed a new more serious type of failure propagation! Tube

bursts due to overheating by the reaction heat and the internal

water/steam pressure. Within the Community the new propagation

picture could be established during the last 2 - 3 years.

"The reaction heat Erom water/steam leak rates above 80 g/s

may lead to tube bursts after 4 s minimum in case of stagnant

water or steam in the tubes and after > 20 s in case of

flowing water or steam. More than one tube can be affected by

this mechanism."

These R+D results were finally confirmed by the PFR superheater

incident in 87 were, because of the propagation of an undetected

small leak 40 tube bursts occurred within some seconds and 70

others showed already damages.

Event tree analysis work was initiated and leak propagation

sequences were studied. As a result, the former DBA (effects Erom

1 DEGF) is already reached at a probability oE ~2.5-lO-</a.

However, saEety regulations ask to consider design basis accidents

at a probability of 1-10-7/a. Conclusively the EFR Steam generator

DBA will exceed the former 1 DEGF; a new definition becomes

necessary.

This paper describes the EFRA strategy towards the new definition

oE DBA Eor the EFR steam generators. As the activities are still

running only the present situation and an outlook can be pre-

sented.

2 The EFR Straight Tube Steam Generator

2.1 Overall Description

The design retained for the EFR Steam Generator is one with

straight tubes made of ferritic steel T91.
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The tubes with 33.3 m length (figure 2) are arranged in a circular

pitch between two spherical tube plates with a butt pintle at the

upper tube plate and an offset pintle weld at the lower tube plate

(figure 3). This offset pintle weld is foreseen to enable the unit

to be assembled.

An 'antiwastage plate1 surrounds the welds at the lower tube plate

to delay the effects of sodium/water reactions (figure 4).

The welds at the upper tube plate are in an argon space: this

design limits the risks of propagation due to wastage and over-

heating failures in case of sodium/water reactions.

Between the tubeplates, the tubes ate restrained by a series o£

gridplates (about 40) which are welded to the shell. Where the

tubes pass through a gridplate, special coatings or bushes will be

provided to minimise wear and fretting.

A "flexible shell" that allows tube to shell temperature dif-

ferences is located near the sodium outlet.

At the lower part a semi-stagnant region is provided to the lower

tubeplate to eliminate thermal shocks.

Ferrules with a pressure drop of 5 bar at nominal load are put at

the inlet of the tubes for stability purpose and tube plugging

policy. They also limit strongly the water leak flowrate in case

of large leak sodium water reactions.

2.2 Detection Systems

Because of the sensibility of ferritic materials to wastage, the

EFR Steam Generator needs a very sensitive leak detection system.

The detection of sodium/water reactions is provided by:

a) In argon hydrogen detection system:

This system will detect leaks at the upper welds.
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b) In sodium multichannel hydrogen detection system;

This system uses several samples at different axial levels.

The sodium is then driven to a diffusion membrane and a mass

spectrometer. A proposal still under study using sampling

tubes in the central channel is shown on figure 5;

Such a system has a very high sensitivity but a non negligible

response time (typically 2 g/s in 50 s).

c) Passive acoustic detection system (figure 6). It is adequate

to detect leaks near the lower plate. Depending on background

noise intensities the system should be able to detect leaks of

about 10 g/s.

d) Active acoustic detection (figure 6). This system will ensure

the protection of the active part of the SG combined with the

hydrogen detection system. The target value of this acoustic

system is the detection of water leak rates of about 1 g/s in

a time of 1 s.

2.3 Material Choice

The straight tube steam generator is made of T91 steel

(Z10CDVNb9.1). This material was chosen in regard of the good

thermal conductivity and high mechanical properties.

T91 was also preferred to the "standard 9 % Cr" (Z10CD9.1) in

regard of better values of creep strength.

On the opposite side, T91 steel has a low resistance to wastage

like all ferritic materials when compared with Alloy 800.

2.4 Main Data

A summary of the main geometric and thermal data is given in the

tables 1 and 2.
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3 System Improvements

The need to consider a DBA > 1 DEGF revealed that the "first

consistent design" system (FCD) - as described in the intro-

duction - would not be capable for such events.

On the way towards the definition o£ a new DBA EFRA decided to

consider first the possibilities for improvement of the whole

secondary system without any dramatic changes of the FCD. Con-

servatively linked to the PFR incident - not to be understood as a

design guide for EFR - for comparison reasons a reference case was

defined: The continuous rupture of 40 tubes in 1 s. The pressure

load in that case Cor the IHX was 77 bar!

To balance pressure capability, pressure relief and pressure

generation in the whole secondary system some decisions were made
and their influence quantified by the reference case:

Reinforcement oE the IHX by design measures to a level C

pressure capability oE 30 bars

- Improvement of the pressure relief situation by the intro-

duction of an additional hot leg rupture disk (reference case

load at IHX 47 bar)

Reduction of the leak flow rate by individual feed water

ferrules of 5 bar pressure loss under nominal conditions

(reference case load together with the second rupture disk

remaining 22 - 25 bar).

Beside this successful improvement on the system side, additional

measures to limit the leak propagation scenario were defined and

requested:

Delay of leak propagation effects in the bottom tube plate

region, which is because of the pintle to tube welds the most

sensible area, by introduction of a wastage protection plate.
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Definition of leak detection sensitivities, transport and

signal processing times as woll as reliability criteria to

assure an early detection of most of the primary leaks which

might be the presupposition for in situ repair. An unavail-

ability of 1-10-3 per demand is requested!

- Fast depressurization of water and steam side from IB5 bar to

70 bar within 4 - 6 seconds In order to avoid further over-

heating failures due to the Internal pressure.

As the water/steam side deprnssurization is the real accident

mastering procedure an unavailability of 1-10"5 per demand

under sinqle failure consideration is requested.

It is obvious that leak detection and depressurization ask for a

high reliability and that a leak detection by hydrogen systems or

acoustic systems has to actuate the accident mastering system

automatically.

These improvements led finally to a revised system proposal as

given in figure 7. The steam generator description in chapter 2

pays already regard to the above mentioned requests.

Some of the most important probability and reliability data to

support the EFRA considerations are listed in table it

Figure 8 serves as a more qualitative picture of events describing

leak behaviour, leak detection stages and leakage mastering

procedure.

4 Status of Realisation

The new DBA is not yet defined, however EFR-Associates strategy

towards the definition is settled. The primary design improvements

such as reinforcement of the IHX, the introduction of the second

rupture disk as well as the wastage protection plate and the feed

water ferrules in the steam generator are meanwhile established In
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the project. Both, a probabilistic and a deterministic approach

are under consideration.

4.1 Probabilistic Approach

As the water/steam side depressurization and isolation represents

the only accident mastering system it is burdened with the high

non-availability of 1-10-5 per demand. The justification oE

achievability o£ this value is one of the key points within the

strategy. Because of the single failure criterion to be applied

redundancies and diversities may be asked for. Dimensioning oE the

depressurization paths to confirm the 4 - 6 s depressurization

time down to 70 bars is possible without serious problems.

The specifications of hydrogen- and acoustic leak detection

systems regarding sensitivities, signal transport/conditioning

times and especially reliabilities are under revision and will be

introduced into the European common R+D work. It should be noted

that basic work in these field is under performance for already

many years.

The determination of reaction heat affected tube bursts represent

another important milestone towards the new DBA definition. The

overheating of tubes is mainly controlled by the reaction tem-

perature and the reaction side heat transfer. Previous tests on

pressurized tube bundles have shown that tube bursting becomes

possible after > 20 s at leak rates >80 g/s. Tube bursting tests

with 2 1/4 Cr and 9Cr tubes at temperatures up to 1200 °C have

confirmed this exposition time. These tests were performed to

support reconsiderations oE SNR-300 and PFR design basis accident.

However, additional burst tests with T91 tubes are decided to be

performed. A common code development to describe the "time to

burst", including water/steam side heat transport is under

preparation. First calculations directed to SNR-300 confirmed the

expected values Eor burst times under full pressure and the strong

increase of burst times during water/steam side depressurization.

The water/steam side heat transfer reduces remarkably the maximum

tube temperatures and thereby increases the "time to burst".
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All these activities are necessary to envelope the new DBA

scenario on a probabilistic basis. Two different ways towards the

definition are under consideration:

The most realistic is to follow the direction: Primary leak

via wastage to secondary leak via overheating to tertiary

leaks, rupture disk activation and water/steam

depressurization.

This way however becomes difficult because of the complicated

description of leak scenarios beyond the tertiary leaks.

A more generally enveloping consideration fore a safety case

would go along the line of: 1 DEGF leading to overheating and

burst of X tubes in f seconds with rupture of the rupture

disks and followed by water/steam side depressurization.

Here it is worthwhile to note that a 1 DEGF does not in all

cases dynamically activate the rupture disks because of the

strong flow limitation of the ferrules.

It could be assumed that X is represented by only a limited

number oE tubes because oE the necessary "time to burst" and Y

is limited by the short depressurization time.

4.2 Deterministic Approach

Very recently the new design approach - second rupture disk, 5 bar

ferrules - was examined with respect to dynamic rupture disk

activation leak rates or leak sizes. The following results were

achieved:

For 1 DEGF a dynamic activation oE the lower (cold leg)

rupture disk cannot always be guaranteed. Assuming leak

positions above the lower third o£ the bundle with lower leak

rates or a larger plus tolerance in the activation pressure,

the lower disk will not rupture.

A 2 DEGF will always active the lower disk.
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The upper disk will be activated when 5 - 7 DEGF are

considered.

These results lead to possibilities to define a design basis

accident on a deterministic basis.

As mentioned before, the water/steam side pressure relief down to

subcritical pressure is achievable within 4 - 6 s.

Assuming overheating effects from a secondary leak (> 80 g/s) the

minimum "time to burst" will be in the order of > 20 s.

A detection of this leak by acoustics is requested in the design

with a high reliability. If so and depressurisation starts,

additional overheating failures are not possible.

Even an 1 DEGF as a starting event, which will not lead in all

cases to dynamic disk activation would be easily detectable by

acoustics and depressurisation would start. Further overheating

would not take place.

However should the leak rate (comparable with a 1 DEGF leak rate)

be the accumulated result of a leak propagation a few tubes may be

overheated and may burst within a short time interval. In this

case after having reached a number of 5 - 7 tubes the upper

rupture disk will be activated too. Activation of both rupture

disks means that the reaction zone boundaries are now allowed to

move in both directions from the reaction point. As a conclusion

from earlier SNR-300 experiments and from the SNR-300 DBA re-

consideration work, moving reaction zone boundaries are the best

protections against stationary overheating. Overheating is only

possible in stagnant or nearly stagnant reaction zones. It can be

assumed that, after activation of the second disk further

overheating will not be possible.

Looking for the capability of the IHX of 30 bar at level C first

calculations show that this level will be reached with a ^ 20 DEGF
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assumption. As a first approach this seems to be a sufficient

design margin compared to the 5 - 7 tubes.

But this is still to be understood as a preliminary result towards

the definition of the DBA. It needs to be confirmed by further R*D

activities and calculations.

The greatest advantage of this consideration however is that there

would be no further need for detailed probability and reliability

discussions. Instead of this a clean deterministic approach could

become possible. The extend of reaction size scenario would be

limited by physical laws.

4.3 Beyond Design Dehaviour

Considerations on the beyond design situation liave not yet really

started. Key point of beyond design considerations is the non-

availability of water/steam side depressurisation and isolation

system.

It has been pointed out in the previous chapters that an

escalating leak scenario, when reaching a leak rate in the range

of 5 - 7 DEGF, will activate both rupture disks and will acce-

lerate the reaction zone boundaries into both pressure relief

lines. As also mentioned further tube bursts will become more and

more unlikely. When the reaction zone boundaries have reached the

rupture disk branches in the secondary system and when the

pressure relief lines will be emptied from sodium it is most

probable that the still leaking water or steam will enter in a

more or less unreacted form the dump and expansion vessel. Further

pressure build up in the secondary system and IHX is unlikely

provided that.the final pressure relief line to atmosphere is

capable for the resulting flow.

5 Conclusions

As demonstrated the work towards the definition of an acceptable

DBA is going along two alternative but interconnected lines, a
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more probabilistic and a more deterministic definition.

In spite oE the Eact that Eurthec R+D and design confirmations are

still necessary EFR-Associates are pretty sure that a suitable and

acceptable DBA will be possible without any negative influences

and constraints to the project.
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Table 1

Geometric Data

Number of tubes
Inside tube diameter
Outside tube diameter
Type of arrangement
Radial pitch
Circumferential pitch
Overall tube length
SG total length
Shell outer diameter
Shell thickness

Table 2

Thermal Data

1386
(mm) 12
(mm) 16.4

Circular pitch
(mm) 32.4
(mm) 33.9
(m) 33.3
(m) 37.2
(mm) 1430
(mm) 18

Number of units
Power/unit
Sodium inlet temperature
Sodium outlet temperature
Water inlet temperature
Steam outlet temperature
Steam pressure
Sodium flowrate
Water flowrate
Pressure drop sodium side
Pressure drop water side
(including ferrules)

MWth
"C
"C
"C
"C
bar
kg/s
kg/s
bar
bar

6
602
525
340
240
490
186
2553
275
2
10

EFR Straight Tube Steam Generator

Main Data

F22, Dumm, 08/90

3037807 90
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Table 3
Probability and Reliability Data

Number of assumed leaks

at upper tube plate

at lower tube plate

at tube bundle

Probability of leak in tube bundle

Non availability of hydrogen det. systems

Non availability of acoustic det. systems

Probability of secondary leak formation

Non availability of water/steam side

depressurization and isolation

Probability for rupture disk activation

Probability for DBA

20/40 years

9/40years

9/40years

2/40 years

5-1O"2/a

M0'3/demand

M0"3/demand

5-10"4/a

M0"5/demand

<2.5-10"4/a

<M0~7/a

Probability and Reliability Data
for DBA Definition

F22. Dumm, 08/90

303784)7-90

EFR ASSOCIATES

Level C Kbar

EFR - Secondary System

Consistent Design

Fig. 1
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IAEA Specialists* Meeting on Steam Generators

Failure and Failure Propagation Experience

Aix-en-Provence, 26. - 28. Sept. 1990

Review of the Common European R + D Programme on the

Development and Propagation of Leakage Accidents in

Sodium-Heated Steam Generators

K. Förster, Interatom GmbH, Bergisch Gladbach

R. Currie, AEA, Dounreay

J. P. Maupre, CEA, Cadarache

Abstract

Sodium-water reactions caused by water-into-sodium leakages
are an essential topic in safety considerations for LMFBR steam
generators. Research work in this field has been performed
worldwide for some decades. Nevertheless, not all questions
have been answered yet. So investigations are still going on,
nowadays preferably directed to special problem areas and/or
to certain design requirements of actual reactor projects.

For the European Fast Reactor (EFR) a comprehensive R + D pro-
gramme is being performed covering all important aspects of
leakage accidents (development and consequences of leakages,
detection methods, counter measures, code development). The
work is shared between France (CEA), Great Britain (AEA) and
Germany (Interatom), cooperating as partners in the development
of the EFR. The individual tasks are performed in a great variety
o£ test installations in a well coordinated manner.

Based on the results the design basis accident (DBA) for the
EFR steam generators will be established and computer codes
will be provided for design and licensing purposes.
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1. Introduction

Steam generators as the links between sodium side and water-slram
system are belonging to tVe most important components of n
fast breeder reactor system. Due to the special properties
of the heat transfer fluids sodium and water they are - on
the other hand - rather sensitive to disturbing events like
leakages.

Consequently great attention has to be paid to a proper design
and a high quality performance. Further safety considerations
are an essential part of the design work on the steam generators
and the whole secondary system. The importance of such kind
of work is clearly demonstrated by the large amount of research
work on sodium-water reactions, which has been performed world-
wide for about three decades. Even now not all questions are
answered yet and research work is going on at many places in
the world.

This is also valid for the European Fast Reactor (EFR), the
common project of all European countries working on the develop-
ment of fast breeder reactors.

2. Historical evolution of steam generator leakage accident
considerations / 1 /

Sodium-water reactions and the resulting consequences to the
steam generator and the secondary system are a very complex
process. The development of a water-into-sodium leakage is
difficult to predict and the difficulty increases as the event
progresses.

To investigate all areas of interest and to take into account
all influencing parameters would result in a tremendous amount
of experimental work. So from the beginning sodium-water reaction
tests were accompanied by the development of numerical models
describing the physical and chemical phenomena. These models
generalize the knowledge gained from the experiments. So they
finally help to keep the number of tests within reasonable
limits, and of course they provide tools for applying the results
for design and licensing work. The combined process of corrosion
and erosion - well known as what is called "wastage" - was
assumed to be the determining effect causing enlargement of
the initial leak itself and damaging neighboured tubes finally
producing a secondary leak. This again could generate one or
more further leaks by the same wastage process.

Based on this knowledge it was very reasonable in the past
to define the design basis accident (DBA) in a rather simple
way. To avoid a probabilistic approach, which could be verified
only by a voluminous amount of statistical data, it was assumed
that the consequences of a spontaneous complete rupture of
one tube would cover any result of realistic leakage courses.
So the traditional double-ended guillotine fracture of one
tube (1 DEGF) was established as the design basis accident.
This DBA was taken for most fast reactor plants in the past,
some adding a few further tubes which were assumed to break
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wlthln a limited time period after the first DEG rupture.

In accordance with this situation, experimental work was directed
worldwide to the simulation of spontaneous tube ruptures. The
test results confirmed the validity of the DBA described above,
and yielded the basis for the design of the steam generator
units and of the whole secondary system including counter-measures
like pressure relief and quick shut-off arrangements.

As these test programmes proceeded experimental results indicated
that another process than wastage could influence the course
of a leakage event. Tubes withswollen spots were found and
even tubes ruptured with only minor wastage. This phenomenon
was more often to be found the more realistic the experimental
conditions were. In the end it had to be accepted that beyond
a certain leak rate during the course of a leakage event the
heat generation in the reaction zone was sufficient to cause
overheating and bursting of tubes. The PFR steam generator
accident in 1987 confirmed these results.

The consequence of this new detail in the coloured picture
of sodium-water reactions was that tertiary leaks may be caused
much faster than anticipated before, and the number of tubes
likely to leak or the total leak rate, respectively, may also
be increased. Hence, the initiation of counter-measures must
be much faster, and above all the requirements on leak detection
devices have been raised considerably.

With respect to the EFR steam generators this situation requires
a reassessment of the DBA (in the old form of 1 DEGF) and a
modification of related design measures for mastering the conse-
quences of an accident. This process is still underway / 2 /.

3. European R + D - activities on SG leakage events

3.1 Organisational aspects

The R + D activities in Europe have undergone many changes
during the last years. The programmes in the single countries
were defined in accordance to the national fast reactor projects.
During establishing the common EFR project the different programmes
had to be harmonized and adapted to the EFR requirements. The
work had to be shared among the partners in the way that resources
could be utilized optimally and duplication of work was avoided
/ 1 /.

In addition, the DBA-situation depicted above had also to be
taken into account. So it is not surprising that overheating
and bursting experiments are a very important part of the develop-
ment work. But also all other phases of a leakage event are
covered, where there is a deficiency of knowledge in respect
to the EFR requirements.

-1-

All activities are directed to the realization of the straight
tube once-through steam generator which is the reference design
for the EFR. Each partner performs his part of the work under
his own responsibility, the total work is coordinated by a
well-established organization: working groups with members
from all participating partners are responsible for certain
plant systems or problem areas. The working groups meet regularly,
they report to a management group R + D, which is supervised
by a steering committee. There are links also to the design
companies on one hand and to the customer, a group of utilities,
on the other hand. This is important in order to respond very
quickly to changes in the design and operational requirements.

3.2 The R + D - work programme

The present research and development work is covering all aspects
of the leakage process / 1 /. The main emphasis is placed on
the problem area of overheating and bursting of tubes which
is of acute topicality. But also the evolution of micro leaks,
the break-up and self-enlargement of small leaks and the wastage
of neighboured tubes are being investigated. Mere the EFR-speci-
fic material T91, the a modified version of the 9CrlMo steel,
requires additional work in order to complete the rather large
amount of results which are available from investigations all
over the world. Special regions in the steam generator like
hydraulically dead zones or gas spaces are a further field
of interest»

Importance is also attached to the qualificaticn of leak detection
methods and the realization of pressure relief devices. Finally
the development and verification of computer codes in an essential
aim of the whole work, since they are the tools by which the
results are applied to the reactor system via design and licensing
procedures.

In the table 1 the details of the work programme are described.
In order to show the complete picture, not only running tasks
are listed, but also that part of the work which is already
completed. Results of the actual work are presented in some
other contributions to this meeting.

Since the codes are the tools, by which the experimental results
preferably are transfored into the plant design, special attention
should be paid to their development and qualification. In table 2
the European situation is illustrated. The code system described
is an attempt of the European partners to come to a common
solution that will be used as standard tool for steam generator
safety consideration«.

The code system COCOS will be established in a modularized
form. So it can easily be accomodated to changing requirements
and new aspects. Some of the individual modules are already
in use, others need further development and improvement. New
modules can of course be added. The EPOS code structure con-
taining different national wastage modules, was chosen for
the training of the cooperation in this field, e. g. definition
of users requirements, establishment of the structure of the
modules etc.
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In addition to the COCOS system which describes the reaction
behaviour Itself and the consequences In the reaction zone,
more general codes are in use in the different countries which
calculate the consequences of a steam generator leakage acci-
dent to the secondary system and the IHX. Some of the codes
are tabulated in table 3. They describe the transient flow
behaviour in the system, the pressure development, the resulting
loads and the interaction between cooling fluid and system
structure.

4. Test facilities

As can be seen from table 1, a great number of different test
facilities is available for the experimental work. In order
to give an idea of the variety of arrangements and their purposes,
some examples are shortly described / 3 /.

In Fig. 1 the flow-scheme of the ASB-loop at Interatom is shown.
It consists of a sodium loop, a pressurized water supply system
and a pressure relief system. The steam generator model vessel
is prepared for experiments in the lower tube plate region.
Tests can be performed under quite realistic conditions, especially
water and sodium flow can be simulated close to the adequate
plant conditions. The test results are important for the design
of the lower tube plate region, especially for anti-wastage
arrangements.

Fig. 2 is showing the scheme of the Super NOAH Rig of the AEA.
Sodium flow is provided only during the test phase in the way
that the sodium is pumped by gas pressure from a hot sodium
tank through the test vessel to a cold sodium tank. Again a
pressurized water supply system and a pressure relief and sodium
separation system are provided. The test facility will be prepared
for bundle wastage investigations in the superheater region
of the steam generator. The results are important for the qualifi-
cation of wastage and overheating codes.

The next setup, SUPER-JONAS of CEA (Fig. 3), is especially
suitable for wastage flame modeling tests. A target plate arranged
in the test vessel can be moved axially in order to vary the
distance between injection nozzle and target. Further it can
be turned, so that a certain number of targets can be investigated
in one test series. In this test cell wastage profiles and
- by additional thermocouple arrangements - temperature profiles
in a reaction jet can be measured. The sodium supply of the
test cell is provided from the GRIGNOTIN sodium loop, where
some other test cells for small leak evolution and wastage
tests are installed.

The last example, the COTHAA experimental rig (Fig. 4) is related
to the overheating and bursting of tubes. Tubes are heated
up by direct electrical heating and are pressurized by argon
or flowing water/steam. The deformation and the rupture are
measured by displacement and optical fibre devices. The whole
setup is arranged in a safety enclosure, and a control system
guarantees a safe performance of the tests. The results are
used for the qualification of the MECTUB code describing the
overheating and bursting effects during the propagation phase
of a leakage event.

-6-

5. Conclusions

The control of sodium-water reactions and the mastering of
their consequences, are essential for the safe and reliable
operation of steam generator units in LMFBR's. Therefore, the
reaction behaviour has been investigated since the beginning
of fast reactor development. The DEG rupture of one tube was
first chosen as the bounding incident, and measures such as
detection systems, bursting discs and effluent systems were
developed to control and limit the resulting loads and damages
in the heat transfer system.

Recent experimental results and practical experience have shown
that a careful reconsideration of the DBA seems to be necessary
taking into account the peculiarities of different designs.
Therefore, further investigations with respect to leak propa-
gation turned out to be necessary. In addition special require-
ments of actual reactor projects have to be met.

With respect to the European Fast Reactor a joint R+D programme
in the field of sodium-water reactions was established with
the aim to define a justifiable DBA and to provide the tools
for design and licensing procedures. The work is shared among
France, Great Britain and Germany, and is being performed in
close cooperation. The progress reached so far gives confidence
that the joint efforts will result in a proper steam generator
design for EFR and - in a more general sense - in a significant
contribution for steam generator safety.
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European R + D - work on sodium-water reactions

Table l/l

Problem Area
- Type of Investigation

Micro leak evolution
and self wastage

- Behaviour of dormant leaks

- Leak self evolution

. bundle region

. upper tube plate region

. lower tube plate region

Main Parameters

Incolloy 800/T91
plugged leaks

Incolloy 800/T91

0 - 15 g/s

0,5 - 50 g/s

many realistic leaks

to be defined

Facility

Glovebox

GRIGNOTIN
MICROMEGAS
SWLR

PFR-Expe-
rience
to be
defined

Instit.

AEA

CEA
EdF
AEA

AEA

to be
defined

Status

finished

in progress
finished
finished

available

planned
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Table 1/2

European R + D work on sodium-water reactions

Problem Area

- Type of Investigation Main Parameters Facility Instit, Status

Wastage of adjacent tubes

- Wastage tests including

. wastage rate distribution

. temperature profiles

. reaction flame models

- Wastage of SGU shell

- Simulation experiments

. jet simulation

. corrosive/erosive
effect simulation

Incolloy 800/T91
sodium temperature,
water pressure, leak
size, leak distance,
target material, impact
angle

T91, leak size, leak
distance

gas (N2, He/ Ar) into
water (glyzerine), en-
trainment, velocity
and temperature distri-
bution

gas (N2) into NaOH,
wastage, temperature
distribution

SUPER-JONAS CEA
GRIGNOTIN CEA

SWLR AEA

MICROMEGAS EdF

Glovebox AEA

Glovebox

JIM

JAR

AEA

CEA/EdF
(Unl
Poitiers)

in progress

in progress

finished

finished

in progress

in progress

finished

EdF (Uni finished
Poitiers)



European R + D work on sodium-water reactions

Table 1/3

Problem Area

- Type of Investigation Main Parameters Facility Instit. Status

Leak propagation in
bundle geometries
- Development of secondary
and tertiary leaks

. wastage development

. pressure and temperature
evolution

. pressure waves., flow and
level variations

- Hydrodynamic studies on the
reaction zone (gas bubble
damping etc.)

evaporator conditions
leak size: 0,3 - 1 mm
material: 2 1/4 CrlMo

water cooling in the tubes

superheater conditions

leak rate: > 100 g/s
material: T91
water cooling in the tubes

Leak simulation with
^ / ^ O , primary and secon-
dary leaks, leak size,
time difference, gas space
and overflow line

ASB-Loop Interatom finished

SUPER-NOAH AEA under
preparation

Leak Simu-
lation Rig

Interatom in progress
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European R + D work on sodium-water reactions

Problem Area
- Type of Investigation Main Parameters Facility Instit. Status

Leak propagation in
bundle geometries (continued)
- Overheating effects leading

to swelling and bursting
of tubes

Simulation of overheating
effects

evaporator and super-
heater conditions, leak
rate, material, water
cooling, heat transfer
characteristics

rapid heating of cooled
and uncooled tubes,
Inc. 800 and T91, swelling
and bursting, temperature
history, heat input

ASB-Loop Interatom finished

SUPER-NOAH AEA

COTHAA-Rig CEA

RF Test Rig AEA

Bursting Interatom
Test Setup

under
preparation

in progress

in progress

in progress



Table 1/5

European R + D work on sodium-water reactions

Problem Area

- Type of Investigation Main Parameters Facility Instit. Status

Reaction and wastage
behaviour in dead zones

- Tests in the lower tube
.plate region

. wastage rate and
distribution

. reaction product
behaviour (NaOH, H2)

. prevention of leak
propagation by wastage
protection devices

. leak detection

- Reaction and wastage
behaviour in gas spaces

. upper tube plate region

. steam-sodium surface
interaction

leak size: 0,3 - 1 mm
material: T91
low local sodium flow
water flow, if required

ASB-Loop Interatom in progress

no tests required

simulation of drainage
system malfunction

PFR- AEA
Experience
SWLR AEA

results
available

finished
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European R + D work on sodium-water reactions

Problem Area

- Type of Investigation

Code development

- Development and qualification of codes
describing the different phases of sodium-
water reactions

. self wastage

. leak propagation: wastage, overheating,
swelling, bursting

. leak detection

. system protection: depressurization

Leak detection

- Development and qualification of leak
detection methods

. H2-detection (in sodium, in gas spaces)

Facility

Results from
all installa-
tions

Various test
setups used

Instit.

CEA
EdF
AEA
Interatom

CEA
EdF
AEA
Interatom

Status

in progress

in progress

. acoustic detection (active, passive)

. others (flow, level etc.)

Accident Management

- Development of fast pressure relief devices
(bursting discs)

ASB-Loop Interatom in progress



Table 2

European code system for describing sodium-,

water reactions in steam generators

General approach
Development of a common European code system

COCOS

which describes the course and the consequences of a leak
event in a sodium-heated SG starting from a primary (small)
leak, causing a secondary (medium size) leak and ending in
(a) tertiary (large) leak(s)

Practical procedure

The code system consists of a number of modules describing
single aspects of the course of an accident:

Code Name

COCOS

- EPOS

. PERCEVAL

. PROFET

. BLUSH

- HECTUB

- GENVAP

- HYDET

- PROPANA

Purpose

General code structure

Wastage code structure

Wastage module
Wastage module
Wastage module

Overheating module

Water/steam-side
depressurlzation

Leak detection module (H2)

Wastage, Leak detection.

Responsible
Institution

all partners

Interatom
(coordination)
CEA
Interatom
UKAEA

CEA

CEA, UKAEA

CEA, UKAEA

CEA

Codes for describing the secondary system

behaviour under SG accident conditions

Code Name

depressurizatlon

Purpose Responsible
Institution

- ROLAST ID-Code for the calculation Interatom
of the hydrodynamlc conse-
quences of a large leak
event (pressure wave pro-
pagation and load distri-
bution) including fluid
structure interaction

- PLEXUS 1D/3D-Code for the calcu- CEA
1at ion of the hydrodynamlc
consequences of a large
leak event (pressure wave
propagation and load
distribution)

- MYDRON ID-Code for describing Interatom
stationary and transient
fluid flow behaviour in
complex piping systems
(incompressible)

- ARK (QUARK) ID-Code for describing UKAEA

stationary and transient
fluid flow behaviour in
complex piping systems
(incompressible)

- REACNOV ID-Code for describing CEA
stationary and transient
fluid flow behaviour In
complex piping systems
(incompressible)
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IAEA Specialists' Meeting on Steam Generator
Failure and Failure Propagation Experience

Aix-en-Provence, 26. - 28. Sept. 1990

SNR-300 Steam Generator Accident Philosophy -
Assessment due to new Understandings in Na/HiO-Reactions

compiled by
G. Ruloffand R. Hübner, Interatom GmbH, Bergisch Gladbach

Abstract

Recent R+D results in the intermediate leak range (finally

confirmed by the PFR steam generator accident) lead to a new

assessment for the SNR-300 steam generator accident.

This paper discusses the course of such an accident which has to

be expected under the SNR-300 conditionst starting with an

unblocked micro leak and ending with the pressure loads on the

secondary system due to overheating failure. Also enclosed are the

possibilities for a leak detection before serious damage has

occurred and the discussion of the definition of the DBA.

1 Introduction

For the licensing procedure of the SNR-300 several sodium water

reaction test programmes have been performed, like large leak

tests for the definition of the consequences of the design basis

accident and the validation of pressure wave codes or small leak

tests to get the experimental basis for the establishment of

wastage codes. In the years '84 to '89 in the Interatom-ASB-sodium

loop an additional test programme has been carried out, so-called

leak propagation tests. The tests had been started with artificial

primary leaks (leak range: a few g/s) in different bundle geo-

metries. The primary leak was allowed to produce wastage on ad-

jacent tubes until a secondary leak occured and then the conse-

quences of these leaks had been observed. The results (also some

obtained by AEA and CEA) are summarized in fig. 1. Beyond a

- 2 -

certain leak rate (about 80 g/s) .1 now failure mechanism becomes

more and more dominant: the so-called overheating effect, i. e.

the rupture of a tube due to the local heat input from the sodium

water reaction together with the water-side pressure inside the

tubes.

These results had been confirmed by the post-examination of the

damaged tubes of the PFR-steam generator accident from Feb. 87.

Due to this extended knowledge oE the development of steam

generator accidents (compared to the status in '81, the date of

safety expertise for SNR-300) the design philosophy had to be

reconsidered.

2 Principal Description oE the Course oE Sodium Water Reactions

The consequences of leaks in sodium heated steam generators depend

upon the size of the leak and its location in the bundle. The

range of possible leak sizes can be classified as shown in fig. 2.

Normally a leak starts with a pore or small crack penetrating the

tube wall (micro leak state). After different dormant periods this

leak may develop to a primary leak. At this stage wastage on

adjacent tubes will start with wastage rate depending on leak

diameter, distance to the target tube, angle of impact/ etc. A

more detailed description is given in [11. If there is no leak

detection and accident mastering in time, then after a period from

less than a minute up to hours a secondary leak will occur. With

the formation of a secondary leak the new failure mechanism

overheating becomes dominant, due to the higher local heat input

into the tubes. In the further course of the accident, more than

one tube might burst, so there has to be an assessment of the

consequences of this failure mechanism.

3 Steam Generator Accident Philosophy for SNK-300

As already mentioned, the consequences of leaks are depending on

the size. Therefore, the description of the accident philosophy

will also follow this way.
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3.1 Micro Leaks

The development of micro leaks has been investigated by different

organisations. A summary of the results of CEA, UKAEA and

Interatom is shown in fig. 3. When the leaks have reached the

status of being permanently unblocked, they show further self-

wastage, which leads after a few minutes to typical diameters in

the range of 0.3 to 0.7 mm.

3.2 Primary Leaks

With the existence of a primary leak (i. e. the permanent un-

blocking of a micro leak) wastage on adjacent tubes starts.

Wastage rates have been measured in small leak tests all over the

world (some are still under progress). With the correlation of

these data a model for wastage distribution in the reaction, flame

(PROFET) has been established at Interatom. Fig. 4 shows a

simplified sketch, for more details see (1). Wastage rates which

have to be expected under SNR-300 conditions are also calculated

in [1). The result is about 30 iitn/s on average for the bundle

region of evaporators and superheaters; straight tube and helical

tube units.

Experience has shown that most o£ the leaks are in the weld region

(about 90 % ) , so it has to be differentiated between tube/tube-

welds in the helical units and the tube/tube plates welds in the

straight tube units (70 % of the welds are in the last ones). Due

to thermo shock plates which are installed in front of the tube

plates the formation of a reaction flame with its high wastage

rates is not possible at the weld area of straight tube units.

Tests in [2] have shown a wastage rate of about 1 |im/s. So, for

the most of the critical areas the above mentioned wastage rate is

reduced additionally from 30 um/s by an order of magnitude.

Several hydrogen detection systems are installed in the SNR-300

secondary circuits (fig. 5). At present a new logic for the signal

treatment is being tested. Based on that logic times for leak

detection have been calculated and in [1] a comparison has been

done with those times needed to get a secondary leak by wastage.

The result is: 87 to 99 % of the primary leaks can be detected anil

mastered before a secondary leak occurs.

3.3 Secondary Leaks

If under unfavourable circumstances a formation of a secondary

leak will occur, then the leak rate will suddenly increase to

values in the range of 100 g/s to 1 kg/s. There will be no fast

response of the bursting discs so further damage is possible; the

failure mechanism will also be overheating.

Tube rupture tests and tensile strength test in the high

temperature region (up to 1200 QC) combined with calculations of

the temperature development in case of an additional heat input

into the tubes show that an immediate failure is not possible [1).

The shortest time observed in these tests in case of uncooled

tubes was about 4 s (as already indicated by the sodium water

reaction tests). With heat transfer to the water/steam flowing

inside the tubes this time increases remarkably to values of

normally greater 20 s.

Due to this relatively long times needed to overheat a tube a

simultaneous failure of two or even more tubes is highly im-

probable.

3.4 Tertiary Leaks

As already mentioned, it cannot be excluded that during the

secondary leak phase (leak rate > about 80 g/s) tube failures due

to overheating will occur. Two cases have to be examined:

a) overheating of one tube

b) overheating of one tube and further tube failures due to the

first one.
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To a)

One tube can release maximal the leak flow o£ a 1 DEGF (double

ended guillotine fracture). The resulting pressure loads are

covered within the design oE the secondary system (ASME Code

Level C ) .

To b)

After the first tube rupture additional tubes are affected by the

increasing reaction zone, so a multitube failure might be the

result.

This scenario has been calculated with the Interatom pressure wave

code ROLAST which has already been used for the calculation of

pressure loads coming from a 1 DEGF. Very important for these

calculations is the real modelisation of the secondary system in

the code (fig. 6). Main characteristics in view of pressure waves

and changes of sodium flow are:

- no gas space in the SGU's

- two bursting discs at each unit at the level of the Na-inlet

and -outlet pipes of the SGU's

The first set of calculations has been performed under the

assumption that there is a 1 DEGF-leak at the bottom end of a

helical evaporator, because this gives the highest leakrate and

therefore the highest pressure loads. The pressure waves result in

the spontaneous rupture of the bursting discs and in a fast

expansion of the reaction zone. After 0.1 s already 300 1 of

hydrogen are released; after 0.3 s this volume is increased to

about 1 n>3 with a bubble pressure of 20 bar and the sodium is

being pushed out via both ends of the steam generator with flow

velocities in the range of 3 m/s (fig. 7 ) . 4 s after the beginning

of the accident the bundle region is free of sodium.

- 6 -

Additional tube failures caused by the first overheating failure

are therefore not possible, because due to the fast movement of

the reaction zone along the tube bundle there is no time to

overheat additional tubes. Only at the short time span between 0

and 0.3 s additional tube failures might occur. But it is very

improbable that a simultaneous hnat input into two tubes (or more)

is so similar that after the time needed to heat the tubes up to

the range of the breaking point (about 20 s) more than one tube

will rupture in the short time span of 0.3 s. Nevertheless, even

the simultaneous rupture of two tubes results in pressure loads at

the IHX only 10 % higher than the specified level C Value.

In the superheaters the leak rate per tube is much smaller than in

the evaporators. So the reversal of the sodium flow needs more

than one tube. Calculations have shown that in this case the leak

flow of 3 - 4 tubes is needed. Fig. 8 shows the expansion of the

reaction zone in case of a simultaneous rupture of five tubes and

fig. 9 the course of the pressure. But even in this hypothetical

case the design limits under ASME code level C for the IHX are not

reached:

Superheater

Evaporator

IHX

4 Conclusions

Rupture of

5 tubes

54 bar

21 bar

36 bar

Level C

50.8 bar

51.8 bar

39.2 bar

Since 1981 the knowledge about the behaviour of micro leaks and

small leaks has been improved. The comparison with the former

values (e. g. the assumption of a constant wastage rate of 80 |im/s

for all temperatures, leak positions and directions) gives no

principal change in the philosophy of small leak behaviour.
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During the secondary leak phase new experience has shown, that

beyond certain leak rates another failure mechanism - over-

heating - becomes dominant.

The influence of this overheating effect on the DBA-philosophy has

been investigated (the specified DBA-value for the SNR-300-IHX's

is 39.2bar under ASME-code level C ) :

Due to the specific design of the SNR-300 secondary system

with the arrangement of bursting discs at both ends of the

steam generators only during a very short time span sequential

tube failures are possible. From the ROLAST-calculations

follows a time between 0 - 0.3 s where additional tube

ruptures are possible. After this time the sodium displacement

flow via both effluent lines is so fast, that there is no time

for further overheating.

The time needed for overheating with its about 20 s is long

compared to the 0 - 0.3 s where additional overheating

failures might be possible, and also temperature and heat

transfer fluctuations in the reaction are so large that a

simultaneous rupture of two (or even more) tubes will

practically not occur.

Nevertheless, even the simultaneous rupture of all tubes in a

helical evaporator is covered by the IHX under lovel D

criteria.

Consequently, as a result of this, also the new failure mechanism

overheating is covered by the design and there is no need to

change the SNR-300 safety philosophy.
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For the design basis accident not the number of tubes is

important but the leak flow rate, resp. the resulting pressure

load.

The specified DBA-pressure covers the following scenarios:

Simultaneous rupture of two helical evaporator tubes (the

specified value is exceeded by 10 %)

. Simultaneous rupture of six helical superheater tubes

For the straight tube steam generators the results are

similar
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SHORT INTRODUCTION OF THE SODUM-WATER
STEAM GENERATOR SAFETY PROGRAM OF THE USSR

Table 1

Vladimir POPLAVSKY, Director, Department of NPP
YFPY-OBNINSK

RELATIVE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BN-BOOSTEAti GENERATOR
AND EXPERIHENTAL FACILITY

T!!o_sU»Lus_of_thc_i>rob_l^ni i_n_-U.'

At present we know basic laws of accident's processes at water into
sodium leaks. These results have been obtained on the experimental
facility.

The experience of BN-350 NPP and BN-600 NPP operation, has shown
that general tests of steam generator safety system are necessary.

In compliance with the program on BN-800 NPP steam generator and
for the Investigation of emergency processes under natural conditions,
at the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering (OBNINSK) an
experimental facility is being constructed.

This experimental facility has full scale characteristics of one of the
BN-800 NPP steam generator sections.

The parameters of this facility you can see on the table 1.

The principal problems to be investigated on this facility you may see
on the table 2.

PARAMETER

1. Geometrical size
Hnd materials
-evaporator
-super heater

2.Leak indication systems

3.Safety system devices

4. Sodium flow rate
(m3/Hr) in a section

5. Sodium volume in a
section (m3)

(common volume in a facüit

6. Sodium temperature
Inlet/outlet C O

7. Pressure drop across
the section (kg/cm2)

8. Hydrostatic column (m)

9. Leak size (kg/s)

10 Mass of water into
sodium (kg)

Bfl-800 SG

-

-

-

1200

10

y)

505-309

2,5

1G,3

FACILITY

similar

similar

similar

1200

10

(30)

50D-309

2,5

16,3

(0-5 5,0

15,0
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Table

- 1 4 -

THE STATUS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY
AT PRESENT TlffE

THE PRINCIPAL PR0BLEI1S TO BE INVESTIGATED
ON THE EXPERWENTAL FACILITY

The investigation of the emergency processes under operationg
conditions of sectional steam generator safety system

- Hydrodynamic processess
- Physical and chemical processes
- Corrosion - erosion processes

General tests of a small and large leaks full-scale Indication system

The tests of the safety system mechanisms

The Investigation of sodium loop technology

- the quantity of reaction products carried out from an
emergency section

- the investigation of Intensification of the sodium purification
system.

The general tests of sectional steam generator safety system and
verification of operating algorithms

- At present the box of this facility has been built

- Main equipment has been manufactured

- Montage of the facility has began

The work will be continued only if the construction of the BN-
800 MPP will be continued too.



DESIGN OF PFBR STEAM GENERATOR

S.C. Chetal, S.B. Bhoje, T.K. Mitra, S.R. Paranjpe
and G. Valdyanathan

Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research
Kalpakkam, India

ABSTRACT

Vertical straight tube with an expansion bend in sodium

path is the design selected for the steam generators of

500 MWe Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR). There are A

secondary loops with each loop consisting of 3 modules.

With sodium reheat incorporated each module comprises of

one evaporator, superheater and reheater. Material of

construction is 2.25Cr-lMo for evaporator and 9Cr-lMo for

superheater and reheater. The tube to tubesheet weld is

internal bore butt weld with tubesheet having raised

spigot. Aim is to have reliable design with higher plant

availability. Design considerations leading to the choice

of design features selected are discussed in the paper and

a 'reference' design has been described.

INTRODUCTION

The choice of steam generator design concept is one of the

most critical and difficult issues the designers of the

LMFBRs are faced with. To avoid extensive outage times

which will result from tube leaks, LMFBR steam generators

will demand much higher standards of design, manufacture

and operation.

Amongst the major features for the PFBR steam generator,

the following are particularly important.

73

a) Sodium or steam reheat

b) Unit size - Single unit, modular unit

c) Tube configuration

d) Material of construction

e) Tube to tubesheet joint

All seek to achieve a reliable cost effective strain

generator which whon utilised as an integral part of

nuclear steam supply system gives high availability. In

assessing the design of PFBR steam generator, o groat deal

of subjective judgement has been exercised with due

weightage given to the operating experience reported.

2. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

2.1 Sodium or Steam Reheat

In the light of desired power generation and utilisation

of .standard turbine, sodium reheat is unavoidable.

Calculations performed on 500 MWe standard turbine net

manufactured in the country with stemn conditions selected

as 16.6 MPa/753 K at TSV indicate distinct disadvantage

associated with steam reheat cycle. Steam reheat cycle

permits power generation of only 430 MWe npart from

generating wet steam in IP last stages and LP turbine

complete. These problems would make the standard set

unsuitable. To generate 500 MWe on above standard set with

steam reheat would call for redesign of the turbine which

is considered uneconomical to fabricate for new sets.

Cost benefit analysis also shows advantage of sodium

reheat over steam reheat. It indicates that there Js on

2
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overall net loss of Rs.170 million in case of steam reheat

due to reduced efficiency, even after considerable saving

in the capital cost.

2.2 Unit Size

Modular units allow a very simple design and further they

are easily inspectable, replaceable and repairable.

Otherwise also the reactor can be operated with all the

units except the leaky one, if not replaced. Smaller units

effectively increase the sensitivity of the leak detection

system by reducing the dilution of the hydrogen in sodium

at the sample point. Moreover, smaller units are preferred

for ease of design and manufacture. These all aid in the

availability of the plant. However, there will be cost

increase from the use of modular concepts over larger

units. The optimisation calculations have indicated 3

steam • generator per loop as an optimum one. The

calculation procedure is standard one in which the capital

costs are traded against the cost incurred by postulated

outages. The non-availability of the steam generator is

considered based on tube-tubesheet weld joint only. The

analysis is based on steam generator tube to tubesheet
-4

weld failure probability of 10 welds/annum with the

leaking module isolated by valves on water and sodium side

in case of leak and the defective module is replaced by a

spare unit during next planned shut down.

Tube Configuration

The mnny different confiqurntions in thn stenrn generators

for LMFBD indicate the difficulties of choice. The

principal candidate configurations are helical coil,

straight tube, U tube, bayonet tube, J tube, hockey stick

type, serpentine type etc. Configuration of straight tube

with an expansion bend in the sodium flow path has boon

selected for the following reasons:

a) overall simplicity

b) no shell bellows or bend

c) identical tubes

d) ease of inservice inspection

e) ease of water side draining

Straight tube design with no means of accommodating

differential expansion or by providing bellows for

accommodating differential expansion between shell and

tube calls for greater duty on the flow distribution to

avoid the risk of buckling the tubes. Even in otherwise

sound design, there exists risk of buckling under plugged

tube condition.

Material of Construction

The ferritic steel has been selected, principally to give

increased resistance to the risk of stress corrosion

cracking due to faults in water chemistry or environment

resulting from tube leak in the steam-generator, 2.25Cr-

lMo has been selected as the principal material for

evaporator where sodium temperature at inlet is 723 K.
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Mechanical strength is adequate for this steel for use in

evaporator and there is no risk of decarburisation under

this condition. For superheater and reheater stronger

grade 9Cr-lMo has been selected as the principal material.

This material has no risk of decarburisation (in fact

there may be carburisation which is considered

acceptable), expected to have better resistance to pitting

corrosion and steam erosion than 2.25Cr-lMo steel,

adequate mechanical strength at design temperature,

excellent creep ductility, favourable creep fatigue

behaviour and satisfactory weldability.

The same material would be used in a given unit i.e.

tubes, tubesheets and plates forming the shell. This is to

avoid dissimilar welds at critical locations and also to

minimise the differential expansion aspect in the design.

For better mechanical strength, 2.25Cr-lMo and 9Cr-lMo

wrought products would be in normalised and tempered grade

except tubesheet which could be quenched and tempered. For

improved fretting wear resistance, the tube bundle support

material has been selected as Inconel 718 for all the

units.

Tube to Tubesheet Joint

The tube to tubesheet weld has been recognised as the most

critical item in the manufacture of PFBH steam generators.

The bore side weld .has been selected as it eliminates

crevices between tubes and tubesheet and it permits

radiographic inspection. Of the main joint forms for the
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2.6

internal bore weld i.e. raised spigot anrl inset tube type,

the former [Fig.l] has been selected to

a) place the welds in a low stress region

b) easier to weld and offer better repeatibility, and

c) provide increased ligament for a given tube pitch as

the tubesheet hole will be the tube bore

The spigot length would be around 25 mm. Postweld heat

treatment (PWHT) of individual tube to tubesheet joint is

envisaged to avoid risk of stress corrosion cracking an<l

reheat cracking. Non-destructive examination for each

joint will be carried by dye penetrant testing,

radiography using anode x-ray unit and helium leak

testing. The net result is expected to realise a reliable

steam generator.

Tube Size & Pitch

The tube size has 'been selected with nn objective of

realising minimum tube to tubesheet welds respecting the

following restraints:

- Minimum tube diameter of 10 mm from internal bore

welding, anode X-ray examination and inservice

examination.

- Maximum tube length of 23 m from tube availability

considerations.

- Maximum steam velocity of 60 m/s for superheater and

76 m/s for reheater; maximum water mass velocity of
2

2000 Kg m /s from ripple magnetite aspect.

Tube layout is triangular with ligament of 15 mm. A modest
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value has been selected as it is recognised that It will

not be possible to avoid wastage for leaks that have been

reported.

3. DESCRIPTION

There are 12 steam generator modules with equal capacity

arranged in 4 loops, - each loop containing 3 steam

generators. Steam generator is once through split-up type

with each steam generator module consisting of one

evaporator, one superheater and one reheater. The basic

configuration of all these 3 units are similar. Fig.2

shows the configuration of PFBR steam generator.

It is a vertical shell and tube type heat exchanger.

Sodium enters the steam generator through a single inlet

nozzle which is located beneath the upper tubesheet. The

sodium flow upwards in the annular region, then flows down

through top inlet plenum where it is evenly distributed

before entering the tube bundle. The tubes are placed in

triangular pitch. The inlet plenum is of varying cross

section (inner shroud extended) to get the uniform flow

distribution at the entrance of tube bundle. After flowing

across the tubes of the bundle, the sodium exits through

the bottom outlet plenum and outlet nozzle situated above

the outlet plenum. No cover gas has been provided in the

steam generator top. Steam generator without cover gas

provides less costly units due to better utilisation of

effective tube length and absence of complexities due to

sodium level fluctuation.

Feed water enters the tube side at the bottom, flows

through the orifice (for evnporator only) threaded to the

tubesheet nnd flows upward«; in a counterflow dirccton to

the downcoming sodium. Orifices .ire provided in each tuhe

of economiser evaporator from static and dynamic stability

consideration.

Full length tube bundle shroud is not provided to reduce

cost. It is realised that there exists mainly two

potential sources of tube failure viz. tube to tubesheet

weld and crossflow induced vibration. In both the inlet

and outlet plenum, the outer shell is far away from the

last row of tubes, whereas the bottom outer shell is

extended upward to contain the sodium in case of lenk in

expansion bend. These bends are in flow region, located in

the bottom portion of the steam generator above the sodium

outlet nozzle so as to permit higher allowable stress. The

tubes are supported and guided at various locations by

formed type tube bundle support arrangements. Tube bundle

support arrangements (for straight tube portions)

themselves are supported by the G tie rods which are fixed

to either upper or bottom tubesheet on one end. Tubes are

also supported at the centre of the bend by Inconel 71fl

rods to prevent out of plane vibration. Tube to tubesheet

joining is by internal bore welding (raised spigot type).

Top and bottom tubesheets are protected by thermal shields

during steady state and transients. Sodium inlet and

outlet shell-nozzle junctions are in the form of pullouts.

Manhole is provided on water-steam dished heads to allow



(1) access to the tubes for the inservlce inspection and

(2) access for tube plugging if required. Each steam

generator unit is supported by the ring support

arrangement attached to the centre of the units.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Steam generator design of 3 modules for each secondary

loop, sodium reheat, once through, vertical straight tube

configuration with an expansion bend on each tube, tube

ends welded to tubesheet with raised spigot has been

selected.

Reliable service is expected from the steam generator on

the basis of the strong foundation of concept and rigorous

controls being planned in manufacturing.

TABLE-I

STEAM

Detal 1

Number of modules
per loop

Thermal rating, MW

Tube material

Tube size ODxThk, mm

No. of tubes

Heat transfer length, m

Sodium (Shell Side)

- Inlet temp. K

- Outlet temp. K

- Flow rate, Kg/s

Water/Steam (Tube Side)

- Inlet temp. K

- Outlet temp. K

- Flow rate, Kg/s

Steam outlet
Pressure, MP.i(g)

Overall height, m

rSENERATOn DETAIL

Evaporator

3

65.65

Z.25Cr-lMo

16x2

253

22.39

723

623

513.7

52-1. .8

653

39.76

18.91

23.8

S

Super-
heater

3

19.085

9Cr-lMo

21.3x2.9

85

21.73

778

723

273.9

G53

753

39.76

17./.I

22.85

Hehcatcr

3

16.715

gCr-lMo

35x2

61

22./. 5

770

723

239.8

562

753

35.28

3.91

23.53

10
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AEA FAST REACTORS I AHA TUCI1NQLOG Y1

The experimental and engineering programmes
to support the PFR Safety Case following the

Superheater 2 under sodium leak: In particular,
large scale experiments in the Super Noah Rig

at Dounreay

R. Curric and J.D.C. Henderson
September 1990

Summary

The original safety Case for the Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) at Dounreay was based on the
Double-ended-guillotine failure (DEGF) of one tube followed by six more DEGFs spread out
at 3s intervals. Because the DEGF (lowrate in the Evaporator units was considerably greater
than those for the Superheater and Reheatcr units, pressure loading predictions were based on a
leak incident in the Evaporator.

As data became available from sodium-water reaction experiments, this Design Basis Accident
(DBA) was revised to be the failure of a single tube (1DEGF). Pressure loadings for the plant
were still based on the Evaporator. The plant was, however, designed against the original DBA
of 1 +6 DEGFs.

The under sodium leak in Superheater 2, in which a total of 40 DEGFs occurred in a short
period of time, cast doubt on the choice of DBA for PFR and it was obvious that multiple tube
failure incidents had to be considered.

A revised Safety Case for PFR was constructed based on an event tree and is presented in this
paper.

Also in this paper the engineering work carried out on the plant in order to reduce the
frequency of occurrence of multiple tube failures and the R&D programme initiated to remove
unnecessary pessimism from the postulated multiple lube failure incidenis are described.

The engineering work included:

1. AEA Technology, Dounrcay

8 1
IAEA IWGFR Specialists'* Meeting on Steam Generator Failure Propagation, 26-28 September 1990

• replacement of the Superheaters and Kehcatcrs with Replacement Till« Bundle (RTU) unils

• modification to the Hydrogen Detection (IF2FJ) System signal processing algorithm and re-
installation of its automatic trip function

• addition of a pressure trip in the Evaporator gas space

• commissioning of the fast steam dump valves on the Superheaters

• modifications to the bursting disc assemblies to reduce the probability of their failure to
operate

• replacement of some discs by ones of a different design and method of operation to reduce
the common mode failure frequency.

• modifications to the water isolation valves to improve their reliability

The R&D programme includes:

• experiments to investigate the rale of wastage at the PFR Evaporator conditions in which
saturated or sub-cooled water is injected into sodium at a higher temperature

• experiments to determine the life of tubes at elevated temperature as a function of internal
stress

• experiments to validate the theoretical model used to predict reaction temperatures

• experiments to measure tube-wall heat Duxes during intermediate sized leaks during normal
sodium and walcr/stcamsidc conditions and during post-trip conditions

• experiments to demonstrate that there is a design dependent upper limit to the number of
tubes (hat can fail due to overheating

• production of a new quality assured and validated version of the ARK code. QUARK, for
pressure loading calculations

• experiments to provide data on the How of choking, reacting, Iwo-pliasc mixtures of steam
and sodium, to validate the QUARK code for application to the PFR Effluent System

• experiments to validate calculations of the ASMH Level "D" pressure limit for the II IXs.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

An under sodium steam leak occurred in Superheater 2 in PFR in February 1987. This leak
resulted in a total of 40 failed tubes due to overheating and temperature weakening of (he steel.
A further 70 lubes suffered some swelling and alwut 50% of the tubes in the bundle
experienced temperatures in excess of 800 oC 111.

This event has demonstrated th.it there is a mechanism by which multiple tubes can fail in a
relatively short period of time: the data recorded during ihe event in Superheater 2 indicates
that the 40 lubes failed in a period of about 10s. A consequence of this lias been that it lias been
necessary to revise the safety case for PFR in relation to leak events in the Secondary Circuit
Steam Generators. This paper describes the revised safely case for PFR and the engineering
and experimental programmes required to support it.

IAEA IWGr'K SprrlnlMs' Mrellng (in Slrnm (.'rnrrufrir Failure prnp:ij;»llijn, 2A-2O Sf nlemlir r I9*>O
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2.0 THE ORIGINAL DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT

As described in [1], each PFR Secondary Circuit contains three Steam Generators; an
Evaporator, a Superheater and a Reheater. Because the tubes in the Evaporator arc water-filled,
failure of a tube in these units represent the worst case. Therefore the Design Basis Accident
for the PFR Secondary Circuits has been based on the Evaporators.

The PFR secondary circuits and effluent systems were designed such that the most severe,
credible, sodium-water reaction would threaten neither the integrity of the primary
containment, at the IHX's, nor that of the secondary circuit. Based on early (i.e. prc-1970) tests
in the NOAH Rig this most severe accident - the Design Basis Accident - was taken as a
complete fracture of an evaporator tube to give unrestricted flow from the two open ends of the
lube (i.e. a Double-Ended Guillotine Fracture or DEGF). It was further assumed that this
would be followed by a further six DEGF's at 3 second intervals during the plant shutdown.
Later tests in the Super Noah Rig showed that for an evaporator DEGF (flow rate >10 kg s "')
piston expulsion of sodium occurred and that no further failures would result. The Design
Basis Accident was therefore modified to a single DEGF in an evaporator, although it should
be noted that the plant was designed and built against the initial more severe incident. It was
further assumed that the initial flow rate from such a failure under operating conditions would
be 23 kg s"1.

3.0 INITIAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE SUPERHEATER 2
LEAK ON THE SAFETY CASE

Following the preliminary examination of the Superheater 2 tube bundle and from the pressure
loading calculations performed, it was concluded that [ 11:

(a) this leak event was initiated by fretting damage, which was generic to all the original
superheaters and rehcaters

(b) the initial small leak would probably have been detected by the under sodium hydrogen
detection system if it had been operational and if its trip had been armed

(c) the damage to the lube bundle was beyond that covered by the Design Basis Accident
(DBA)

(d) the maximum leakrate during the incident was less than the 23 kg s"1 assumed in the
DBA

(e) the pressure loadings on the Intermediate Heat Exchangers was less than that predicted
for the DBA.

It was decided that all the remaining original stainless steel superheaters and rehcatcrs had to
be replaced by the Replacement Tube Bundle 9CrlMo units which were of a design that was
more resistant to fretting. This would remove the intiating event of the Superheater 2 leak, and
would therefore reduce the frequency of under sodium leaks.

A programme of inspection of the evaporator tubes was initiated to confirm that these tubes
were in good condition. Acoustic noise monitoring was performed on all units, evaporalors and
Replacement superheaters and reheaters, to confirm that tube rattling was not a problem in
these units.

IAEA IWGFR Specialist«' Milling on Steam Generator Failure propagation, 26-2A September 1990

It was decided to reinstate (he under sodium hydrogen detection system as an armed trip. It
was however recognised that the arguments concerning its false trip rale used 1» justify its
removal in the past were still valid. Therefore a new signal processing algorithm was
developed and tested on the plant, prior to arming the trip. This system is described in Section
4.1.

It was also recognised that rapid depressurisation of the Superheaters following a sodium-
watcr reaction trip signal was important and the fast dump valves on these units were
commisioncd. The Evaporator units already had fast waterside depressurisation.

Further detailed examination of the tube bundle and allied experimental work was initiated to
dcvlopcd an understanding of the mechanism/mechanisms responsible for the observed
damage. This was required to enable a case to be made for the type of multiple lube failure
incidents that may he possible in the Evaporator units.

Work was intiatcd to review the ASME l-cvcl I) picssurc limit for the Intermediate Heal
Exchangers (IHXs) and to assess the Suite failure scenarios which would produce loadings
below this limit and which events would produce loadings greater than this limit.

The ARK code used to predict pressure loadings was subjected to peer review. This review
endorsed the modelling assumptions in the code but recommended that a new, quality assured
code be produced, since it was obvious (hat sodium-water reaction events would in the future
be required to be considered in the nuclear safety case for PFR. Prior to this event, it was
believed that the frequency of occurrence of multiple tube failure events in PFR were loo low
to be required to be considered.

The safety of the secondary circuits was reassessed on the basis of an fault tree. The objective
of this fault tree was to determine the failure frequency of die II IXs. The chosen criterion for
failure was a pressure loading in excess of the ASME I.cvcl D limit. The factors taken into
account in this fault tree were:

• the frequency of occurrence of under sodium leaks

• (he reliability of (he leak detection systems

• the reliability to operate of the bursting disks

• the reliability of the water isolation system

• the period of time over which the multiple tul>c failures occurred

• the number of tubes which ruptured.

It was recognised (hat there was not a sufficient understanding of the overheating mechanism
to predict the evolution of leaks in the evaporator. Accordingly experimental work was
commissioned to determine the data necessary to allow such a model to be developed. This is
discussed in Scclion 5.4. In the interim it was necessary lo consider some bounding cvcnls in
terms of number of tubes and time over which they failed in the fault tree. Calculations of
pressure loadings showed thai if less than 150 IIIIKS failed, or if more than 150 lubes failed
over a time greater than 5s, the IIIX pressure loading was below the currently assessed ASME
Level D linn whether water isolation was successful or not. It was argued that the worst
primary leak for an overheating event in an evaporator was of the order of 1 kg s . Any larger
leak would be detected very rapidly by the Pressure Trip or by bursting disc rupture and would

IAKA HV<;m .Speclall«!«' Mrellng nn Sleam Krnrralnr lolliirr propagation, 2«M Sepfmilirr 1900



not provide much time for heating tubes before the trip. It was further argued that the zone of
high temperature resulting from a 1 kg s'1 leak would be limited to about 100 to 200 tubes, and
that not all of these tubes would be heated at the same rate due to the spatial and temporal
variations in temperature and heat (lux, observed in experiments. Data from previous
intermediate leak experiments indicated that overheating failures took several seconds to
develop, typically tens of seconds, and data from single tube experiments. Section 5.1, were
confirming this. It was therefore accepted that 150 tubes failing over 5s was a pessimistic
bounding case.

The fault tree showed that an important contribution to the failure frequency of the IIIXs was
the failure to operate of the bursting discs. The pressure loading calculations indicated that out
of the six bursting discs in each circuit, one of the four evaporator discs was required to rupture
to relieve the pressure sufficiently rapidly to prevent MX failure for leaks less than 150 tubes
in 5s. The design of the bursting discs were considered in great detail to assess sources of
systematic failures and to assess the common mode failure frequency for them. A modification
was made to the shear gap on one evaporator outlet and one evaporator inlet bursting disc
assembly in each circuit, to reduce the probability of jamming of the backing plate (Figure 1).
To further improve the situation, some discs in each circuit were replaced by reverse buckling
discs, to introduce diversity and therefore to increase further the reliability of the busrting
discs.

The pressure loading calculations indicated that isolation of the evaporator from its supply of
water was of importance in limiting the mass of water available for injection into the unit. The
operating history of the water isolation system was reviewed and it was concluded that
previous problems had almost been completely confined to pilot valve performance. Therefore
modifications to the pilot valve arrangement were made [Figure 2J. The modified arrangement
provides three pilot valves for each main valve and enables sequential operation of these main
valves, triggcrrcd by two-out-of-lhrce operation oflimit switches on the valve CF5 [Figure 2).
The reliability of the operation of the limit switches has also been improved by increasing the
number of striker arms from one to three. A further imrovement was made by the addition of
logic to close SI (wo seconds after CF5 is signalled lo close, if the limit switches have nol
already done so.

These modifications have improved the reliability of the water isolation system, and this has
been included in the fault tree.

4.0 MODIFICATIONS TO THE LEAK DETECTION SYSTEMS
ON PFR

4.1 THE HYDROGEN DETECTION SYSTEM

Following the incident the under-sodium hydrogen detection system has been reinstated as a
trip system. The mode of operation of the system has been changed such that it will give a trip
signal if the water burden is consistently increasing at greater than a pre-defined rate. The time
for a trip depends upon the injection rate because it is initiated by the observed water burden
exceeding the pre-defined ramp (50 g hr'1 ) by a given value (18 g). The original system
merely compared the change in signal between time intervals equivalent to the sodium
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circulation time around the circuit. If this change in signal exceeded a predefined value a trip
was initialed. The new system is marginally slower for leaks which would have been delected
on their first pass by the old system. Inn is very much faster for leaks smaller lhan this and
increases the probabilty of leak detection Ircforc secondary failure. The previous problem of
false trips has been overcome by the introduction of the comparison with a predetermined
ramp rate which has been chosen on the basis of the observed drift in signal in the ubsccncc of
a leak. The new system uses the original sampling loops, membranes and katlu'romclcrs, only
the signal treatment has been altcrrcd.

The modified system was tested without the trip armed lo demonstrate that ihc earlier problems
of false trips had been eliminated. This demonstration was successful and the system is now
armed.

4.2 THK PRKSSURK TRIP SYSTKM

The original pressure trip system operated on the measurement of pressure in (he large gas
space volume in the Expansion Tank. Following the Superheater 2 leak, nil additional pressure
trip system was installed. This is based on the measurement of pressure in the evaporator gas
space. Initially, this trip has been set al a pressure value just below the bursting disc rupture
value. Monitoring of (he measured pressure is being conducted to determine what lower
threshold could be used without introducing false trips during normal operational transients.

5.0 TIIK R&D PROGRAMME TO SUPPORT THE SAFETY
C A S E

5.1 KXPKRIMKN TS TO All) TIIK INTKRPRKTATION OF TIIK
MECHANISM RESPONSIBLE FOR TlIKTUHE FAILURES IN
SUPKRIIKATKR 2

As stated in | 1 | , the tube failures in Superheater 2 exhibited features which could have been
attributed to corrosion. Three scries of tests were carried mil which aided the interpretation of
the Superheater 2 leak, enabling overheating to lie conclusively identified as the doininnni
failure mechanism.

5.1.1 EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE THE GROWTH OI' GRAINS IN THE
SUPERHEATER 2 TUKE MATERIAL AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE AND
EXPOSURE TIME

It was found (hat existing data on the rale of grain growth in 316 ss al elevated temperatures
was only available for relatively long exposure times, a minimum of 5 minutes |2| . It was
therefore decided to perform a series of short exposure experiments using 316 ss of the cast
types found in the Superheater 2 mix; bundle. The results from these experiments are shown in
Figures 3-5. This data was used to ascribe maximum temperatures experienced by lubes in the
Superheater 2 tulic bundle on the assumption ofa 10s exposure during the leak cvcnt( 11.

I'-Rt ft
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5.1.2 EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE THE LIFE OF PFR STEAM GENERATOR
TUBES AS A FUNCTION OF TEMPERATURE AND INTERNAL PRESSURE

A series of experiments were performed in which tubes were heated in a furnace to a pre-
determined temperature and then rapidly pressurised, to determine the life of the tube as a
function of its temperature and hoop stress. The tubes considered were PFR evaporator tubes
(7, 1/4 CrlMo, 25 mm OD, 2.3 mm wall thickness), superheater tubes (316 ss, 15.8 mm OD,
2.0 mm wall thickness), reheater tubes ( 316 ss, 20.6 mm OD, 1.2 mm wall thickness).
Replacement superheater tubes (9Cr IMo, 21.97 mm OD, 3.05 mm wall thickness) and
Replacement rehcater tubes (9Cr IMo, 23.86 mm OD, 1.77 mm wall thickness). It was
recognised that due to the relatively long heating times involved in this rig, final grain size and
other metallurgical features would not be representative, but it was expected that the tubes
nipture life would be. The results from these experiments are summarised in Figurcsö -8. At
the full 130 bars superheater pressure, tubes will fa:! in about 6 s at 1200 ° C and in about 150
sat 1100 °C. At 75 bars, a superheater tube could survive for about lOOsat 1200 °C.

The data from these experiments is of use in devloping a model of the overheating behaviour
of tubes as well as of aiding the interpretation of the lube failure mechanism in the Superheater
2 leak.

5.13 EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE TUBE LIFE AM> :?.UPTURE ISEUAVIOUR
AS A FUNCTION OF TUBE STRESS AND RATE OF RISE OF TEMPERATURE

A further scries of experiments were performed using RF heating to enable tubes to be rapidly
heated up to failure temperatures; rates of up to 70 °C s'1 were investigated. There were two
types of test:

• ones in which the pressure was applied and then the tube rapidly heated

• ones in which the tubes were rapidly heated and then the pressure applied.

The results from the first type of experiments showed that the failure categories observed in the
316 ss tubes in the Superheater 2 tube bundle were ieproducible without the presence of any
corrostve media. Tubes at pressures of the order of the full pressure in the Superheater at the
time of the trip, displayed ductile ruptures, category 1 failures, and the failure temperature was
relatively low, about 1200 °C. As the tube pressure is decreased, and the rate of increase of
temperature is increased, category 2, 3 and finally brittle, category 4 failures arc produced.

The results from the second type of experiments, indicated that the tube lives derived from the
experiments described in the previous section were valid.

The results from all of these rapid heating experiments on 316 ss arc summarised in Table 1
and typic! failures are shown in Figure 9-10.

The results from these experiments provided strong evidence to support the conclusion that the
dominant failure mechanism during the Superheater 2 leak was overheating.
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5.2 EXPERIMENTS T(> DETERMINE THE FLOW Of VvYi'i £U
THROUGH A DOUHLE ENDEf> GUIM.O'HNE Wi-UKI iX AN
EVAPORATOR TUBE

Most PFR evaporator tubes have inlet orifices which limit Ihe steady state How through a
DF.GF to a value les than that for a tube without suili an inlet restriction. The DIIGF value used
in conjunction with the DBA in force at the time of the Superheater 2 leak was 23 kg s'1. A
scries of experiments were carried out to determine the flow through the inlet leg of a failed
evaporator tube as a function of the upstream pressure and size of inlet ferrule installed.

The results from these experiments arc summarised in Figure 11. On the basis of this work it
was accpctcd that 13 kg s'1 was a more appropriate value to use when modelling incidents
during which many evaporator tubes arc failing over a time period. Of course the value of 13
kg s per tube decreases as the steam pressure decreases during the incident. This value is
pessimistic in that it is based on the assumption that the total (low is (hat for the inlet leg with a
typical orifice plus Ihe inlet leg flow without an orifice. This ignores the fact that the water in
the outlet leg is in fact a two-phase mixture and therefore the flow from the outlet side will be
less than that assumed in this determination nf the DF.GF flow. It was agreed that this degree of
pessimism was acceptable.

5.3 E X P E R I M E N T S T O INVESTIGATE T H E WASTAGE RATE F R O M
S M A L L L E A K S AT T H E W O R S T I 'FR EVAPORATOR C O N D I T I O N S

The original estimates of wastage rates for under sodium leaks in a I'FR evaporator were
derived from steam leaks at isothermal conditions. These predict maximum wastage rates at
Ihe sodium inlet where the temperature is approximately 470 C, giving a secondary failure
time of about 12 s. However, the tubes at the sodium inlet arc protected by shrouds, to
minimise high heat fluxes, and these will inhibit wastage if a leak should occur in this region.
A more realistic estimate of wastage rates is therefore required for the region immediately
below the shrouds where Ihe sodium temperature is slightly lower.

In the event of a leak occurring below the shrouds, sub-cooled water at about 325 C would be
injected into sodium at about 440 C. Hie maximum wastage rate will occur al a certain leak
rate if a jet impinges directly on the closest neighbouring lube. Previous studies of water
injection into sodium suggested much lower wastage rates than those observed from steam
injection.

A scries of tests have been carried to examine wastage rales for conditions at the Ixjttom of the
shroud, investigating leakratcs upto about 6 gs'1. The results from these experiments are given
in Figure 12. along with the predicted wastage curve based on isothermal steam injection. It
can be seen that there is a small reduction in the maximum wastage rate to 0.09 mm s"'
compared to the predicted, steam value, of 0.119 mm s . This means that the minimum lime to
target tube penetration in a PFR Evaporator is about 25 s, a factor of two longer than that
considered in the past when steam injection dala al 470 "C was used.
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5.4 EXPERIMENTS IN SUPPORT OF DEVELOPING A MODEL OF
OVERHEATING

To be able to predict the overheating behaviour of leaks it is necessary to be able to predict:

• The temperatures produced by a sodium-water reaction - including spatial and temporal
variations

• The heat transfer coefficient between the reaction zone and the tube - including spatial and
temporal variations

• The heat conduction through the tube wall

• The heat transfer between the tube inner wall and the water/steam inside the tube

• The life of a tube as a function of its temperature and internal pressure.

The development of an overheating model is a joint European activity in support of EFR.
However some additional experimental work has been performed, and is planned for the
future, to provide data specifically for PFR. Much of this data is of generic interest and will
benefit the EFR programme as well.

5.4.1 EXPERIMENTS TO VAUDATETIIETEMPERATURE PREDICTIONS BASED
ON A TIIERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM SODIUM-WATER REACTION MODKL

A theoretical model of a serfium-watcr reaction has been used to predict (he post reaction
product composition and temperature as a function of the mole ratio of the rcactants and the
sodiumside pressure. Temperature predictions from this model for sodium pressures of 1 and 5
bars absolute are shown in Figure 13. It can be seen that the temperatures across the entire
range of mole ratios are higher at the higher pressure, and that the temperatures predicted at 5
bars are in the range of those derived from the grain growth in the Superheater 2 tubes [ I ].

Although temperature predictions from this model were qualitatively in agreement with
measurement.1; made in various sodium-water reaction experiments, there had not been an
attempt to confirm the predicted effect of pressure on the post-reaction temperature. A series of
experiments were performed in which steam and sodium were mixed in a nozzle to produce a
reacting aerosol. The steam and sodium mole ratios in the mixing nozzle were varied and the
pressure in the containment vessel in which the aerosol was being discharged into was also
varied.

It is not possible to associate a particular temperature measurement with a particular pre-
reaction mole ratio because the actual conditions at the measuring locations are not known.
However, the data did demonstrate that the maximum temperature recorded during any test
was correlated !o the pressure, and the maximum values recorded at 1 and 5 bars are shown in
Figure 13.
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5.4.2 LARGE SCALE EXPERIMENTS IN THE SUPER NOAH RIG TO
INVESTIGATE THE RATE OK FAILURE OK TUBES DUE TO OVERHEATING

The objectives of these tests arc as follows:

• Measure reaction zone temperatures and heat fluxes through lu!>cs in order in demonstrate
variation in space and time

• Demonstrate that an intermediate leak will not cause tubes to fail due to ovet healing in the
period prior to the trip activated by the detection system in a PFR Evaporator operating at its
normal water and sodium side conditions

• Demonstrate that a large numlicr of tubes cannot fail during the stunting down phase when
the sodium flow is reducing and the slcamsicle pressure is reducing

• Provide data to validate a model of lube failure due to overheating.

The Super Noah Rig is currently being modified to allow modelling of Ixjlh the water/
sleamsidc and sodiuniside conditions of How, temperature and pressure for I'FR and Fil-R
conditions. A flow diagram of the new Rig is given ill Figure 14. The test section for each type
of lest conducted will be installed in the Reaction Test Vessel, and it is possible to install more
than one such test assembly at a time.

The important parameters to measure during these tests arc the reaction zone temperatures and
tube wall heat lluxcs. It is also important to incxlel the internal cooling of the lul>cs during the
period prior to leak detection and during the shutting down phase as closely as possible. It also
very important to control the internal pressure in the tubes to within very small tolerances due
to the sensitivity of lifetime at elevated temperature to internal stress.

The test section has been designed to utilise full PFR Evaporator length and diameter lubes
with the correct geometrical arrangement. 'Hie only scaling is that of the number of lubes, 9
rather than the full 498 lubes in PFR. I Icnce the scaling factor is 1/55. It is judged that the size
of lest section adopted is sufficiently large lo meet the objective of demonstrating spatial and
temporal variations in temperature and heal flux

It is also important lo model closely the sodiiimsidc conditions of temperature, flow and
pressure. The modifications under way on the Super Noah Rig will allow this to be achieved
during these experiments. The mass flowratc of sodium will be correctly scaled to ensure the
correct sodium velocity in the test section prior lo commencement of the injection of steam.

Previous intermediate leak tests in the Super Noah Rig have not included modelling of the
sodiumside pressure, nor the sodium flow. During an intermediate sized sodium-walcr
reaction, the reaction zone temperature will vary throughout ils volume and will depend on
local conditions of mole ratio of steam to sodium, as well as pressure. It is however believed
that heat transfer to (lie tubes becomes less efficient in the regions of the zone in which only
gases are present due to ihe very high temperature. It is believed that the most effective heat
transfer conditions are related to the boiling point of sodium, which is a function of the sodium
pressure. Hence previous tests in Super Noah have possibly been optimistic because they have
been carried out at atmospheric pressure.

An important objective of these tests is to measure Ihe reaction zone temperature and the
associated heat fluxes. This will be achieved by installing thermocouples on the outside.
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sodium side, of the tubes, and by installing thermocouples within the wall thickness of the
tubes.

During each test in this category, there will be 18 sets of thermocouples measuring heat flux
and an additional 37 thermocouples located on the sodiumsidc of the tubes measuring reaction
temperatures.

The heat (lux measurements will be made by using a group of three thermocouples [Figure 15|:

• one on the outside wall

• one inside the wall, about 0.25 mm from the sodiumsidc

• one inside the wall, about 0.75 mm from the sodiumsidc.

The precise depths into the wall of the two embedded thermocouples will be derived after
some development work on their installation. It is important that these thermocouples arc
installed in such a way that their location is known with a high accuracy. It is also important
that the method of installation docs not significantly weaken !hc tube. Hence the requirement
for development work prior to fixing the details.

The three thermocouples in each group will ideally lie along the same radial line, at worst the
lateral spread of these thermocouples will be less than the wall thickness. Development work
will also be required on the calibration of these heat flux 'meters' for steady and transient heat
fluxes.

These experiments are programmed to be performed during the second half of 1991, after the
modifications to the Rig have been completed.

5.4 J EXPERIMENTS IN THE SUPER NOAH RIG TO DEMONSTRATE THE
EXISTENCE OF AN UPPER BOUND TO THE NUMHER OF TUIJES WHICH CAN
FAIL IN A PFR EVAPORATOR DUE TO OVERHEATING

During these experiments, the conditions prevailing during a multiple tube failure incident will
be simulated. The starting conditions will model a steam flow into the sodiumside
representative of a significant number of double-ended guillotine failures (DEGFs), about 30.
The objective of these tests is to show that the cooling effect of the excess steam in the reaction
zone once 30 or so DEGFs have occurred, dominates the temperature, and that no further tubes
will fail.

During these experiments, sodium will also be injected into the reaction zone, and the effect of
different steam to sodium mole ratios will be examined.

In essence these tests are designed to demonstrate that "piston expulsion" will occur at a high
enough leak rate. Arguments had been made in the past that piston expulsion would occur
during a 1 DEGF incident in an Evaporator. The model was that the sodium was rapidly
expelled from the SGU as a piston, driven by the unrcactcd steam and hydrogen gas resulting
from the reaction, and that high temperatures were not experienced by tubes for long enough to
cause further failures. The Superheater 2 leak has called this hypothesis into question.
However, consideration of two-phase flow regimes as a function of gas and liquid mass fluxes,
supports the hypothesis that such behaviour will ultimately occur. It may be that more than 1
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lube needs to fail in an Evaporator before the steam llowrate is large enough to not only eject
the sodium as a piston, but also to strip off the residual sodium film from the IIIIH; wall, to
prevent heat from the subsequent reaction of that I'IIIM from causing the lube to fail due to high
temperature weakening.

Experiments have l>ceu carried out in various experimental rigs in the past, including Super
Noah, to examine the effect of I DF.GF in a .SOU. Without exception, these previous tests have
resulted in rapid expulsion of the sodium from the SGU nuxlcl, and no tulics have failed cither
due to wastage nor overheating. The Superheater 2 leak in PFR is the only event which has
resulted in lubes failing after more than I DliGF has occurred. Two factors have probably been
important:

• In the previous rig experiments, there has been no simulation of a intermediate si?cd leak
heating lubes prior to the commencement of the I DF.GF leak

• The llowratc per DEGF in the PFR Stipci healer is nlxnil I kg/s, compared to 10-20 kg/s in
the typical evaporator units which have been studied in the previous large leak experiments.

During these proposed experiments, there will he no rruxlclling of any precursor intermediate
leaks nor of the escalation scenario leading to the starting conditinns. The tests will be started
by ejecting the sodium from the SGU model (lest section) by argon gas, leaving behind a
residual film of sodium. The steam injection will then commence, simulating about 30 DHGFs.
Sodium will be injected into the test section at a rate representative of uplo about 20% of the
normal sodium flow. Since the SGU pressure will have increased to of the order of 30 bars, ills
not thought credible that such a large sodium flow could he maintained into the Evaporator.
I lence these experiments will lie pessimistic.

It is planned to simulate a range of stcain-tosodiiim mole ratios and to consider two sodium
injection points. In this way, it is planned to envelop expected conditions in (he real unit.

5.5 PRODUCTION OF A NEW, QUALITY ASSURED VERSION OF THF,
ARK CODE, QUARK

Following the Siipcrdcalcr 2 leak it was agreed that the code used to predict the pressure
loadings in the IHXs arising from multiple tube failure events in the slcam generators must lie
properly verified and validated for the application. Accordingly a new code, QUARK, is being
developed under a QA system. This code models liquids as being incompressible, but docs
allow for the compressibility of gases and two-phase mixtures. This code will be completed by
April 1991.

5.6 EXPERIMENTS IN SUPER NOAH TO PROVIDE DATA TO
VALIDATE THE TWO-PHASE FLOW ASSUMPTIONS IN THE QUARK
CODE

The ARK code has been used to predict the pressure loadings on the PFR Intermediate Heat
Excrsnngcrs(IIIXs) during multiple tube failure events in tde Evaporator, Superheater and
Rchcatcr. The modelling assumptions in this code were subjected to review and the single-
phase dow assumptions were found to be ncccpiahlc. Reservations were raised about ilie
validation of the Iwo-pliasc flow modelling in the code. The homogeneous model adopted is
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generally believed to be pessimistic, but no data was available for two-phase, possibly
reacting, steam/ hydrogen mixtures to establish this for the particular application to PFR. ARK
predicts that the vessel with the multiple tube failure event is rapidly vented of scx'Vim and that
subsequently steam is discharged from that vessel into the effluent manifold jure 16).
However, sodium is still being discharged from the other vessel, creating a two-f. ; mixture
in the manifold. ARK predicts that this two-phase mixture is choked, and that tl..; resultant
back-pressure required to vent it, dominates the maximum quasi-steady pressure experienced
by the IHXs.

The objective of this category of Super Noah tests is to provide two-phase steam/hydrogen
data to validate the QUARK code. The code will also be compared with single-phase liquid
(low data, large leak Super Noah test data (piston expulsion), gas-ws'cr dai.< simulating large
sodium-water reactions and non-reacting two-phase (low data from the I1TFS database. The
code will also be compared with the LWR code, TRAC.

In these tests, a 1/12ih scale (linear) model of the important features of Ilie PFR Effluent
System will be used. The 600 mm ID manifold will be modelled by a 50 mm ID pipe and the
sodium and steam will be introduced into a mixing Tec at the inlet of this pipe from 50 mm ID
pipes (one for steam, one for sodium). The difficulty in measuring two-phase mixture
properties of a reacting steam/sodium mixture moving at high velocity has been recognised.
Therefore, the code validation will be based on the accurate and reliable measurement of a
simple parameter. The sodium will be displaced into the lest section by argon gas pressure
supplied from a Reservoir. This reservoir will be of a similar volume as Ihc sodium supply
vessel, and therefore the pressure in the reservoir will drop considerably during the test. The
rate of decrease of this pressure will be a direct measure of the venting resistance of the two-
phase mixture in the test section. This parameter will be easy to measure since there will be no
sodium present in the reservoir and the temperature will be wilhin a range that docs not present
difficulties to pressure transducers. The temperature will be measured at regular intervals down
Ihc test section to determine the extent of reaction. This additional daia will be used to support
the choice of extent of reaction used in calculations in support of Ihc PFR safety case.

The steam and sodium mass flowrates have been chosen, on the basis of ARK calculations, to
model the two-phase mixture predicted to exist during an incident in which 150 DHGFs occur
in a period of 5s and during which waterside isolation of the Evaporator has been unsuccessful.
This incident represents a fairly severe incident, in which a two-phase mixture of low choking
sonic velocity is predicted, on the basis of homogeneous How. It is expected thai the results
from these experiments will establish that the choice of a homogeneous model is pessimistic
and that in reality, the gas flows at a higher velocity than the liquid, requiring a lower back-
pressure to effect the venting.

It is proposed to carry out between two and four tests involving steam and sodium. There will
also be the option of carrying out a number of water/argon non-reacting tests to compare with
the reacting cases and to supplement the non-reacting two-phase (low database used for
validation of the code.

These experiments will be the first to be carried out in the modified Super Noah Rig, during the
summer of 1991.

5.7 ASSESSMKNT OK THK ASMK I.KVI-X I) LIMIT FOR TIIK I'FR
INTERMEDIATE 11 RAT EXCHANGERS

The NIX was rc-asscsscd to determine its ASMF. l-cvcl D pressure limit, llccausc of the
operational history of ihcsc units, it was considered necessary to consider the effect of cracks
in ihc lower luhcplalc weld crevice on the strength of the units. Some experimental
investigations on fracture toughness were carried out which validated (he code used lo assess
the fracture mechanics of possible cracks. This work has resulted in n higher ASMK I-cvcl IJ
limit than originally assumed, and, when formally endorsed, will have the effect of increasing
the maximum event which is within this level to all lubes failing in an evaporator in Is with
failure of (he walcr isolation!

6.0 THE FINAL CONSEQUENCES OF THE SUPERHEATER 2
LEAK ON THE PFR SAFETY CASE

The work in progress al present is expected lo result in a further revision of the PFR safely
case.

The revised strength of the IMXs will result in them being able to withstand failure of all the
tubes (49H) in an evaporator in a timescale of Is, even in the case in which waterside isolation
fails.

On Ihc othcrhand, it is expected that once Ihc overheating niixlcl is refined and validated, Ihc
upper bound multiple tube failure event, wilhin the frequency range of concern for Ihc safely
case, will be revised lo lie of a smaller number of tul>cs failing over a longer period of lime,
than ihc current 150 lubes over 5s. It is expected dial a leak incident of something like 40 tubes
failing over 10s will be established as Ihc upper limit. In olhcrwords, Ihc .Superheater 2 leak
was essentially Ihc worst case in a PFR steam generator.

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

The Superheater 2 under sodium leak has resulted in a thorough review of the I'FR safely case
which had been based on ihc failure of a single lul>c.

A programme of engineering work was initiated on the plan! lo reduce the frequency of under
sodium leaks and lo increase the probability of detection before escalation lo an overheating
event. Modifications were also made on Ihc plant lo improve the rcliablity of Ihc water
isolation system.

The safety case is now based on a fault tree, in which a multiple lube failure incident of 150
lubes failing over 5s is taken as an important limiting event. Ixaks more severe than this result
in predictions of IIIX pressure loadings greater than Ihc ASMIi Level D limit which had Ixrcn
used in cnnjuclion with the safely case in force at Ihe lime of the Superheater 2 leak.

An RAD programme was initialed to support this safely case.
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The ASME Level D limit for the IHXs has been revised, and once formally endorsed , the
limiting event that the IHXs can withstand will be increased to all tubes failing over Is, even in
the case of failure to isolate the unit on the waterside.

Furthermore, it is expected that it will be established that the maximum leak event possible in
the plant in the frequency range of interest for the safety case will be established as being very
much smaller than 150 tubes Tailing over a period of 5s. It is likely that the maximum event
which need be considered will be shown to be of the order of the Superheater 2 leak, i.e. 40
tubes failing over IOs. The large scale experiments to be performed in the modified Super
Noah Rig will be of great importance for validating the overheating model and justifying the
maximum incident requiring to be considered in the safety case.
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TA1II.F. I. Summary of the results <>r the rapid lic;itin|; Icsls nn .116 ss Superheater lulu's
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The Specialists" Meeting to be held by IWGFR IAEA.

Subject: SM-1 Steam generator failure and

failure propagation experience.

Aix-en-Provence, France, 26-29 September 1990.

AN ANALYSIS OF MAIN PROCESSES AT SMALL WATER-INTO-SODIUM

LEAKS IN THE BN-350 AND BN-600 NPP STEAM GENERATORS.

ViM.Poplaysky

Institute of Physics and Power Engineering,

Obninsk, USSR

ABSTRACT

The paper presents the main characteristics of emergency

processes at small water-into-sodium leaks that took place

during the BN-350 and BN-600 NPP steam generators operation.

Leak charactiristics are presented, the relationship between

such parameters as leak rate and duration, its location in a

tube bundle, mass of water ingress into sodium, and the

character and size of a failure in the interaction zone is

analyzed.
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1. INTRODUCTION.

By the present time, extensive experimental studies have been

made on the determination of the effect of various thermal, hydraulic

and design steam generator parameters upon the character of tube

bundle materials failure in the interaction zone at small

water-into-sodium leaks. In general, there are some ideas of the

relationship between the steel failure rate nnd the leak magnitude

and duration, the temperature and velocity of sodium, heat transfer

tubes spacing, heat exchange bundle material, etc. An example of such

knowledge can be found in [1 - 51-

However, all the above results have been obtained under test

conditions at experimental facilities. In so doing the test

characteristics did not always correspond to the real omr»rgoncy

parameters that could take place at an NPP. This refers in particular

to geometrical characteristics of experimental equipment, test

duration, water-into-sodium leak rate, total mass of water

penetrating into sodium.

It is known that the scale factor sometimes plays a large part at

obtaining reliable results.

In this connection considerable emphasis is being given to the

analysis of emergency processes in NPP steam generators, taking place

during operation. It is a comparison of test results obtained at

experimental facilities and of parameters of emergency processes in

NPP steam generators that allows to gain the most correct idea of the

process under investigation.

The present paper briefly outlines the results of analysis of the

interrelation between the rate of material failure in the small

water-into-sodium leaks zone and some parameters of emergency

processes in the BN-350 and BN-600 NPP steam generators.
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Table 1

Main characteristics of the BN-350 and BN-600 steam generator components.

Steam generator Tube
module material

Number
of tubes
per bundle

Tube
diameter
(mm)

Tube
spacing
(mm)

Sodium Water Water (steam)
temperture (steam) temperature
( C) pressure ( C)

(bar)

BN-350
evaporator

2 1/4 Cr
IMo 816

32 * 2
(33 * 3) 44 350-420 45 250 - 260

BN-600
evaporator
(Ev)

2 1/4 Cr
IMo 349 16 * 2.5 28 320-450 140 220 - 340

BN-600 main
steam
superheater

(MS)

X18H9 239 16 * 2.5 33 450-520 135 350 - 505

BN-600
intermediate
superheater
(IS)

X18H9 235 25 * 2.5 33 450-520 28 505
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2. MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF STEAM GENERATOR'S DESIGN

COMPONENETS.

The characteristics of the BN-350 NPP evaporator, of the main and

intermediate steam superheaters of the BN-600 plant that affect the

parameters of the emergency processes at water-into-sodium leaks are

presented in Table 1.

Among such characteristics can be mentioned the tube bundle and

tube plate material, tube diameter and wall thickness, tube spacing,

sodium temperature in the leak zone, steam-water circuit parameters.

In should be borne in mind, that the BN-350 and BN-600 steam

generator modules are vertical heat exchange apparatus with straight

tubes. In the BN-350 evaporator steam-water circuit natural

circulation is carried out. In the BN-600 steam generator the

steam-water circuit is operating on the once-through scheme. Sodium

in the intertube space of the BN-350 evaporator moves from the bottom

upwards at a rate of 0.7 m/s. In the BN-600 superheaters sodium is

moving upwards, in the evaporator - downwards, a rate of sodium

movement being 1.5 - 2.0 m/s.

All water-into-sodium leaks at the BN-350 steam generator

occurred at the evaporator modules. As was already noted more than

once, at an initial stage of operation when a sodium temperature in

evaporators did not exceed 200-275 C, the time duration of leaks

being up to tens of hours, the tube failures were insignificant

(traces of corrosion-erosion wastage).

Only water-into-sodium leaks accompanied by a significant failure

of a tube bundle are analyzed below.

In the BN-600 steam generator modules the most number of leaks

was observed in the main and intermediate steam superheaters, mainly

at points of tubes-to-tube plate attachment (the upper tube sheet).

One leak that occurred in the evaporator received no development

and its position in the tube bundle could not be detected.

3. MAIN PARAMETERS' RELATIONSHIP UNDER

EMERGENCY SITUATIONS.

3.1. Lenk location and Failure Character.

When considering emergency situations related to small and

intermediate leaks of water into sodium there are usually taken into

account such parameters as the leak size, tube spacing, sodium

temperature, type of material.

However, as is shown by the analysis of accidents at real plants,

where the scale factor shows up in full measure, the character of

material failure within the reaction zone and beyond its boundaries

can be affected by other parameters as well. One of them is the leak

position. There is no doubt that for each specific design this factor

will manifest itself in a different manner depending on

thermohydraulic and design characteristics.

In Fig. 1 the results of the emergency situations analysis at the

BN-600 steam generator are presented for wnter-into-sodium leaks at

various tube bundle places. As a criterion, an event of an upper tube

plate failure of the module has been chosen.

In case of a water-into-sodium leak directly at point of a

tube-to-tube-plate joint (an accident N 4 in the main superheater) or

close to the tube plate (N 2 in tho intermediate superheater),

corrosion cracking of metal of thermal shielding and of the tube

plate was observed.

At the initiation of a leak at a distance of 1300 mm from the

upper tube plate its cracking was not observed any more and metal

failure was limited to a failure of seven neighbouring tubes In a

leak area.

In can be assumed that certain influence upon a tube plate

failure is produced by a possibility of concentration and long-term

presence of rection products in a small volume under the upper tubo

plate (accidents N 2 and N 4).

At the same time, at an accident N 3 there seemed to be a

101
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Main
superheater
(MS)

Evaporator
(E)

Intermediate
superheater
(IS)

/V'4

/V'3

Parameters of emergency processes in the evaporator, main

and intermediate steam superheaters.

Conven-
tional
accdent

N°~

/V*1

/V?2

/V*3

N'- 4

Leak

location

Evaporator

Plow-throu-
gh part of
intermedia-
te steam
superheater

Plow-throu-
gh part of
main steam
superheater

The upper

tube plate

(point of

weld)

L.eak

rate

(g/s)

0-3

0.2-

6.0 '

250

0.1-

0.4

Sodium

temperature

(°C)

450-310

420

450

420

In-sodium

mass of

water

(kg)

1,8

40

20

13

Type of failu

re of the

upper tube

plate

no

Corrosion

cracking

no

Corrosion

cracking

Fig.1. The effect of leak location upon the character of a failure

in the BN-600 steam generator.

possibility of reaction products entrainment through the coolant

circuit outside the boundaries of the module (Fig.l). This

possibility was lacking in the accident N 2 though a leak was

observed in the flow-through part of the tube bundle as In the

accident N 3.

It can be also assumed that mass of water penetrating into sodium

in this case did not play a predominant part (in the accident II 3,

when 20 kg of water penetrated into sodium - no tube plate failure

occurred; in the accident N 4, when 13 kg of water penetrated Into

sodium-there was a tube plate failure) and the hydraulic factors

prevailed.

3.2. Leak Size and Structural Components' Failure.

As was shown by experimental studies there is an unambiguous

relationship that relates the leak size, tubes" spacing, sodium

temperature and tube bundle material to the material failure rate in

the leak zone. These relationships are characteristic of a leak in

the flow-through part of the tube bundle.

Are these relationships valid for leaks at points of tube-to-tube

plate joints ?

As an example, let us consider this problem for a case of the

analysis of real emergency situations at the BN-600 steam generator.

As a criterion, let us take the fact of a tube plate elements"

failure.

In Table 2 are presented parameters of emergency processes taking

place in the main and intermediate steam superheaters. A place of a

leak in all the cases under consideration is the tube-to-tube plate

joint.

At practically the same sodium temperature at the place of a leak

(420-450 C) and rather a wide leak range (0.006 - 1.5 g/s) there is

observed no rigorous correlation between the fact of a tube plate



Table 2

The effect of leak size upon the character of a tube plate failure in

the BN-600 steam superheaters at a leak at point of a tube-to-tube plate joint.

Leak character
+ - there is corrosion cracking

- - no corrosion cracking

Conventional
N

of accident

Sodium
temperture
( C)

Leak
duration
(hr)

In-sodium
mass
of water
(kg)

Leak
rate
(g/s)

4

5

7

8

11

(M.S)

(IS)

(M.S)

(M.SO

(IS)

420

430

420

440

450

34

10

6.5

1.7

-

13.3

7.0

6.5

0.18

0.75

0

0

0.

0

.1 - 0.4 +

.05 -1.5 +

006-0.23 +

.2-1.5

0.02
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failure occurrence and the water-into-sodium leak size. So, In the

accident N 5, at a leak of 0.05-1.5 g/s corrosion cracking has been

noted. In the accident N 8, however, at the same leak size the fact

of a tube bundle failure has not been noted. It can be assumed that

here some other factor is acting. As is seen from Table 2, such a

factor can be mass of water penetrating into sodium.

3.3. The Effect of Mass of Water upon a Failure Size.

As an example, let us consider this problem for emergency

situations in the BN-350 NPP evaporators and the BN-600 NPP steam

superheaters.

Fig. 2 presents the number of failured tubes (a through failure)

as a function of mass of water in sodium at leaks in the BN-350 NPP

evaporators. All the leaks were observed in the lower part of

evaporation channels at point of bottom welding to a tube.

There was no fast drainage of sodium and reaction products. It is

seen from the figure that even under conditions of no fast removal of

reaction products from a leak zone, penetration of mass of water up

to 10 kg results in a failure of a maximum one neighbouring tube. On

the one hand, it can be explained by a low sodium temperature (not

over 250 C) under operating conditions that is of importance for

failure processes during a leak period. Besides, the presence of

considerable volumes of sodium in the bottom part of the evaporator

(low concentration of reaction products in sodium) practically

excludes a postaccident failure of the tube bundle as well.

Another picture is observed at considerable (over 100 kg)

penentration of water into-sodium.

In this case, heat exchange tube failures on a mass scale take

place. Under conditions of the absence of fast sodium drainage the

damage of 2 1/4 Cr IMo steel is caused by postaccident corrosion

processes.

Similar picture is revealed at the analysis of emergency

situations at the BN-600 steam generator.

fO

n tube
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Failure
zone of
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Leak location
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1 10 100 1000

Fig.2. Tube bundle failure aize as a function of in-sodium

mn33 of water at emergency leaks in the BII-350 evapo

rator.



In Fig. 3 the results of analysis are presented. Leaks at points

of tube-to-tube plate joints in the main (NN 6, 8) and Intermediate

(NN 2, 5, 11) steam superheaters have been considered. For a more

clear presentation of the total picture, in Fig. 3 the results from

two model experiments (tests N 1 and N 2) are also presented. An

isothermal model simulated a unit of the upper tube plate of the main

superheater by its temperature, hydraulic and geometrical

characterictics, had full-scale materials" stresses. The model

allowed to carry out water-into-sodium injection at point of

tube-to-tube plate joints.

As is shown from the table in Fig. 3 penetration of considerable

quantities of water (accidents NN 2, 5, 6, 8) is accompanied not only

by a tube plate failure but also by heat transfer tubes failures, the

quantity of mass of water being unambiguously related to the number

of failed heat exchange tubes in the leak zone.

It has been revealed that for the BN-600 steam supercheaters

there is some threshold mass of water penetrating into sodium below

which no tube plate failure and no adjacent tubes damage occur. And

the results from real emergency situations are confirmed by

experimental data (tests NN 1 and 2 at the model).

The above facts point to that at the initiation of a small leak

under conditions of no fast drainage (for example, the safety system

does not come into action because of a small increase of pressure in

the circuit) a limitation on the integral mass of water penetrationg

into sodium is an effective factor of limitation of a structure

damage and keeping it in a repairable state.

Of course, this limitation on mass of water will be its own for

each design. For example, for the BN-600 superheaters (X18H9 Type

stainless steel used) at leaks in tube plates the ultimate mass of

water is 0.8 - 1.0 kg.

Continuous

30dium
leak

Lenk Zone of
ocation tuboa failure

Tube plate

shielding

Jeat exchunge
tubea

Conventional

accident

A/?

N'Z (IS)

N? 5 (13)

/V-?6 (K3)

N°3 (M3)

/V?11 (13)

Test 1
(model)

Test 2
(model)

Sodium

temperatun

(°C)

420

4J0

450

440

450

450

450

In-sodiu/n

mß33 Of
water

(kg)

40

7.0

2.8

0.18

0.75

0.7

0.5

Character of

tube bundle

failure

Jorroaion
crucking

Corrosion
cracking

Corrosion
cracking

no

no

no

no

The number

of failod

tubes

10

9

2

1
(repair by
meuns of tube
nliip-r?i nf)

1
(repair by
means of tube
plugging)

1

1

Fig.3. Failure size in the BN-600 steam superheaters as a

function of in-sodium mass of water.
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4. CONCLUSION.

On the base of the conducted analysis of emergency situations at

water-into-sodium leaks in the BN-350 and BN-600 steam generator

modules fche following conclusions can be drawn:

1. The character of- material failure in the leak zone and its

adjacent areas, with other parameters being equal (sodium

temperature, tube bundle geometry, etc.), is also affected by the

leak location and hydraulic features connected with it.

2. In case of leaks at points of tube-to-tube plate joints the

leak rate is not a parameter determining the size and character of

material failure in the reaction zone.

3. Mass of water penetrating into sodium plays an important part

in a structure damage irrespective of leak location.

A limitation on mass of water even in the absence of the safety

system operation is a factor capable to limit a failure is a factor

and to retain the structure in a repairable state.
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The under sodium leak in the PFR Superheater
2 in February 1987

R.Curric'.G.A.B.IJnckar1 & D.M.Edge2

September 1990

Summary

An under sodium leak occurred in the Prototype Fast Reactor (PFR) Superheater 2, at
Dounrcay, UK, in February 1987. During this leak event a total of 40 tubes failed, each one
equivalent to a Double-ended-guillotine failure (DEGF). The 39 secondary failures occurred in
a time of about 10s.

In this paper the plant measurements and automatic protection system/shutdown system
responses during the leak event arc described. The damage observed to the tube bundle will
also be detailed.

Possible leak evolution histories are postulated and the pressure loadings predicted for the
Intermediate Heat Exchangers (IIIXs) from upper bound scenarios arc presented. These
pressure loadings are compared to those predicted for the Design Basis Accident (DDA) which
was used in the Safety Case for the plant at the time of this event. It is shown that the pressure
in the IHX during this multiple tube failure event in the Superheater did not exceed the
predicted values for the DBA, which was based on the failure of a single tube in the
Evaporator.

A leak evolution mechanism will be described along with the supporting experimental data
which justifies the interpretation that, in this event, with the exception of the initial leak, tube
failures were due to overheating and that corrosion and wastage were not of importance.

The metallurgical structure of the tubes in the bundle indicate that, witli the exception of the
primary and possibly one or two of the fretted tubes, the tubes failed after the trip which
removed the internal cooling of the tubes. This data also shows that the tubes which failed
early in the trip, when internal tube pressure was high, failed at lower temperatures, than those
which failed later in the trip, when the internal pressure had reduced significantly. Over and
above the tubes which failed, many other tubes experienced high temperatures, > 800°c, but
did not fail because they only experienced elevated temperatures late on in the incident, after
the internal tube pressure had been relieved.

1. AEA Technology, Dounrcay

2. D.M.Eclgc Scientific Consultancy

IAEA IWGFR Specialists' Meeting rn Steam Generator Failure Propagation. 2628 Scplemhct 1990

Comments arc also be made on why earlier sodium-water reaction experiments had not given
data which allowed this type of event to lie predicted, anil why "piston expulsion" did not
protect the unit against multiple mix; failures due to overheating.

The consequences of this leak event on the Safely Case for the I'FR Secondary Circuits and Ihc
engineering modifications and R&D required to support the revised safety arguments arc
presented in another paper presented at this Spccialisls Meeting.

l.Q INTRODUCTION

The Prototype Fas! Reactor (PFR) is a ofX) M\V (250 MW(c)) pool type, fast reactor wild llircc
secondary circuits. Each circuit contains an evaporator, a superheater and a rehcatcr. During
the early operation of the plant, small leaks occurred in the lulx;- lo-tiibcplatc welds of each
type of steam generator. After rectification of these initial problems, there was no further
leakage in the superheaters and rchcatcrs until a single leak occurred in a superheater in
autumn 1986. There were further weld leaks in the evaporators and their incidence increased
with time until major remedial work was necessary to eliminate Ihc possibility of further
leakage. The units were designed with all luhc-to-lul>cplatc welds in an above-sodium gas
space so all of this leak experience refers to leakage of steam into a gas space.

In February 1987 there was an undcr-sodiuin leak in one of the superheater units. The event
was notable fora number of reasons:

(a)it was an undcr-sodiiim leak in a large steam generator;

(b)thc initialing event was the failure of the lube-wall barrier between slcam and sodium;

(c)whilst the automatic shutdown had functioned correctly and the rest of the circuit was
undamaged, the superheater lube bundle sustained considerably more damage than
expected.

This paper reviews the event, subsequent plant recovery, and the extensive work to explain the
incident. The implications to the secondary circuit hazard assessment arc described in another
paper at this Specialists' Meeting 111.

2.0 THE I'FR STEAM GENERATORS

The layout of a I'FR secondary circuit is shown in Figure 1. Sodium Mows from the two
intermediate heat exchangers (IIIX's) to Ihc rchcalcr and superheater which arc in parallel,
with 70% of the flow passing through the superheater. The combined How passes through the
evaporator and (hen back to the HIX's via Ihc sodium pump. The circuit has gas spaces in the
steam generators, in the sodium pump and in the expansion tank. 'Hie expansion lank is
connected by 0.15 m diameter pipes to the main sodium pipework between the evaporator and
the sodium pump. Typical operating parameters are given in Table I.

IAEA IWGFR Special!*«' Meeting on Steam Generator Failure I'inp.igalicin. 36-28 September 1990
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The steam generators are of tube-in-shell design. The steam tubes arc U-shapcd and, in the
case of the original units, welded to the tubcplate with an autogenous butt weld. These are the
only welds at the steam-sodium interface and are all within above-sodium gas spaces. The
superheaters and rehcaters were manufactured in stainless steel with the inlet and outlet
tubeplates in the form of two concentric rings. Figure 2 shows a superheater. The incident
described in this paper was in a unit of this design. The sodium enters the unit at the base and
flows upwards through a central duct. The sodium then flows downwards in the annular tubed
region before flowing back up along the tubed region to the sodium outlet. To maximise the
thermal efficiency of the plant the units are contraflow (i.e. steam outlet corresponds to sodium
inlet). The vessel shell has a single sodium-water reaction "nozzle" which is connected to the
effluent system via a bursting disc assembly and a 0.2 m diameter effluent line. In terms of flow
position the nozzle is mid-way between inlet and outlet.

Following the initial, above-sodium leaks in the stainless steel units, orders were placed for
replacement tube bundles (RTB's) manufactured in 9Cr fcrrilic steel and of a design that
avoids welds in the steam-sodium barrier. This design is illustrated in Figure 3. The first RTB
to be installed, in 1984, was the reheater in circuit three. This circuit had operated without a
reheater since one of the initial leak incidents in 1974. The second RTB to be installed was in
superheater 3 following the above-sodium leak in this unit. The remaining RTB's were
installed after the current incident.

The evaporator is constructed of 2.25Cr IMo ferritic steel and is shown in Figure 4. The
tubcplate is a massive forged disc 0.45 m thick. It is divided into the semi-circular inlet and
outlet regions by a diametral baffle. The waterside has a hemispherical header with inlet and
outlet ducts. On the sodiumside, the sodium enters the unit at its base and flows upwards
between the shell and the baffles enclosing the tube bundle. The flow then enters the tubed
region and flow is parallel to the water flow. The tubes arc supported by 8 grids. The
evaporator vessel is equipped with four 0.3 m diameter effluent lines (two each at inlet and
outlet).

Each secondary circuit is associated with its own steam circuit. A steam circuit is shown in
Figure 5. The steam drum dynamically equilibrates at the steam saturation pressure. Water is
pumped from the drum through the evaporator, where it achieves a steam quality of 20%, back
to the drum. Steam from the drum passes through the superheater to the high pressure inlet to
the turbine. This flow is driven by the drum pressure. Steam from the outlet of the high
pressure stage of the turbine passes through the rcheatcr before expanding through the lower
pressure stages of the turbine and passing to the condenser. The condensate passes through a
scries of heaters before being injected back into the drum.

3.0 LEAK PROTECTION SYSTEMS

The plant was equipped with sodium-water reaction detection and protection using under-
sodium hydrogen detection, gas-space hydrogen detection, pressure rise in the Expansion Tank
and Bursting Disc rupture. This section describes the leak protection systems at the time of the
superheater 2 leak.

Gas-space hydrogen detection has proved to be an extremely sensitive indicator of steam
leakage into the above-sodium gas spaces of the steam generators. The sensitivity of this
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system and the benign nature of very small gas space leaks arc such that operator intervention
gives adequate plant protection.

The undcr-sodium hydrogen detection system was originally connected to the trip system. This
was removed on the basis of an argument which balanced the limited protection offered by the
system and the low probability of an initiating event against the very much higher probability
of spurious trips from the system. The current incident has caused a review of this decision and
the system is now used in modified form to give a trip signal.

3.1 EXPANSION TANK PRESSURE TRIP

The Expansion Tank pressure is monitored and a trip is activated by pressure switches if it
exceeds 228 kPa. The normal operating pressure of the lank is 15.1) kl'a and its gas space
volume 22 m 3 (other gas spaces in the circuit have a total volume of 3 in 3) . An injection of 6
to 8 kg of water is necessary to initiale the irip.

3.2 BURSTING DISC RUPTURE

The ultimate protection against sodium-water reactions is given by bursting disc rupture. The
rupture pressure is 575 kPa and the breaking of a set of cross-wires behind the disc causes the
trip.

Figure 6 shows ihc sodium-water reaction effluent system for an individual secondary circuit.
The six effluent lines from the steam generators join at a manifold which passes to Ihc Dirty
Dump Tank. This is vcnlcd via a cyclone separator, to minimise droplet and paniculate
emission, and a stack to atmosphere. Hie system is scaled at the lop of the stack by a Tufnol
bursting disc which ruptures when a pressure differential of 30 kPa is applied.

The bursting disc assembly is a double disc arrangement as shown in Figure 7. The pressure of
the interspace is measured and it is also equipped with sodium detection.

3.3 T H E SODIUM-WATER REACTION TRIP

The trip response is the same for both an Expansion Tank High Pressure Trip or for bursting
disc rupture. The response was, at the time of the superheater 2 incident, as follows:

(a)stcam sides of Ihc steam generators isolated;

(b)evaporator depressurised to atmospheric pressure using fast and slow dump valves;

(c)supcrhcater deprcssurised to atmospheric pressure using slow dump valves;

(d)sodium isolation valves closed and secondary sodium pump tripped;

(e)soditim dump initialed (this involves auiomntic venling of the secondary circuit gas

spaces to the Dirty Dump Tank as well as opening the sodium drain valves);

(Qwliolc plant shiildown initiated.

The protection philosophy is that the sodium-water reaction and secondary circuit
prcssurisation will be stopped by the complete dcprcssurisalion of the slcamside of the steam
gcncralors. This is the fundamental protection. The sodium isolation valves arc closed and i!'c
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flow run down to minimise circulation of sodium-water reaction products from the steam
generators to the rest of the secondary circuit, and in particular the II IX's.

In the case of bursting disc rupture the sodium dump contributes little or nothing to plant
protection. In the case of an Expansion Tank High Pressure trip the sodium dump has two main
functions:

(a)it gives relief of the pressure build-up in the secondary circuit and may in marginal cases
avoid bursting disc rupture;

(b)since the steamsidc is vented to atmospheric pressure, the pressure in the secondary
circuit must be similarly reduced and/or sodium removed from the leak site to prevent flow
of sodium into the stcamside of the failed steam generator.

To aid in achieving these aims following a sodium-water reaction trip, the expansion tank is
vented to the effluent stack from the dirty dump tank. This venting system is an addition to the
plant, installed prior lo the superheater 2 incident, and is controlled by three valves in parallel
to give a reliable system.

3.4 THE DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT

The PFR secondary circuits and effluent systems were designed such that the most severe,
credible, sodium-water reaction would threaten neither the integrity of (he primary
containment, at the IHX's, nor that of the secondary circuit. Based on early (i.e. prc-1970) tests
in the NOAH Rig this most severe accident - the Design Basis Accident - was taken as a
complete fracture of an evaporator tube to give unrestricted flow from the two open ends of the
tube (i.e. a Double-Ended Guillotine Fracture or DEGF). It was further assumed that this
would be followed by a further six DEGF's at 3 second intervals during the plant shutdown.
Later tests in the Super Noah Rig showed that for an evaporator DEGF (flow rale >IO kg s ' ' )
piston expulsion of sodium occurred and that no further failures would result. The Design
Basis Accident was therefore modified to a single DEGF in an evaporator, although it should
be noted that the plant was designed and built against the initial more severe incident. It was
further assumed that the initial flow rate from such a failure under operating conditions would
be 23 kg s 1 .

Analysis of the evaporator DEGF predicted the following plant response:

(a)evaporator bursting discs rupture within 1U ms of the tube fracture;

(b)fuil plant shutdown is initiated by the resultant sodium water-reaction trip;

(c)the reaction expels sodium and reaction products down the effluent lines to the Dirty
Dump Tank from whence gaseous effluent is vented to atinosphcre via the cyclone separator
and stack;

(d)fast steam dump is terminated at a steam pressure of 2 MPa after about 11 seconds and
the evaporator is then depressurised to atmospheric pressure via the slow dump valves;

(e)the remaining sodium drains from the circuit via the sodium dump lines over a period of
several minutes.

The transient loadings predicted for the incident arc as follows:

(a)an initial acoustic shock wave;

1 0 9 p'se5
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(b)a scries of pressure pulses of width of a few lens lo a few hundreds of ms dominated by
the initial compression and (hen oscillatory behaviour of the gas spaces;

(c)a quasi-stcady-slatc period of a few seconds duration dominated by the venting
characteristics of the effluent lines;

(d)a final decay period following expulsion of the sodium.

Calculation of the loadings on the circuit has been made with a variety of computer codes.
Away from the immediate vicinity of the failure significant loadings arc produced by stages (b)
and (c) above. These can be calculated by a code which assumes the sodium is incompressible,
but which models gas spaces and the venting characteristics of the effluent lines, 'flic I-L3OD
code and its successor ARK are codes of this lypc. The peak pressures predicted for the
evaporator shell and the II IX's arc 20 and 10 bars respectively. These do not exceed the design
rating of these components which arc 35 and 12 bars, and arc considerably less than the ASME
Level D limits.

These predicted pressure loadings were based on a DHGF flowralc of 23 kg s . This is the
maximum flow that could be obtained from an evaporator lube without an inlet ferrule and
with the evaporator at its full design pressure of 17 MI'a. It is now considered that a more
reasonable operational value for an evaporator DEGF flow is 13 kg s ' ' . In both cases the flow
is such that (he decompression length for the jet is greater than the bundle dimensions and
piston expulsion of the sodium, as assumed in the I-IJ codes, will apply. Hence, the loadings
from an evaporator DEGF do not threaten the integrity of the circuit nor the primary
containment.

The DEGF flowralcs for the original superheaters and rchcatcrs at nominal operating
conditions were 3.0 and 2.4 kg s ' ' respectively. For the RTB's under current operating
conditions these arc reduced to 2.2 and 1.0 kg s "' . In all cases these arc such that the
assumption of piston expulsion of the sodium from the vessel is no longer valid.

4.0 THE LEAK EVENT

On 27th February 1987, the PFR was operating at full power when a sodium-water reaction
trip was initiated by the rupture of the superheater bursting disc in circuit 2. The (rip occurred
at 09:43:48 and the operators received no prior indication from the plant.

The sequence of events on the plant was as follows:

09:43:44 One of the expansion tank pressure switches indicated a high pressure (two out of
three arc required for :i trip).

09:43:46 Sodium was delected in the superheater bursting disc interspace and its pressure
increased.
09:43:48 The sodium-water reaction trip occurred initiated by bursting disc failure. 'Hie
steamsidc of the evaporator was isolated and the reactor and turbine tripped.
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09:43:49 A steam dump was initiated and the sodium dump valves opened. The superheater
bursting disc pressure returned to normal. I Iigh pressure and sodium detected in the
interspace of the rchcatcr and evaporator 4 bursting discs. The superheater stcamsidc
isolation valves closed. The evaporator outlet dump valve opened and the secondary sodium
pump was tripped.

09:43:52 The evaporator fast dump inhibit pressure switch operated. The Tufnol disc on (he
effluent stack failed. The sodium isolation valves closed. High pressures were recorded in
the interspaces of evaporator bursting discs 2 and 3 and sodium was detected in the latter.

09:43:54 The evaporator outlet dump valve closed.

09:43:56 The evaporator slow dump inhibit pressure switch operated. This has no effect
during a sodium-water reaction trip but indicates that the evaporator pressure had dropped
to 0.7 MPa by this time.

09:43:59 The superheater slow dump inhibit pressure switch operated indicating the
superheater pressure had fallen to 0.7 MPa.

The automatic protective action was therefore effectively complete in just over 10 seconds.
The trip functioned as intended.

Following the trip the operators performed a variety of actions to complete the shutdown. The
circuit 2 steam drum, which had been isolated successfully by the automatic response, was
drained. Only about 5 tonnes of sodium had reached the Dirty Dump Tank, and this was via the
effluent line, and it was found that a valve above the tank was at only 76 o C (i.e. well below
sodium melting point). In addition, the Clean-up Tank pressure was increasing thus slowing
the sodium dump rate. The tank was vented manually to complete the dump. Thus although ihc
automatic response functioned correctly manual intervention was required to complete the
sodium dump because of blockages in dump lines and gas space venting lines.

The steamsides of the steam generators were argon purged. Initially, it proved impossible to
build pressure in either the evaporator or superheater. The steam dump valves were manually
closed and it was then found that the evaporator was leak tight but that pressurising the
stcamside of the superheater resulted in pressurisation of the sodium circuit. It was therefore
confirmed within a day of the incident that a large leak had occurred in the superheater. The
plant was in a stable shutdown state with the majority of Ihc dumped sodium in the Clean-up
Tank and an unknown impurity burden remaining in the circuit.

5.0 PLANT RECOVERY

After achieving a stable shutdown condition the aim was to return the plant to operation whilst
obtaining as much data as possible to enable analysis of the leak incident.

Preliminary analysis of the event indicated that tens of kg of water must have been injected
into the circuit and that an unknown but significant proportion of the impurity burden from this
remained in the circuit. It was therefore necessary to clean-up secondary circuit 2 and in
particular demonstrate that the impurity burden of the IlIX's was low. The IIIX's are of
particular concern because reaction-product contamination could have reached them and
during circuit 2 recovery when the reactor would be operating on the other two circuits the
IHX's would be at 530 o C. At this temperature the oxygen level in sodium should be less than
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15 ppm In prevent un:icccptal>lc corrosion, liefere sodium could lie readmitted to the circuit to
commence the clean- up, it had to he scaled.

5.1 SCALING TUB SBCONIMRY CIRCUIT

Before refilling the circuit with sodium the failed bursting discs had to IK scaled and steps
taken to prevent sodium entering the slcamsidc of the supcrliealcr through tht leak. All the
bursting disc assemblies were removed and steel plates welded onto the carrier rings of both
failed and intact membranes.

The steam headers of the superheater were cut, as necessary to facilitate removal of the unit.
Additional pipework and valves were installed so that the stcamsidc of the superheater could
be connected to cither the inlet or outlet soditimsidc gas space. This was to enable norms!'
control of the sodium level without gross flooding of the waterside with sodium.

5.2 CIRCUIT CLEAN-UP

Clean-up of a secondary circuit is performed by circulating clean sodium through Ihe circuit
and then removing the impurities that dissolve in this sodium. There arc two possible methods
of removing the dissolved impurities, cither oil- line cold trapping or batch cold trapping.

On-line cold trapping with the Secondary Circuit Cold Trap Loop was rejected for a number of
reasons. Principal amongst these were that the impurity burden of the circuit may have been
greater than the capacity of the cold trap basket and that blockage of Ihc loop is likely when it
is being used to clean a circuit that is saturated with impurity.

Batch cold trapping which has been used successfully in the past was therefore employed. The
circuit is filled with clean sodium which is circulated at elevated temperature (>300 o C) such
thai it dissolves impurities until saturated, or all impurities arc dissolved. The sodium is
dumped and then cooled in the Dirty Dump Tanks to approximately 150 o C, during which
excess oxide is deposited in the tanks. The "clean" sodium is then transferred back to the
circuit.

The solubility of oxygen in sodium at 300 and 150 o C is 100 and 15 ppm respectively and
about 60 tonnes of sodium can be dumped from a circuit. Hence one batch cold trapping cycle
can remove 5 kg or more of oxygen from a secondary circuit.

The capacity of a single DDT is less than the circuit capacity so the cold trapping involves
more than one transfer from the Clean- up Tank. The "clean" sodium is returned to the Clean-
up Tank and then the circuit refilled. To minimise the cycle length insulation was removed
from the tops of the DDT's lo increase heat loss. This gives the minimum time for the complete
cycle (circuit fill, circulation, dump, cool and prepare for (ill) of 5 days. In fact, during this
clean-up period circuit dumps were performed on days 30, 37,42, 50, 60 and 79 (taking day 0
as the day of the leak event).
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5.3 INSTALLATION OF THE REPLACEMENT TUBE BUNDLE

Following completion of the circuit clean-up, the superheater bundle was removed into a
nitrogen filled bag and the installation of the RTB started. This followed practice developed
earlier and used for the installation of the initial two RTB's. The bundle was installed
successfully, together with the RTB for the rchcater in circuit 2, and the work completed by
22nd July 1987, i.e. 145 days after the incident.

6.0 INSPECTION OF THE TUBE BUNDLE

On completion of the circuit 2 clean-up the superheater lube bundle was withdrawn from its
vessel into a nitrogen filled bag. Initial inspection revealed:

(a) all surfaces were coated with sodium residues but there were no agglomerations of
reaction products visible;

(b) fretting damage was obvious on several of the lower anti-vibration devices in positions
adjacent to large radius bends;

(c) between grids 6 and 7 one of the six baffle plates forming the central sodium inlet duct
had become detached and the remaining baffles in this region were deformed;

(d) considerable distortion of steam tubes could be observed through the aperture left by the
missing baffle plate.

To enable more detailed examination the bundle was first purged with carbon dioxide (to
minimise caustic formation) snd then separated into two parts by cutting between grids 6 and
7. It was found that a total of 40 tubes had ruptured. The ruptures were longitudinal gapes of
such a size to be each equivalent to a double ended guillotine failure (typical gape lengths were
3 to 4 cm). 16 of the failures were in the row adjacent to the central duct and in addition most
of the failures faced towards this duct. In general the failed tubes were severely buckled and
had been forced through spaces between adjacent tubes.

Four of the failed tubes (numbers 15,16,17 and 18) had wear flats on the side of the lube facing
the central duct. In addition tube 16 had a circumferential crack, at right angles to the main
failure, and facing it on the central baffle there was a small wastage pit. It was concluded that
this crack was the incident initiator.

EvideflCc of fretting was found on a further 13 tubes in the row adjacent to the central duct.
The duct i.% constructed of six baffle plates with overlapping vertical seams. The fretted tubes
were close to the seams and it is concluded that leakage through the scams impinged on the
tubes and caused flow induced vibrations of sufficient amplitude to give contact with the
central duct.

Tube bowing was found on the outer leg of 49 tubes remote from the reaction together with
some bowing of grid plates. The superheater 3 bundle which had been removed earlier was
examined and found to have similar features, it was concluded that this was not associated with
the current incident.

The failed tubes were examined in detail. Results of this examination will be discussed later in
the context of explanations for the damage (Section 9).

I l l
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7.0 ANALYSIS OF THE LEAK EVENT

The analysis of the leak event is based on evidence obtained during the examination of the tube
bundle and from plant measurements taken from the PI:R Permanent Data Record (PDR).

Before considering the plant d"ta it is important to appreciate the mode of operation of the
PDR. It operates as follows:

(a)AII data channels, analogue readings such as levels, pressures and temperatures and
digital channels such as valve limit switch slates , arc recorded approximately twice daily.

(b)At other times, all channels are interrogated at regular prc-dclincd intervals (once per
second for some channels but, more typically, once every 12 seconds) and the value only
recorded if it deviates from the last recorded value by more than a pre-defined significance
level. The spot values recorded at these times arc accurate, wilhin the limitations of the
instrumentation, and appiy to a time precise to within one second.

This system is ideally suited to recording many parameter.1; of an essentially stable plant, and
transients on part of the plant that occur on a timescale greater than the sampling interval.

When many changes lo the plant slate occur over a short period, e.g. when a trip occurs, the
PDR is unable lo record all changes. At any single scan the maximum number of changed
values thai can be recorded is 254. 'flic signals scanned at the highest frequency (i.e. once per
second) lake priority. Hence, during these periods significant changes, to sodium levels for
example, can go unrecorded. As the number of changed signals falls for each scan, previously
ignored channels will be recorded, assuming they still deviate from the lasi recorded value by
more than the significance level. The net effect on the recording of data during a trip is:

(a)immcdiatcly (i.e. one scanning interval) prior to the trip any value can lie assumed to be
its last recorded value + its significance level;

(b)any values recorded at any lime during the trip can be accepted as correct for the
recorded time;

(c)lhc absence of a particular measurement from the PDR cannot Iw taken as evidence licit it
is still within the significance level of its lust recorded value.

7.1 S M A L L LEAK STAGE

Examination of the unit revealed that one of the fretted tti!>cs (lube Id) had a small Iransaxial
crack in the thinned area of the tube. Opposite this crack on the inner duct wall was a wastage
pit. There is no doubt that a small leak from this defect was present prior to the increase in
circuit pressure.

The wastage pit was in the form of a 5 mm by 1 mm circumferential slot which had penetrated
1.5 mm into the baffle. The nominal separation of the lube and baffle was 4.5 mm. Dependent
upon the initial leak rate, the observed wastage damage could have taken anything from
several hours (for 0.01 g s ' ' ) to as little as a few minutes (for 1.0 g s "' ). The PDR is of no
assistance in resolving between these extremes. The undcr-sodium hydrogen detection system
was not operational at the time of the incident. The gas-space hydrogen detection system will
respond to changes in circuit hydrogen burden but with a lag dependent upon gas space

Pile It)
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volumes and sodium surface temperatures. Also, it will respond to free hydrogen reaching one
of the gas spaces.

The first recorded increase on the gas-space hydrogen detection system coincided with
bursting disc rupture. Hence, the small leak was insufficient to produce a change in the signal
greater than the significance level. This was set at 40 vpm which would have required an
increase of more than 200 g in the circuit water burden, or the free hydrogen from the reaction
of 2 10 g of water reaching a gas space. The former limit exceeds the total water injection
necessary to give the observed wastage irrespective of injection rate. The latter limit is a small
proportion of the water necessary to give the damage confirming that more or less complete
dissolution of hydrogen occurs for small leaks.

7.2 LEAK GROWTH

Figures 8 and 9 show plant data for a period of 100 s centred on the trip. The first indication of
a pressure increase in the circuit is a reduction in the IIIX 2A flow at 09.43.27. This is followed
by an increase in the expansion tank pressure to 1.7 bars 4 seconds later. In terms of analysing
the pre-trip pressure increase the most important data are the two measurements of expansion
tank pressure and the single measurement of pump pressure.

It is apparent from these data that an intermediate leak was present from approximately
09.43.22 to 09.43.42. From the observed pressure increase it is predicted that 10 kg of water
was injected during this period. A series of calculations have been performed with the ARK
code which show that a linear increase from essentially 0 to 1 kg s ' ' over this period is
consistent with the data; Figures 10 and 11 show the predicted pressure transient in the
expansion and pump tanks together with the observed data points. The plant data are so sparse
that a step increase to 0.5 kg s which is then maintained for 20 s reproduces the data equally
well. The important point is that over this 20 s period the mean leak rate was considerably less
than aDEGFand that a total of approximately 10 kg of water was injected.

7.3 T H E TRIP

The calculations described above predict that the superheater bursting disc would rupture after
23 s. It is not necessary to invoke a secondary failure to give bursting disk rupture. I lowcvcr it
is clear that secondary failures must have occurred at the time of the trip, or very soon after,
since the majority of the tubes failed whilst still under pressure. For the period immediately
following the trip the important data are the depressurisation curve for the sieamsidc of the
superheater and the failure times of the other bursting disks.

Calculations have been performed with ARK for the post-trip period primarily to assess the
maximum pressures experienced by the IHX's during the incident. In these calculations it has
been assumed that all of the 160 kg of steam in the isolated superheater was vented into the
secondary circuit through the leaking tubes. The initial leak rate for a DEGF at the full 130 bar
pressure was assumed to be 1 kg s ' ' and as the pressure decreased the leak rate taken to be
proportional to pressure whilst choked and proportional to pressure difference at lower
pressures. The indications during the post-leak clean-up were that the majority of the steam
remained unreacted. It was therefore assumed that the gas pressurising the secondary circuit
was unreacted steam at 773 K. This is equivalent to assuming complete reaction to give
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sodium hydroxide and hydrogen at 1546 K. This is certainly pessimistic; higher temperatures
than 773 K clearly were produced but the product of the molar gas content und the absolute
temperature would be less than given by this assumption.

Two cases were examined in detail:

(a)The "best-estimate" calculation in which tul>c failures occurred over a period of 8 s as
shown in Figure 12. This gives a steam deprcssurisation curve as shown in Figure 13 and
failures of ihc rclicatcr and evaporator inlet bursting disks 3.1 and 3.55 s respectively after
the superheater bursting disk.

(b)Tlie"pessimistic" calculation assumed that the first 20 tube failures occurred in a period
of 1 s as shown in Figure M. This calculation predicted failure of the oilier bursting disks
only 1.1 s after the superheater disk and gave Ihc rapid steam dcprcssurisalion shown in
Figure 13.

It is concluded llmt the second case is indeed a pessimistic calculation and (hat the maximum
pressure experienced at Ihc IIIX's will lie less llian predicted by this Ciise. Figures 15 and IT)
show the transient at Ihc IIIX for the two calculations. The peak pressures arc 10.5 and 11.5
bars respectively. Hence, Ihc most likely maximum IIIX pressure was 10.5 bars with an upper
limit of 11.5 bars; this docs not exceed ihc IIIX design pressure. Figure If) shows the injection
rate as a function of time for these calculations and it can 1« seen that they do not exceed that
for the single DIIGF in an evaporator assumed in Ihc DBA (23 kg s "' ).

8.0 EXPLANATION OFIMMAGKSKQUENCB

The safety case for the secondary circuits prior to Ihc current incident regarded a single DHGF
in an evaporator as the design basis accident. It was further expected that the maximum
number of failed tubes in a sodium-water reaction event would be two or three. In this incident
the water injection rate did not at any stage significantly exceed that assumed in the safely ense
but ihc damage was very much greater than expected. Further, if this were to occur in an
evaporator the water injection rate would be at least an order of magnitude greater limn thai
assumed in the safely case. The requirement, therefore, is to explain the mechanism leading lo
the failures and assess Ihc consequences of this failure mechanism on the operation of the
plant. This section gives a general overview of the work lo explain the incident. Two models
for rapid lube failure will be discussed in greater detail in Section 9.

8.1 THE INITIAL FAILURE

There is no doubt that the initial failure was Ihc small transaxial crack in the frcllcd lube 16.
The fretting removed up lo 70% of the tube wall thickness and the crack occurred as a result of
fatigue caused by flow induced vibration. The high vibration levels, allowing certain tubes lo
impact on the central baffle, resulted from poor support of the lubes and/or leakage flow
through the central baffle joggle gaps.

The RTB's have been designed with stiffer lubes and closer grid spacing. The result is that
vibration will be very much less, by at least an order of magnitude, and this will avoid any
chance of tube-to-tube or tube-to-baflle impact. Further, Ihc RTB baffle design should give
insignificant leakage flow.
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8.2 G R O W T H O F INITIAL D E F E C T

The initial failure grew after passing steam for an unknown period, but possibly up to several
hours, to give an injection rate of 0.5 to 1.0 kg s ' ' . This growth occurred over a period of
seconds and was once again the result of mechanical fatigue. This intermediate leak phase
lasted for approximately 20s and initiated the sequence which lead to 40 lubes ultimately
failing.

8.3 MULTIPLE SECONDARY FAILURES

The steam from the failure in tube 16 would hit the central bafllc as an under-expanded jet and
would be deflected around the baffle forming a "wall jet". This would, as in any sodium-water
reaction jet, entrain sodium and give a hot corrosive reaction jet. The high temperatures and
corrosion rates would largely be in the region of the central baffle. Temperatures of up to 1500
° C in association with highly corrosive melts can be generated in a sodium-water reaction.
This jet caused the second failure, which was probably in one of the tubes weakened by
fretting, and initiated the majority of the damage to the remaining tubes although these failed
throughout the steam dump. The central baffle, weakened by its increased temperature, failed
due to the pressure excursion resulting from the failure of the tubes.

The possible mechanisms for failure are:

(a)waslage attack. This is broad front corrosive attack of the tube wall giving thinning and
subsequent failure when the remaining material is unable to withstand the internal
pressurisation of the tube. It is well established that wastage from small leaks ( ~ I g s "' )
can give tube penetration in a few tens of seconds.

(b) selective intergranular attack. This is corrosive attack specifically at grain boundaries
to give inlergranular cracking and then failure under pressure.

(c)physical failure due to overheating. The mechanical properties of the tube material arc
severely degraded by overheating and the tubes will fail because they arc unable to support
the internal pressurisation.

The following section discusses the possibilities of a largely corrosive failure mechanism or of
one determined by the physical environment (i.e. temperature and internal pressure).

9.0 TUBE FAILURE MECHANISMS

In the 10 s deprcssurisation period following the trip 40 tubes failed and, as it will be seen later,
many more were exposed to extreme conditions. Of relevance to both of the possible damage
mechanisms arc the conditions obtained in a sodium-water reaction jet. The temperature at any
point in the jet depends upon the mole ratio of reactants at that point, the pressure and to a
lesser extent the initial temperature of the reactants. Figure 17 shows the reaction temperature
as a function of moles of sodium per mole of water for pressures of 1 and 5 bars. The peak
temperature occurs for a mole ratio of 1 but for all mole ratios it is higher the higher the
pressure. In sodium- rich regions of the jet (mole ratios > 2) the reaction temperature is limited
by the sodium boiling point. Under these conditions for which a liquid sodium phase is present
particularly corrosive conditions are produced because of the high sodium oxide content of the
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reaction products. Hence, the most corrosive regions of the jet during the siipcihcnlcr 2
incident may have been at 1150 " C but jet temperatures as high as. MM) " C could have
occurred.

9.1 FAILURE DUE TO CORROSION

The initial, detailed examination of the failed lubes showed a range of features that could be
attributed qualitatively to corrosion damage. I lowcver (lie intcgranular separation observed to
be a feature of the majority of the failed lulies and some swollen lubes, was associated with
cracks in coarse grained material. This observation implies lliat very significant grain growth
had occurred before the cracks formed. Since the overall duration of the event was short, with
significant heating only being possible for about Ids. it suggests that there was insufficient
lime for wastage or inlergranular corrosion to signilicanlly weaken the lubes before failure. In
olherwords, the intcgranular separation was a manifestation of the failure mechanism, not the
cause of failure.

9.2 FAILURE DUE TO OVERHEATING

Hollowing the initial examination of the bundle, a more detailed investigation of (he nature of
the failures was conducted. This work resulted in the contusion that they arose as a result of
overheating. The failures were classified on the basis of the nature of the rupture using four
categories, using the method of Kwast |2 | , as follows:

(a)CalcRory I. "Rupture" fracture characterised by transgranular failure in a material where
the high ductility has reduced the wall thickness to a knife edge at the fracture surface.

(b)(*alcj;ory 4. Brittle fracture exhibiting pure intcrgranular failure in lubes showing low
ductility. There is almost no reduction in wall thickness at the fracture position and thick lip
failures arc produced.

(c)C.'ilcgories 2 and 3. These refer to "thin-lipped" and "thick lipped" ductile fractures
respectively and show a mixture of inter and transgranular failures. Some reduction in wall
thickness has occurred but a distinct fracture surface is apparent in both cases.

The disposition of the failed tubes arc given in Figure 18 and examples of the types of failures
arc given in figure 19.

Figure 20 describes the failure categories and shows which tul>cs are in each. The mean values
for the average bore and outer circumference strains for the groups arc 23.2% and 4.6% for
category 1, 27.1 % and 2.67 % for catcgory2, 20.2% and 2.26% for category 3 and 11.7% and
0.43% for category 4.. The latter is considerably less than the former since the lubes arc "thick
walled" and this is necessary for conservation of cross-sectional area. However, all groups
show considerable plastic strain which is consistent with them being hot at the the time of
failure.

For the majority of failures the cross-sectional area of the tube wall at the point of failure has
been measured and compared with that for the same tube at a position remote from the failure.
The results are given in Table 2. Most of the tubes (24 of those measured tubes) show
insignificant loss of material. Two of the remaining tubes were fretted and these show the
greatest area loss. The remaining 10 tubes do apparently show loss of area ranging between 6
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and 13,3%. There is no detectable pattern as to the failure category associated with these 10
tubes. It is concluded that removal of material by wastage did not significantly weaken the
tubes.

The grain structure of polycryslallinc metals is dependent upon (he material's temperature
history. In particular, for the superheater tubing significant grain growth will occur if the
solution treated temperature of 1050° C is exceeded. From a comparison of the microstructurc
of both failed tubes and unfailed, but strained, tubes with samples of superheater tubing
anneaicd under known conditions, it has been possible to assign to each tube a maximum
temperature experienced during the incident. This gives maximum temperatures of typically
1100 - 1200 ° C for category 1 failures increasing to >1300 ° C for category 4 failures. In
addition, four rubes including two failures (tubes 79 and 280) have been independently
examined by Intcratom and CEA who also concluded that the failures were the result of
exposure to high temperatures.

Further conclusive evidence that the failures resulted from overheating and consequent loss of
strength comes from two scries of tube rupture test carried out at high temperature (I ]. The first
of these involved pressurising tubing which had been healed to an appropriate temperature and
then recording the time to failure. Examples of the results are that at 1100 ° C failure takes 130
s at 130 bars but at 1300 ° C the same pressure would produce prompt failure and 70 bars
would give failure in 10 s.

The second set of tests involved rapidly ramping the temperature of a pressurised tube. It is
concluded from these tests that the category 1 type failures are produced for high pressures and
relatively low temperatures with a progression to the type 4 failures occurring for high
temperatures and lower pressures. Of particular interest, as far as the visual examination of the
tubes is concerned, is that intcrgranular separation was exhibited in the category 4 type failures
and channelling observed in category 2 and 3 failures produced in these tube burst tests (see
Figure 21). Thus features which were assigned to corrosion attack during the incident are in
fact produced during high temperature rupture.

Figure 22 shows the distribution of the forty failed tubes and indicates the diametral increases
for the unfailcd tubes in 60% of the tube bundle centred on the failure region. Diametral
increases (i.e. >25 microns) are present in 72 of the unfailcd tubes. Metallographie
examination has been performed for 37 of these swollen tubes and 59 of those showing no
significant diametral increase. The estimated maximum temperatures for all of the tubes
examined, including failed tubes, are shown in Figure 23 and the results summarised in Table
3. The maximum temperatures are deduced assuming they were maintained for approximately
10 s at each tube. Very high temperatures (>1300 ° C) were experienced by 16 of the failed
tubes and 19 of the sample of unfailcd, but swollen tubes.

It can be seen from Figure 23 that temperatures as high as 1200 ° C extended over
approximately one third of the tube bundle and it is estimated that approximately half the tubes
were exposed to > 1000 ° C. The unfailed tubes which were exposed to particularly high
temperatures must have experienced these towards the end of (he incident, when the steam
pressure was dropping, or else these too would have failed.
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The conclusions from ihis work arc as follows:

(a)tlic tube failures occurred as a result of tutws being overheated to icmpcralurcs up lo
1300°C;
(b)thc category I and 2 failures were associated with lower (cmpcraliircs but high steam
pressure and therefore occurred early in the incident;

(c)lhc category 4 failures occurred al higher temperatures and lower pressures and therefore
occurred during llic lalcr pan of the steam dcprcssiirisalion and these tubes cannot have
experienced high temperatures early in (he incident;
(d)a large number of tubes (approximately half (he tul>cs in the bundle) which did not fail
also experienced high temperatures but this must have been during the later stage of (he
incident when the steam pressure was low.

This study together wilh the associated experimental work on grain giowlh and mix: failure
presents a consistent explanation for the failures. Further, the experimental work demonstrates
that features which could qualitatively be assigned lo corrosive attack arc produced during
high temperature lube bursts.

9.3 CONCLUSION OK THE WORK TO ESTABLISH THE FAILURE
MECHANISM

The detailed examination of the tube bundle allied to results from experimental investigations
gives objective evidence of high temperatures, that the failures arc similar to those induced in
tests solely by temperature and pressure, and that there is no significant loss of material from
the lube wall in the region of the failures. It is concluded that the tube failure mechanism was
overheating.

In addition to giving conclusive evidence of the failure mechanism this work also identifies the
failure and overheating sequence. It is notable that the initiator (tube 16) did not experience
temperatures >I(XK) ° C. The next lubes lo fail were almost certainly the frcllcd lubes, Tubes
17 and 18, which also did not experience high temperatures and were in Category I. The
remaining category I and 2 failures quickly followed, whilst the steam pressure was still
relatively high. Finally, when the lubes were uncoolcd and the pressure dropping, the
remaining failures occurred and a further 72 lubes were severely overheated but did not rupture
because insufficicnl steam pressure remained al this time. The sequence of failure is similar to
the "best estimate" calculations for IIIX loading given in Section 7.3.

10.0 WHY WAS DAMAGE GREATER THAN EXPECTED7

As described in Section R the extent of the damage lo the lube bundle was considerably greater
than expected from earlier studies of sodium-walcr reactions and that considered in the
secondary circuit safety case. The loadings on the secondary circuit and the IIIX's were not
greater than those considered in the safety case because of the low injection rale front a DfiGF
in a superheater, if similar damage had occurred in an evaporator the loadings would have been
oulwith the safely case. It was clearly a mailer of concern that an under- sodium leak event had
occurcd in a large steam generator and was outwith the hounds considered in the safely case.
This led to the further work described in 11 ].
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The understanding of the effects of sodium-water reactions has been largely obtained from
tests in a variety of test rigs. These tests have shown that there is a progression in behaviour as
follows:

(a)for small leaks ( < 10 g s ' ' ) wastage damage to adjacent or near neighbouring tubes can
give tube penetration in as little as 10 s to give an intermediate or large leak. Empirical
relationships for wastage rate have been deduced which predict failure time and size of
secondary defect. Wastage rates can be related to corrosion rates in reaction product melts
and there is a sound, but largely qualitative, understanding of the process.
(b)for intermediate leaks ( < 10 kg s"' ) wastage and high temperatures effect several rows
of tubes and pressurisation of the secondary circuit becomes important.
(c)for large leaks ( > 10 kg s "' ) rapid secondary circuit pressurisation occurs. The steam
expands to fill the cross-section of the vessel and piston expulsion of sodium occurs. This
can be modelled successfully with 1-D codes such as ARK which have been validated
against large leak Icsls.

There was uncertainty in the extent of damage that could be produced by an intermediate leak
but it was assumed that as soon as a large leak was produced this would terminate the incident,
if it had not been terminated earlier by shutdown following the pressure rise. Experimental
work, in the Super Noah Rig, indicated that high temperatures (up to 1200 ° C) would be
experienced intermittently by some tubes during an intermediate leak and some wastage would
occur. However, the damage during the tests was consistent with failures being limited to a few
tubes if an incident were to occur on an operating plant.

In all of the rig work great efforts were made to simulate as closely as possible the situation in
an operating steam generator. However, one important feature that was not modelled in the
tests, nor considered adequately when applying the results to the secondary circuit, is that at
each stage of the incident there are features associated with its precursor which may be
important. This is certainly the case with the superheater 2 incident. Considering each stage in
turn:

(a)small leak stage. This stage lasted for a sufficient lime to cause a wastage pit on the
central baffle. It was expected that a small leak of this size would give a secondary failure.
This did not happen because the precursor to failure was fretting on the central baffle so the
leak was directed away from the bundle.

(b)growth of initial defect to give pressure increase. The initial defect increased in size to
give an intermediate leak. Just prior to this leak causing the trip, or possibly immediately
after, further tubes failed due to overheating. These tubes were significantly weakened by
fretting on the central baffle i.e. a precursor.

(c)furlher tube failures during shutdown. As the leak rate increased it approached a large
leak situation but tubes still continued to fail. Some of these tubes would have been pre-
heated during the intermediate leak stage of the incident. However, the metallurgical
evidence is that the final tubes to fail did so at relatively low pressures (Category 4 failures)
and cannot have experienced high temperatures earlier in the incident.

During the shutdown period the removal of cooling from the tubes as a result of cessation of
flow of both steam and sodium would lead to higher tubes temperatures. This, of course, has
been modelled in tests. However, a further feature which would lead to higher temperatures
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than during tests is that the sodiumsidc pressure in the superheater during Ixilh normal
operation and the incident is higher than that in leak lexis ( > 5 barsc.f. I bar).

The conclusion is thai the incident progression is not inconsistent with the preceding
experimental work. However, conditions during the various stages of the incident were more
extreme than expected because of non-catastrophic effects of one stage of the incident being a
sufficient precursor for failure at the next stage. The important point is dial an holistic view to
incident progression is necessary and it is inadci|ualc If) consider ench stage in isolation.

11.0 CONCLUSIONS

The undcr-sodium leak in the PFR Superheater 2 was significant in that it occurred in a full-
size operational steam generator. This paper has reviewed all aspects of the incident. The most
important outcome lias been the identification of overheating us a mechanism for multiple lube
failures during a sodium-water reaction. This is of generic importance to Fast Reactors. The
PI:R Safety Case has been modified to lake account of it and work is in progress to bcllcr
quantify the magnitude of the effect in an operating stenm generator [ 11.

The main conclusions regarding the incident can be summarised as follows:

(a) the trip, caused by bursting disc rupture, responded as expected and its actions were
effectively complete within 10 s;

(b) batch cold trapping was used for circuit clean-up and the defective (ul)C bundle replaced
within 145 days of the incident;

(c) the incident was initialed by a fatigue failure of lube 16 which had, along with oilier
tubes, suffered fretting damage from impact on the central duct caused by leakage low
induced vibration;
(d) 39 other tubes had then failed during the incident;

(e) the maximum IIIX pressure during the incident was estimated to be 10.5 bars which is
less than the IIIX design pressure, and is comparable with that for the earlier Design Basis
Accident;

(0 although ihc failures showed features which could be attributed to corrosive damage, the
failure mechanism was loss of physical strength as a result of overheating;
(g) approximately half the tubes in the bundle showed evidence of overheating.
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TABLE 1. OPERATING PARAMETERS FOR THE PFR STEAM GENERATORS

Inlet Sodium oC

Outlet Sodium o C

Slcamsiilc Pressure MPa

Steam Inlet Quality

Steam Ouüct Quality

Steam Inlet o C

Steam Outlet o C

Thermal Power MW

Sodium Flow kg s • I

Evaporator

468

374

17.8

0%

20%

346

356

113

970

20.4

2.3

38.1

498

2 "*CrIMo

Superheater

5«)

468

17.8

100%

100%

356

540

80

700

11.8

(15.87)

2.0

(3.05)

29.0

(44.2)

520

(264)

316.IS

(9CrlMo)

Rchcatcr

560

468

3.4

100%

100%

318

538

31

270

18.2

(20.32)

1.2

(1.77)

27.0

(39.8)

448

(216)

3l6ss

(9CrlMo)

Steam Tube Internal Diameter mm

Tube Wall Thickness mm

Tube Pitch mm

Number of Tubes

Tube Material

Design values are given. The most significant deviation from these during normal opcraiion is
that the evaporator has been operated at 13 MPa, corresponding to a saturation temperature of
330 o C; superheater inlet conditions and evaporator sodium outlet temperature are similarly
reduced. The steam tube dimensions are for the original units; the values for the superheater
and reheatcr RTB's, which are now installed, arc given in brackets.
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TADLE 2. CROSS-SECTIONAL ARKA MEASUREMENTS OF FAILED IUIIKS

Tube No.

17

18

21

23

24

70

72

73

119

123

127

131

Others

Reduction in Arm

24.3%

16.5%

10.4%

7.18%

9.5%

13.35%

12.28%

12.92%

6.72%

6.0%

10.98%

6.52%

1.9%+/-2.5%

Hilic Failure Type

1 (ffrelting)

1 (tfrctting)

3

1

2

1

3

3

3

2

2

3

Comprises

1 Category 1

5 Category 2

12 Category 3

4 Category 4

2 Category 3/4

Reduction in area is measured relative to the cross-sectional area of the same tube measured at
a point remote from the failure.
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TABLE 3. ESTIMATED MAXIMUM TUBE TEMPERATURES

Estimated Temperature ° C

Tub« Type

<25 microns

25-100 micron

100-250 micron

250-500 micron

500-750 micron

>7S0 micion

Fiil Cat I

Fail Cat 2

Fail Cat 3

Fail Cat 3/4

Fail Cat 4

<85O

27

850-1000 1000-1100 1100-1200 1200-1300

19

>1300

5

6

3

2

3

2

10

Unfailed tubes are grouped according to the bands of diametral strain used in Figure 22. Failed

tubes are grouped according to the Category of failure.
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Figure is Superheater 2 - Failed Tubes - Distribution of Fracture
Types in the Bundle.
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Figure 22 Superheater 2 - Failed and Swollen but Intact Tubes
-Distribution in the Bundle.
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Figure 23 Superheater 2 - Estimated Maximum Temperatures of
the Tubes Examined.
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INTRODUCTION

/n I lie course (if 1082 and V)H\ 4 leaks occiircd on Ihc steam generators, giving rise cadi lime In a niifinr
sodium-water reaction.

This nolc gives a hrief description of llie steam generators ami describes these incident«; and Mibscfjui'nt
repair operations in detail.

I - DESCRIPTION OF STEAM GENERATORS

The steam plant is composed of 3 steam generators (Sfi 's), each with ils own independent secondary sodium
system.

As shown in figure I , each Sf» comprises 1 stages :

- E\aporalnr stage.
- Superheater stage.
- Rcluater stage.

Each stage is madr up of 12 modules in parallel. A module consists of a shell containing 7 steam lubes
smrmmdcil by sodium. The hot sodium from the intermediate, heat exchangers is distributed first between
the superheater and rchealcr stages, and then the entire Mow enters Ihc evaporator stage.

On the steam side, the stages arc in series ; the rehealcr stage is supplied by steam at partially tciimttl
pressure from the turbine high pressure cylinder outlet.

The main operating parameters under rated conditions arc the following :

- Sodium inlet temperature
- Sodium outlet temperature
- Sodium flow rale
- Water *nlcl temperature
- Superheated stcatn temperature.
- Superheated steam pressure
- Reheated steam temperature
- Reheated steam pressure 32 bars

The steam generators arc fitted with water leak prnteclinn and detection devices.

MINOR LEAKS

A leak can be detected and monitored by hydrogen detection equipment. The system for sampling the
sodium to be analysed is shown figure 2. The sodium sample taken at the outlet of each fo Ihc 12 modules nf
the same stage is sent to a selector which directs cither of the following to the detector:

- The sample from one Ihc 12 modules
- A mixture of the 12 samples.

Only ibis latter operation mode could be used during the 4 leaks. The- nickel diaphragm detector is
associated with an ion pump and a mass spectrometer.
The signals arc processed by a computer which generates alarms for each of the stages according to I he
hydrogen concentration gradient.

Since ihc sodium is circulating in a closed circuit, any increase in the concentration in one stage should be
noticeable m the other two stages after a certain lime lapse. Tu guard against a fault in one

350"C
1 mVs
245'C
5 l lTC
J63 bars
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measuring systcm.an increase in hydrogen concentration must be verified for two stages ; in this case the
computer triggers an alarm for Ihc operators in accordance with Ihc logic shown in figure 3.

The operation known as "isolation" consists of:

- SG isolation by closing Ihc inlet and outlet valves of each of the stages (valve closing
lime: 6 seconds).

- Decompression of each of the stages by means of the valves provided for this
purpose (decompression time: 40 seconds).

- Following decompression, injection of nitrogen for flushing purposes and to maintain a
counlcrprcssure in the water-steam circuit of 6 bars. This countcrpressurc prevents sodium from
entering the steam system via the leak orifice.

MAJOR LEAKS (violent sodium-water reaction)

The secondary system is protected against pressure peaks by rupture discs at Ihe inlet an outlet of each
stage. These discs burst at 10 bars. No disc rupture has occurred on Phcnix.

II - LEAK EVENTS

When Ihc leaks occurcd, ihc SG's had respectively:

- 52IXK1 \

-47000 > hours of operation under rated conditions.
-52 0 0 0 /

1. OCCURENCE OF THE 4 LEAKS

In chronological order :

- Leak no.l : 29 April 1982 on rchcatcr module 12 of SG 2.

-Leakno.2:16 December 1982 on rehcalcr module 12ofSG 1.

- Leak no.3 : 15 February 1983 on rchcatcr module 12 of SO 3.

- Leak no.4 : 20 March 1983 on rehcater module 11 of SG 1.

In the case of leak no.4, i( should be noted that the no. 12 modules were new or had been removed.

Taking leak no.3 as example, the hydrogen detection curve is presented in figure 4.

It can be seen that the maximum concentration alarms for Ihc 3 stages occur successively followed by Ihe
"1st major leak" and "2nd major leak" alarms. In accordance with the programmed logic, the computer
provided the necessary indications lo the operators who carried OL", a fasl shutdown and dryoul of Ihc SG.

If we now compare the 4 leaks.

The chmnological sequence is shown in table 1 :

- The first signal received by Ihc operator is the maximum concentration at lime I « I).

-The computer then carries out its analysis and, when the conditions ate fulfilled, instructs the
operators lo perform a rapid shutdown and lo dryoul the SG

- The operator actions arc then indicated (at limes t2 and O)

- The estimated duration of the leaks lakes into account its development prior I» ncrurcncc ol Ihe
"maximum concentration alarm".

The relevant parameters of the leaks arc given in table 2.

- During leaks 1 and 4, there was a wastage effect on a nearby lube, and wastage had started on
Ihe shell in leak I.

- The flu«- through I lie initial hole is considerable (several grammes per second). This explains Ihe
steep gradient of the hydrogen detection signal, hence Ihe impossibility of locating the faulty
module prior to SG dryoul.

The foUmvinii icmmks may be made :

LEAK 1

- SG isolalion-dryout was requested by the operator with about 5 minutes delay ; this explains the
large amount of wastage on the adjacent lube and Ihc onset of wastage on the module shell.

- After dtyout. nitrogen injection into the rchcalcr was not carried out due lo a faulty non-return
vaKc, and Rm^ of sodium entered the steam lubes and the rehcalcr connection pipes.

Subsequent to this first leak, signal processing by Ihe computer was improved for grcalcr rapidity and
operating instructions »ere also reviewed ;

These improvements proved beneficial during leaks 2, 3 and 4.

LEAK 2 - 3 - 4

Equipment and operators reacted well. Operator response lime (time I I - 12 and (I - 13) was only a few
seconds ; Ihc SG isolation-dryout sequence performed well.

2. LOCATION OF LEAKS

The start of a major leak (several grammes per second) required immediate SG shutdown. Location of Ihc
faulty module by successive individual analyses of the sodium samples from each module was not then
possible.

Location was achieved after draining and cooling the sodium modules as follows:

- In order, lo find in which stage the leak occurcd the steam tubes were pressurised to 6 bars,
with nitrogen, on each of lo Ihc 3 stages in turn. When Ihc pressure was applied lo ihc faulty
stage, an increase in the argon pressure in Ihc secondary system was observed.

- To locate Ihc module, acoustic detection of (tic nitrogen flow through the hole was used.



This easy and rapid location method did not call for special facilities.
The relatively large area of each of Ihc leak orifices, and the modular design of Ihc SG's, were a
considerable help in leak location.

3. REPAIR WORK

The repair work described below is shown on the programme chart in figure 5.

LEAK1

8m-* of sodium penetrated Ihe steam lubes of the modules and the rchcalcr steam inlet and outlet pipes.Due
10 the risk of corrosion of the auslcnitic slecl lubes by Ihc sodium hydroxide, the modules were not re-used.
They were replaced by new modules.
The fcrrilic steel pipes were however re-used after:

- Nfcchanic.il cleaning out of the sodium (quantity of sodium removed: 1200 kg).
- Flushing with water.
- Sand blasting and passivation.

Repair work on Ihc SO lasted from May lo November 1982. From late June to laic November, the power
plan! operated on Ihc other 2 SG's.

LEAK 2 - LEAK 3

The repair procedure was Ihc same for both ihcsc leaks. Once located, the module was isolated and
removed, but not replaced. The power planl could be restarted within less than 2 weeks.

LEAK 4

The repetitive nature of the fault and ihc results of the metallurgical examinations of Ihe no.12 modules
previously removed led us lo replace the rehcatcr modules on SO 3 and SCi 2.
This wpas carried out between March and August 198.1.

4'- SYSTEM TEST PRIOR TO RESTARTING

The following operations were performed jflcr repair work :

- Sodium Tilling of the secondary system.
- Temperature increase lo 400"C lo "clean" ihc pipes.
- Testing of hydrogen detector behaviour by injection of
gaseous hydrogen into the system.

Following these tests, the SO was again brought into operation.

5' • HYPOTHESIS OH THE ORIGIN OF THE FAULTS

The four leaks showed several common points:

The fault occured :

- On the rchcatcr stages
- A short lime ( I lo 5 days) after a power planl .Marl-up
- Always on a high number module : 3 limes on module 12, once on module ) 1, (module 12 inlcl
pipe is the first of the rehcater steam inlcl main pipe).

• At a bull weld of (lie lubes and on one of Ihc two welds on ihc hollest pari of the lube (sec
diagram of a module, figure 6).
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After analysis of ihc various possible causes such as tube vibration, blnrled tliftatnlhit t'x/wi'.rort, tlwmi<nl
corrosion, clc, the most probable appeared to do the pencltation of water into the ichcalcr during the
power planl startup phase when Ihe turbine bypass syslei» is operating.
Ulis explanation was .supported by the .sodium temperature recordings at the rchcater module outlets
(Opine 7). The sodium nutlet temperatures of the modules showed fast fluctuations wiih an increasing
amplitude from module no.l to no.12. These water induted temperature variations caused major lherru;d
stresses where Ihe sleel is thicker and generaled a through crack.
Two main precautions were taken to prevent reoccurence of the fault :

- At the design slage by specifying a maximum excess thickness of weld beads.
• During operation by introducing a procedure of purging and preheating the steam pipes.

6' - MODIFICATIONS TO INCREASE SAFETY

\t)H^ -T ime gain in hydrogen detection signal processing
- Addition of a second nitrogen injection system to carh SO stages
- Addition of a second decompression valve tw the evaporator stages
- Introduction of double insulation of the water supply pipe In (lie evaporator stages
- .Systematic .sodium dump of the affected circuit five minutes after the trip. This delay
corresponds to Ihe minimum time needed to homogenise Ihe sodium and to avoid local
.sodium hydroxvdc concentrations.

-D iyou l of the other SO five minute*, after the dryout of ihc damaged a SCi. Tills
operation prevents any steam ingress into Ihc damaged circuit in case of leaking isolation
valves.

1984 - Processing of (lie hydrogen delection signals by two dedicated computers arliniining ihr
rapid shutdown and (he isolation and dryout of (he SO.

I9H5 - Installation of Ihc CiENEVA monitoring system. As well as llie permanent signal
monotoring this computer allows nil (lit* routine tests to be carried out (eg. calibration by
injection of hydrogen, control of the diffusion rale).

19K7 - Development of an experimental acoustic delection system (this aspect u i l l be presented
;if llit* foj/owing spec r.rlisfs* meeting).

I98B - Installation of an induction healer in circuit r i a l cvaporalor stage.

7*. COHCLUSIO»

I h e first leak occurred after 9 years of operation. I l (aught us a great deal, provided experience for lh<:
personnel and tested the procedures.
Apart from a non-return valve, ihc equipment behaved well. It is worth mentioning again (he excellent
performance of Ihc hydrogen detection .system which hat proved .sensitive and reliable ; but it also has ils
limitations : its response lime of several lens of seconds inherent in the sampling system could be a
detrimental factor in Ihc event of a higher leakage flow rale (figure 8).

The modular SO design facilitated the location of (he faulty module and minimized the outage while taking
a module out of service.
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CURONOLOr-IE DES 4 FUITES

CHRONOLOGICAL SEQUENCE OF THE A LEAKS

DesiDo^Mnna t i o n

lere-Alarme l s t ^ l a r n

"Concentration maxi"
t-'iax. concentration

"2eme fuite orave"
2nd rcajor leak

- Faire arret raoide Perform rapid
Assecher 1e PV ̂  shutdown

Dry out the SG
Action des Operateurs

Operator action

Kapid shutdown

. Assechement du £V jSG dryout

Duree estimee de la fuite
Estimated dura t ion of leak

t = 0

1

0

159 s

164 s

465 s

10 tnn

2

0

62 s

69 s

69 s

4 mn

3

0

62 s

65 s

68 s

4 mn

4

0

150 s

167 s

156 s

4 mn

(Table 1)



FUITE H° -*

LEAK No.

Nowbre de tubes oerc£s
No.of tubes perforated

Uastaqe sur tubes voisins
Wastage on nearby tubes

Position relative des tubes
Relative tube positions

Section de la. fuite Leakage area

DSbit de fuite woven (estimation).
Mean leakage flow rate (estimate

Temperature de bouchaqe
Plugging temperature

Ouantite d'eau entree en reaction en kg*
Quantity of water entering the

Erosion de la virole Ha react! on_in kC

Erosion of sodium shel l

I

2

Tres imnortant
very lnr.h

13 + 60 * 90 mm?

> ?.O g/s (ler trou)1st holt

300°C

30 (* 0)

, oüi sur 1/4 de
l'enaisseur
soit .',5 mm

Yes on )/'i p f
th ickness, l . e

1 . *7 mm

?

1

Ml

o-°o
74

U n/s

100°C

3.+ I

non
No

3

1

Sionificatif
Appreciable

o-o
7

5 q/s

179°C

1.2 * 0,3

non
No

4

2

Important
Illgli

o»o
6 4 35

12 */S Wit nSÖ
100°C

4.1 * 1.7

non
No

* Calculated from plugging temperature and therefore approximate

(Table 2)
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Surchaurfeur
Superheater

PHENIX STEAM GENERATOR

Sodium Inlat

200 bars
C

250t/h

GEIJERATEOT DE VAPEUR
STEAM GENERATOR SCHEMATIC

SCHEMA DE PRINCIPE

F i p i i r e N° 1
Fitrure t<° 1'



Signal 112

Ppectonctre -•
Spectrometer

Surchauffeur
Superheater

calculateur.

Ion pump
Fompe
ionique

Selecteur Membrane de
Selector Wickel

Nickeldiaphrag

H2 detection: trip/alarm logic

Max.concentration in 2]
HieJPtJi sur

2/? »tapes |

A!.'D
r T

^
Faire arret rapide
Perform rapid shutdown

[ Isoler le CVi
1 Isolate relevant SG

Prelevement pour detection d'hydrogene.

Hydrogen detection sampling

1 3 9 Figure N° 2
Fiimre f)° ?
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Surchauffeur
Superheater

fuite H° 3 ! Evolution des ignaux de la detection d'hydrogene.
Leak 3: Hydrogen defection signal curves

tnppm

Evaporator
Evaporateur / /

200
Perfor

fuite grave
2nd major leak

1?re fuite prave
1st raajor leak

Concentration maxi
May. .concentration

* II y a "fuite grave" si le gradient est superieur ä 15 mppm/5 mn.

"Major leak" = g rad ien t in excess or 15 mppm/5 mn.

GV : Isolement - Decompression

SG: I s o l a t i o n - Decopression

Fipure N° 3' Fifoire 11° '•



lere FUITE
LEAK I

Module 12 - SG 2
Module 12 - GV N° 2

SC 1 + SC 3
GV H° 1 + GV H° 3

gene FUITE
LEAK 2

HemUarement des vd modules du GV W 2
Replacement of the 12 modules of SG 2

fodule 12-qv H° 1 Module 12 - SG 1
' r,v fi° i + 2 + 3 SG 1 + 2 + 3

?ene F'.'ITH
LEAK 3

13/0?/83.

Module 12 3G 3

v ii 2
I—I SG 1 + 2 + 3

I5/O?/S3 ' 2T/02JS3

FUITE
SG 2 + SG 3
M° 2 + IV N° 3

LEAK

• 30/03/83
Pemplaceraent

30/05/ »3 ;\S/0»/63

^emplacement i
des 12 modules 'des 12 modules
du GV

ReplaLacement of
the 12 modules
of SG 3

Replacement of
the 12 modules
of SG 1

Fositionnement des fui tes
Location of leaks

lou'i'jre <1<? Raboutape des tu tes
utt weld of tubes

1 4 1

Fipjire \P 5 Fismre IP 6
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Entree Na- S1MT04
Na i n l e t -

01 sortie module 1
01 Module 1 out le t

012 sortie module 12
012 Module 12 out le t

2h2O

Evolution des temperatures sortie sodium des modules 1 et 12

du resurchauffeur dans la phase perturbee.

Sodium out le t temperature curves for reheater
modules 1 and 12 in disturbed phase.

Fißure N° 7

325°C

Circuit secondaire : Tenps de transit hydraulique au regime nominal.
Secondary system: Hydraulic transit time under rated operating

conditions.

Fieure 11° 8
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SWAAM Code Development, Verification, and Application (o Steam
Generator Design

Y. W. Shin and R. A. Valentin
Materials and Components Technology Division

Argonne National Laboratory
9700 South Cass Avenue
Argonne. Illinois 60439

ABSTRACT

This paper describes the family of SWAAM codes
developed by Argonne National Laboratory to analyze
the effects of sodium/water reactions on LMR steam
generators. The SWAAM codes were developed as
design tools for analyzing various phenomena related
to steam generator leaks and to predict the resulting
thermal and hydraulic effects on the steam generator
and the Intermediate heat transport system (IHTS).
The theoretical foundations and numerical treatments
on which the codes are based are discussed, followed
by a description of code capabilities and limitations,
verification of the codes by comparison with
experiment, and applications to steam generator and
IHTS design.

INTRODUCTION

Design of an LMR steam generator and Its
Intermediate heat transport system (IHTS) requires
consideration of leaks In the steam generator, the
resulting sodium/water reaction, and subsequent
effects on the Integrity of the steam generator and the
IHTS. Due to the complexity of the phenomena and
the geometry of the system Involved. It was- decided
early that comprehensive computer codes should be
developed to analyze steam generator leaks and the
response of the IHTS.

The family of SWAAM codes was developed by
Argonne National Laboratory (AMU to address various
aspects of steam generator leaks. SWAAM-II analyzes
the Immediate time-dependent leak rates, sodium/
water reactions, propagation of the resulting pressure

energy, and the IHTS response. SWAAM-LT
addresses the long-term thermal and hydraulic effects

'that prevail after the Immediate pressure effects
diminish.

SWAAM-LT Is based on a single-phase flow model.
For analysis of certain steam generator designs, such
as those with cover-gas spaces, a single-phase flow

:model tends to be restrictive and Us application
rather limited. SWAC-13/SWAC-13E are based on a
two-phase flow model and treat the gross mixing of
sodium and gas phases. SWAC-13/SWAC-13E were
obtained from Japan as part of an exchange agree-
ment between the U.S. and Japan and are Included In
the SWAAM code family.

In the remainder of this paper, the development
status of these codes Is described. This Includes their
theoretical basis, the numerical techniques used,
code validation results, and applications to steam
generator. IHTS. and other related system designs.

DESCRIPTION OF SWAAM CODES

SWAAM-II

SWAAM-II consists of five main modules In which
the various aspects of tube leaks, sodium/water

• reactions, and propagation effects are computed:

1. Reaction-bubble dynamics.
2. Water-side system transient.
3. Sodlum-slde system transient.
4. Sodium-side two-dimensional transient.
5. Rupture-disk structural dynamics.

Tlit: rca< lloii-buhlile dynamics module of
SWAAM-M Is an Improvement over other existing
models f 1.21- It Ircnls rigorously thr energy
contributions from nil constituents of the reaction
bubble hi a time-dependent mariner. This Is In
contrast to previous models where the reaction was
assumed to be Instantaneous and complete. The
reaction model of SWAAM II Is a slight variation of the
model proposed by Tregonlng | 3 | . The SWAAM-II
reaction model HI Is formulated so that bubble
dynamics Is described via a single parameter that can
be determined experimentally.

Reaction-bubble dynamics arc coupled In the
water-side system transient, as well as to the
response of the sodium neighboring Hie bubble. The
water-side system transient module calculates the
time-dependent leak rate by solving the two-phase
walcr/steain flow In Ihe steam generator tubn syslem
(5.RI- Both thi reaction-bubble dynamics and the
water-side transient modules require steam table
routines that arc also part of SWAAM-II. In (be
computation of the sodluiu-slilc system transient (7|,
effects of plastic deformation of pipes |8 | and sodium
column separation |9 | arc rigorously treated.

In the Immediate neighborhood of the reaction
bubble In the steam generator, especially at early
stages of the reaction. It Is desirable to treat thr
sodlurn-sldc transient Ivvo-dlrncnslonally. The two-
dlmenslon.-il transient module of SWAAM-II may be
used to compute local details of pressure and How
distributions (10.111 In parallel with the one-
dimensional system transient. Finally, the rupturc-
dlsk structural dynamics module computes the
response of thin-membrane spherical-shape rupture
disks and this response calculation Is completely
coupled to the sodium transient |12 | . Column
separation at the Interface of the rupture disk and the
sodium Is an Important aspect and Is rigorously
treated |12|.

The numerical techniques used In the computa-
tion of fluid transients, Including two-phase water/
steam flows of the water-side system, are based on
the method of characteristics. The only exception Is
that the Interior nodes of the water-side system
model are solved by the two-step Lax-Wendioff
scheme because of possible shock wave formation |S|.
Structural dynamic response of the rupture disks Is
solved using a finite-clement method 1121.

SWAAM-LT

A number of computer codes have been
developed to analyze the long-term effects of sodium/
water reactions |I3-1G|. However. It was decided
early In the AML program to develop a new long-term
analysis code to maximize the general-purpose
capabilities of the SWAAM series. This nnticlpnted
the nerd for a versatile design system to handle

various types of steam genrr.iloi s, alternate IIIT.'j
designs, and other related components.

SWAAM-I.T Is a onc-dlmenslonal system code
based on an Incompressible single-phase (low model.
The liquid-sodium and gas phases are assumed to be
separated by dlstlnrt Interfaces, and compressibility
Is taken entirely by the gas phases. Hie rode tracks
the Interfaces as part of thr general computation.
This model is Justified because a I.MR usually features
only a limited number of Isolated gas regions. Even In
a sorliiim/watcr reaction, the gas phasrs air not
expected to spread widely; hence, the sodium and gas
phases will lend to remain largely separated from
each other.

numerically, the SWAAM-l.T model of a system Is
constructed of pipes and Junctions, the pipes repre-
sent fluids with certain velocities and the Junctions
contain fluids, gases, or both at certain prrsswres. A
simple Iteration scheme Is used to solve for Ihr pipe
velocities and Junction pressures of a syMeni.
SWAAM-l.T Includes the following Junction types to
model a complete system:

1. Reaction bubble.
2. Reaction-products tank.
3. Prcssurlzer.
4. Cover gas.
5. In line ruptine disk.
G. Fluid rescrvolr/slmple Junction.
7. Fr Ictlon Junction/pump Junction.

The reaction-bubble Junction Is where the gas
phase is generated and energy Is Input as a result of
the sodium/water reaction. In the reaction products-
tank Junction, the sodium and gas phases arc sepa-
rated and the gas phases vent to the atmosphere
through the stack pipe upon opening of the rupture
disk when pressure reaches a set value. The pressur-
Izer contains bolh liquid sodium and gas phases. 1he
cover-gas Junction enables Modeling of steam genera-
tor types that have cover-gas spaces. A formula for
mixing of sodium and gas phases Is assumed, and (lie
venting of the mixture to the reaction-products tank
through the relief pipe Is provided. Again, venting
from the cover-gas Junction Is Initiated by ripening of
the covcr-gas-space rupture disk.

The In-llne-rupture-disk Junction models the In-
sodlum rupture disk. The fluid reservoir Junction Is a
sodltim-Mlcd Junction with an associated vnlmnr. This
Junction type Is used to model steam generator plena
or similar regions. The simple Junction Is a special
case of the lltild-reservoir Junction (hat has no
volume: It may be used to break up a long pipe Into a
number of shorter pipes to obtain needed velocity
detail. The friction Junction Is Used to model valves,
orifices, perforated plates, or other types of concen-
trated pressure losses. The pump Junction repre-
sents pumps. Including pump trips, through a simple
parabolic pump characteristic curve.
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SWAC-13/SWAC-13E

SWAC-13 and SWAC-13E are two-phase, one-
dlmenslonal system codes developed by the Power
Reactor and Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation
(PNC) of Japan for analysis of the quasi-steady flow
effects of sodium/water reactions. In cases where
small or medium-size leaks persist for an extended
period of time or In cases where gross mixing of
sodium and gas phases occurs. It Is not practical to
use a single-phase flow model.

The SWAC-13 code Is the first version of this
code and Is based on a three-equation model. This
model consists of two continuity equations, one for
each phase, and one mixture momentum equation. In
this model, the temperatures are user-specified.
SWAC-13E Is the updated version or SWAC-13 and Is
based on a four-equation model where the energy
equation has been added and temperatures are now
calculated rather than being user-specllled.

In a manner similar to SWAAM-LT. the SWAC-13/
SWAC-13E model represents a system by nodes and
links. Pressures, void fractions, temperatures at the
nodes, and velocities of the links are solved Itera-
Uvely. The nodes and links of SWAC-13/SWAC-13E
are equivalent to the Junctions and pipes, respec-
tively, of SWAAM-LT. Sub-links are used to further
divide links Into shorter lengths. Just as the simple
Junctions are used In SWAAM-LT to cut a long pipe
Into shorter lengths.

VERIFICATION OF SWAAM CODES

SWAAM-II

The Individual modules of SWAAM-II were first
validated with available test data appropriate for the
specific modules. For example, the one-dlmenslonal
sodlum-slde module. Including the fluid/structure
Interaction resulting from pipe plastic deformation,
was validated against pipe deformation test data [17|.
Similarly, validation of the column separation model
and the coupled rupture disk dynamics model of
SWAAM-II are discussed In Ref. 13.

The major source of experimental data used In
the verincatlon of the SWAAM codes Is the Large Leak
Test Rig fLLTK). which Is described In Rets. 19 and
20; the main components are shown In Fig. 1. The
LLTR Includes a reaction vessel that houses the steam
generator heat transfer tubes, a reaction'products
storage tank, surge tank, rupture-disk relief system,
and upper and lower piping systems. The tubeslde of
the LLTR Includes a mechanism for causing a double-
ended guillotine leak within the reaction vessel, as
well as the equipment needed to feed either
steam/water or a non-reactive gas to the ruptured
tube. The SWAAM-II computational model of the
sodium side of the LLTR Is shown In Fig. 2.

Verification was based on two tests run In the LLTR
(see Refs. 4 and 21 for more details): a reactive lest
using subcooled water at 1700 pslg and a non-
reactive test using nitrogen at the same pressure and
temperature. This latter test allowed evaluation of the
more mechanical features of the SWAAM code and the
numerical methods employed. The complexities
associated with the chemical dynamics of the reaction
zone were not present In this test, nor were the
transient thermal hydraulics of the water/steam
Injection process.

Figure 3 compares pretest code predictions with
LLTR data for the nonreactlve test. Agreement Is
excellent for the first 60 ms of this experiment—well
beyond the period of peak pressure In the bubble
region.

The reactive test provides a much more compre-
hensive verincatlon of the SWAAM methodology. As
shown In Fig. 4. agreement between experiment and
code predictions Is again excellent. The bubble pres-
sure rose from Its 125-pslg Initial value to a peak of
365-pslg In about 8 ms. The depressurtzatlon that
followed was a result of the rupture-disk response
and the action of the LLTR relief system. The wave-
transit time between the rupture disk and the
reaction zone Is approximately 3 ms: thus, disk
response and bubble dynamics are closely coupled
throughout the transient.

Agreement with experiment Is also quite good In
sections of thr f/Mem that are far «moved from the
reaction zone. Figure 5. which shows a comparison
betwren acperlment ,\nd computation at a position In
the upper piping run of the i-LTR. Is typical of the
results obtained with SWAAM. Both the onset of fluid
column separation and subsequent recollapse are
accurately predicted. It should be noted that predic-
tions such as these require the use of a llme-

. dependent reaction rate coefficient. A. which Is an
empirical parameter related to several complex
effects (such as reaction temperature) In the reaction
zone and for which no experimental data are available.
Because SWAAM results are not highly sensitive to the
values of A. quite reasonable agreement with experi-
ment can be obtained with only a modest degree of
numerical experimentation prior to prediction of a
specific test.

The complex nature of the response of the LLTR
relief system can result In some regions where
SWAAM predictions differ from experimental obser-
vations. The double reverse-buckling rupture disks
used In this system do not fall simultaneously and the
timing of disk failure Is certainly dependent on com-
plex, three-dimensional flow and structure Interac-
tions not modeled by SWAAM. As a result, there are
regions of the pressure traces, such as those given In
Fig. 6. where test data show a continued compressed

,state while the code predicts prior pressure relief.

Such variations are not. however, qualitative In nnture.
and overall system response prediction Is excellent.

SWAAM-LT

In some design applications, the major Interest Is
In the relatively long-term response of the steam
generator rather than In the rapid transients
associated with Initial relief system response, 'n such
cases, gross motion of sodium and reaction-product
streams becomes a major concern, and the modeling
assumptions and code capabilities must be altered. In
addition, validation data extending over seconds
rather than milliseconds are now of Interest. The
SWAAM-LT code was developed for such long-term
analyses, and the code validation data were obtained
from the SWAT-3 experiments |22| performed by
PNC of Japan. In addition. SWAT-3 short-time
response was modeled with SWAAM-II and an earlier
form of the same code.

The data obtained by PNC from the SWAT-3 test
facility were used by PNC In the design and evaluation
of Its hellcat coll steam generator for the Monju
reactor. Figure 7 shows the arrangement of SWAT-3
for Run 3. the run used In validation of SWAAM-LT.
Fig. 8 shows a SWAAM model that was used In pre-
dicting the short-time behavior of a similar test In
SWAT-3. The system and experimental differences
between this test rig and the LLTR series required
the use of a different value of the reaction rate param-
eter A: however, as shown In Fig. 9. comparison of the
predicted early transient with experiment Is still
quite good.

In the original form of SWAAM-LT, two-phase
flow within the piping system was not modeletl and
calculations stop when sodium enters a gas-filled tee
or when reaction zone gases reenler the original
bubble region. A modification was therefore Imple-
mented to allow continued computation beyond these
times.

Figure 10 shows the SWAAM-LT model of the
LLTR used In the Initial validation analysis, and Fig. 11
Is a comparison of SWAAM-LT results wlih LLTR data
|23|. This particular calculation was a model of an
Intermediate leak experiment and was used to gain a
better understanding of how the leak rate scenario
would affect predictions made by SWAAM-LT. For
such leaks, where the InlUal leak rate Is quite low and
only progresses to a moderate level before rupture-
disk opening, the transient times are relatively long
compared to those observed In validation tests used to
evaluate SWAAM-II. Dased on evaluation reports of
the LLTR test, two leak scenarios were postulated,
and the slower of these ("leak A"J showed excellent
agreement with experiment.

To treat the SWAT-3 test, which extends to
times even greater than those used In the LLTR-bnscd
validation of SWAAM-LT, It was necessary to employ

the network model shown In Fig 12 |2I|. For such
extended transients, effects such as the local effective
friction factor have no noticeable Impact on predic-
tions In proximity to the reaction: they can have a
major Impact however, at points In the system away
from the reaction point. In the SWAT-3 experiment
used for validation, these effects are Illustrated In
Figs. 13 and 14. Notice the small effect of the
assumed middle-leg friction factor on evaporator
pressure, as shown In Fig. 13. At the superheater
(I.e.. away from the evaporator), however, the same
assumption Is shown to have a rather large Impact, as
Illustrated In Fig. 14. In general, the SWAAM-LT
validation comparisons, while not as close as the
SWAAM-II validation results based on short time,
large leak experiments, are still quite satisfactory and,
In addition, give excellent qualitative Information on
overall system behavior for an extended period after
the Initiating event.

SWAC-13/SWAC-13E

THE SWAC-13 code was verified with SWAT-3
test data |22|. and the verification results ere
reported In |25|, which Is briefly discussed here. As
noted above. SWAT-3 Is the test facility that PMC bultl
and operated to support development of the Japanese
Monju steam generators and to generate data lo verify
their sodium/water reaction analysis computer codes.
As shown In Fig. 7. the SWAT-3 test facility Includes
the evaporator and the superheater, the relief system
with the reaction-products tank, and the IHX.
although the superheater and the Intermediate heal
exchanger (IHX|. are quite simplified. The evaporator
Is the test model of the Monju hellcal-coll type steam
generator, which has a cover-gas space.

Results of the comparison of fnor different
SWAT-3 tests with calculation results of SWAC-13 are
discussed In Ref. 25. These comparisons Indicate
generally good agreement for the transient pressures
In Die evaporator and superheater. This Indicates the
general validity of the theoretical basis and the
numerical techniques used In SWAC-13.

In some Instances, however, agreement was not
as good as that observed In the SWAAM-II validations.
Basically, there are two Input parameters In SWAC-I3
calculations that affect the results significantly: Ihe
hydrogen conversion ratio and node temperatures. In
addition, the reaction vessel In the SWAT-3 system
has a lower aspect ratio ihnn that of the LLTR syslern.
This, together with the presence of the cover-gas
space, adds to the difficulty of obtaining a close pre-
diction. Nevertheless, the comparisons do Indicate
quite satisfactory qualitative agreement.

SWAC-13E Is Die latest version of SWAC-13. and
no Information Is available on verification of Its
extended features. As described earlier, SWAC-I3E
calculates the node temperatures Instead of specifying
them as Input data, as was done In SWAC-13.



APPLICATION OF SWAAM CODES

The SWAAM codes, verified against test data,
have been applied to various aspects of LMR develop-
ment and related activities. These codes have been
applied primarily by steam generator vendors and
reactor manufacturers In the U.S.. Including
Westlnghouse. Babcock & Wllcox. and General
Electric. The SWAAM codes have been used by U.S.
Industry In connection with development of the
Clinch River Breeder Reactor and later LMRs: most
recently ANL has used the codes for analysis of
advanced LMR systems In response to early regulatory
questions.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper describes the family of SWAAM codes
developed at Argonne National Laboratory In support
of the development of LMR steam generators and
intermediate heat transport systems for LMRs. It Is
believed that the SWAAM codes are based on a sound
theoretical foundation and use sound numerical
techniques. Verification results discussed above Indi-
cate that the SWAAM codes are not only Individually
valid but also show that they are applicable as an
Integral and unified code system.

SWAAM-1I Is suitable where detailed analysis of
various Immediate effects of sodium/water reactions
Is of Interest. On the other hand. SWAAM-LT Is appli-
cable to long-term effects where the liquid sodium
and gas phases are largely separated. In applications
where gross mixing of the two phases Is expected,
the SWAC-13/SWAC-13E codes should be considered.
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AN ALGORITHM FOR THE DETERMINATION OF EMERGENCY

PROCESS PARAMETERS AT WATER-INTO-SODIUM

LEAKS IN THE BN-800 NPP STEAM GENERATOR .

V .M .Pop lavsky , R .P .Bak lush in

Inst i tute of Physics and Power Engineering,

Obninsk.

Abstract.

The paper presents calculation relationships for the

determination of parameters characterizing a sodium c i rcui t state

under water-into-sodium leak emergency conditions (mass of water

penetrating into sodium, the leak s ize , amount of impurities in

coolant, the size of expected heat-exchange surface damage). An

approximation of some parameters as applied to the BN-800 NPP steam

generator is presented.

I . IH1R0DUCTI0H.

At water-into-sodium leaks in a fast reactor steam generator,

it is of great importance to form an emergency signal and to briny

into operation the safety system of the steam generator. For a

correct evaluation of the emergency situation it is of importance

to know the post-ace ident state of the sodium circui t and of its

components. In part icular , for the optimization of regimes of

sodium purif ication from reaction products and for the forecast of

this operation time it is necessary to know the amount of water

penetrating into sodium. For planning repair operations at the

steam generator it is necessary to have information on a possible

leak size and expected damage of the heat exchange surface of the

emergency modu l e .

For the purpose of real iz ing these problems, into the

informat ion -computer complex of the BN-800 NPP along with other

calculation problems, an algorithm for the determination of

emergency process parameters (mass of water penetrating into

sodium, amount of reaction products in coolant, the leak size, a

possible size cf module's damage) has been included.

Main principles of this a Igor ithm are br ief ly presented in

this paper.

2 . THE SCOPE OF INPUT AND OUTPUT 1NF0RMATIOH.

A l l the input information is divided into three groups.

A. The current information obtained at solving the algorithm

of the water-into-sodium leak indication (the algorithm is

acting as part of the BH-800 NPP information-computer

system):

C i (2") " hydrogen concentration in sodium at the i-th section

out le t ;

Cj- (T) - hydrogen concentration in the i-th section gas volume;



Cc [T) - the mean stat is t ica l hydrogen concentration in sodium

of the common c i rcu i t determined from the indications

of leak detectors in each section.

B. Information characterizing the state of steam generator

sodium and the gas plenum technological parameters:

TW( t(T) - sodium temperature in a specified point of the

circuit

Pr ( f ) - pressure in the steam generator gas plenum

Tr ( r ) - temperature in the steam generator gas plenum.

C. Constants which can be divided into three groups:

C.I. Constants characterizing sodium circuit properties

M „ - the mass of sodium in the circuit
NO.

G Ha. " mass sodium flow rate through a section

n - the number of sections

V;* - steam generator gas plenum volume
j

Vr£ - the i-th section gas plenum volume

- the time of sodium circulation through the curcuit

lac ~ . u5ork

C.2. Constants characterizing leak indication system

propertits and refined during start-up and adjustment

operations:

[AC] - hydrogen indicator sensitivity in sodium

[&C]a. - hydrogen indicator sensitivity in gas

D, E - integers or fractional numbers determined during

start-up operations.

C.3. Constants characterizing physical and chemical properties

of sodium and sodium-water reaction products.

y ^ i , H'14*01 H~*fa.Ht HNaxo - mole weights of hydrogen, water,

hydr ide and hydrox ide, respect ive ly .

The output information includes the data, characterizing the

1 5 1

emergency process:
G Ha ' w a l e r " into-sod ium flow rate

H l ( g - mass of water penetrating into sodium

H pr . - the amount of reaction products in soil ium

T plug. - the plugging temperatire of the plugging meter

t<p - a size of a heat t ransfer surface damage.

3 . THE SCHEME Or THE EMERGE/ICY PARAMETERS CALCULATION.

The procedure of the parameters ca lcu la t ion can be

conditionally divided into 9 stages (F Ig . 1).

Stage I - Input of the information required.

Stage 2 • A determination of a fixed background value for the

hydrogen concentration in sodium (C/ ) at a time

moment T" = 0, location of a suspected fa i lured

section (C1 ac) and a determination of a fixed

background value for the hydrogen concentration in

the gas volume (Cr<. ).

Stage 3 - A determination of the calculated hydrogen

concentration in sodium in the c i rcui t [Ccc(7")] and

of the current value for the in-sodium hydrogen

concentration in a fa i lured section [Cac{T)].

Stage 4 - Determination of mass of water penetrateng into

sodium at a time T ^ zW-T-frorn readings of hydrogen

concentration indicators in sodium [HIII0(A7T))> at

T. > ATT - from readings of hydrogen indicators in

sodium [H,/ lO(^)] and from readings of hydrogen

indicators in the gas volume [M / / j ( ?(r)J.

Stage 5 - Calculation of the tota l mass of water penetration

into sodium by time after leak in i t iat ion [M / / ;0(T)J.

Stage 6 - Determination of the leak value [ G „ 0 ( r ) J for time

intervals ?$ä%, and T > &Tr.

Stage 7 - Calculation of total quantity of impurities in
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Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Stage 4

Stage 5

Stage 6

Stage 7

Stage 8

Stage 9

L

Z =0

' Ccc<E>

I

..<r)

Cac
Z =0

C a c ( r )

i

L

or

I

i
=0

—I
i t

v c r ) -
r t

L

(

or

I
H20 T

Tplug

Pig.1.Scheme of emergency parameters calculation.

I'
L

1 - steam auperheater

2 - evaporator

3 - expansion tank

4 - sectional gas volumes

5 - general gas volume

6 - pump

7 - intermediate heat

exchanger

8 - sodium distribution

collector

Pig.2. Diagram of the Bll-800 HPP steam generator

section connection to the sodium circuit.
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sodium [H p r (Z)\.

Stage 8 - Determination of a calculated value for the plugging

temperature of the plugging meter (T plug).

Stage 9 - Calculation of the heat exchange surface damage area

(the hole area - fy) equivalent to the calculated

leak value.

4. AN ANALYTICAL SOLUTION Of THE PROBLEM.

4 . 1 . Calculation of water mass in a sodium c i r cu i t .

4 .1 .1 . Determination of parameters at a fixed moment of time

T= 0, when

Z* = 0 [*C]

4.1.2. Determination of current parameters in one of the

sections at a time moment

r > o, r = z-ac

In this case: C ac (Tac) > E C c(Z)

C c (T) = 1/n z: C; ( D

4.1.3. Mass of water penetrating into sodium at a time T( &T

(from readings for the fa i lured section only)
f>

Ycu

d

4.1.4. Mass of water penetrating into sodium according to

readings of hydrogen indicators in sodium at a time moment V > A7~T

w i l l be comprised of two components:

Water determining an increase of hydrogen concentration in the

common c i rcu i t sodium due to mixing. The information comes from the

leak indicators of unfailed sections with a delay of d1^. .

1 5 3

Water causing an increase of the hydrogen concentration at the

fai led section outlet at a time moment from T-ArlT to T

a c

The total amount of water up to a time moment L determined

from the readings of in-sodium hydrogen indicators

A/a - ~ -

M
' hiiO

4.1.5. Mass of hydrogen determined from the readings of hydrogen

indicators in the steam generator gas volume

r "
M (~) ~ £.'

' t

In this case Cri is determined at a time moment Tr •= 0 at

[aC ]r

i Pr(r)

for the calculation of water content the maximum value of the

hydrogen concentration in the gas volume is taken into account
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4.1.6. Tne to ta l quantity of water penetrating into sodium

4.2. The leak magnitude calculation.

4 .2 .1 . For a time interval of 0 - &TT when hydrogen

concentration in sodium is determined only at the fai led section

outlet

4.2.2. At t >

where the calculated value of in-sodium hydrogen concentration

in the common c i rcu i t (without taking into account a delay of ^

in the loop indicator readings)

4.3. Calculation of in-sodium impurities quantity.

I t is assumed that per each mole of water reacting with

sod ium, two mo les of hydr ide and one mo le of sod ium ox ide are formed .

Then

where

f =

4.4. Calculation of the plugging temperature of the plugging

meter.

10

4 .4 .1 . At rM< ^ 250 C

2.600

6.8f/ -

4 . 4 . 2 . At r N q > 250 C

2650
6.953 - 7

['K]

4.5. Damage size estimation (an equivalent area of

water-into-sod ium leak hole).

4 .5 .1 . An economizer zone of the steam generator.

An i n i t i a l expression for the determination of the specific

(per unit area) flow rate of water with taking into account its

evaporation in the channel [ 1 ] ,

where out
PHZO

For the BN-800 steam generator i t has been assumed

ßr = 0.6, PHt0 =0,14 • I0?kg/tn£

if = 0.16 - 10~2ny'kg, faif= 0.55

Then 0.19 10 'GHQ\mZ\HQ\

4.5.2. The evaporator and steam superheater zones.

An i n i t i a l expression for a steam leak is as follows



11

For the case of a c r i t i ca l (maximum) leak

Under conditions of the BN-800 steam generator

4.5.3. As a calculation expression, in the algorithm i t is

recommended to use the following expression

- 0.45 10~\o[m
2]

REFERENCES.

1 . "Bo i l ing Ad iabat ic Flows" Edited by V . A . Z i s i n , Moscow,
Atomizdat, 1976.
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Tests and Analysis on Steam Generator Tube Failure Propagation

Hiromi TANABE

Power Reactor & Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation

Japan

Abstract

The understanding of leak enlargement and failure propagation
behavior is essential to select a design basis leak (DBL) of LMFBR
steam generators. Therefore, various series of experiments, such as
self-enlargement tests, target wastage tests, failure propagation tests
were conducted in a wide range of leak using test facilities of SWAT at
PNC/OEC. Especially, in the large leak tests, potential of overheating
failure was investigated under a prototypical steam cooling condition
inside target tubes. In the small leak, the difference of wastage
resistivity was clarified among several tube materials such as 9-
chrome steels. In regard to an analytical approach, a computer code
LEAP (Leak Enlargement and Propagation) was developed on the basis
of all of these experimental results. The code was used to validate the
previously selected DBL of the prototype reactor, Monju, steam
generator. This approach proved to be successful in spite of somewhat
over-conservatism in the analysis. Moreover, LEAP clarified the
effectiveness of a rapid steam dump and an enhanced leak detection
system. The code improvement toward a realistic analysis is desired,
however, to lessen the DEL for a future large plant and then the re-
evaluation of the experimental data such as the size of secondary
failure is under way.

For the presentation at IAEA/IWGFR "Specialists1 Meeting on "Steam
Generator: Failure and Failure Propagation", Aix-en-Provence, France.
Sept. 26-28, 1990.

1. Introduction')

In an LMFBR steam generator, (lie prevention of a sodium-walcr
reaction incident is very essential to maintain plant reliability even
though it has no potential of jeopardizing the boundary of the primary
heat transport system. To enhance the plant reliability, information of
a water leak and its development behavior is needed. The study on
tube failure propagation has been conducted for years at PNC/OEC.
Objectives of our study are to clarify mechanisms of the failure
propagation, to develop an analytical method for predicting the
phenomena, and to validate the conservatism of design basis leak
(DBL) of LMFBR steam generators .

Growth behavior of a sodium-water reaction can generally be
described as follows: A water leakage into sodium initiates as a micro-
leak due to faulty weld or other imperfection, and then self-
enlargement of the leak hole would increase »lie water leak rate to a
small leak or an intermediate leak range. The steam jet from the
enlarged hole would impinge surrounding tubes and finally fail their
integrity by wastage. Therefore, unless any countermeasure were
taken against the leak, it might develop to a large leak level by
sequential failure propagations. In the large leak, not only wastage
but overheating, thrust load, etc. should be taken into consideration as
mechanisms of the failure propagation.

In an actual plant system, however, a leak is detected by water
leak detectors such as hydrogen monitors and then countermeasure
operations including the closing of shut-off valves and an emergency
water dump are taken. Then, the leak will terminate at an early stage
as a micro-leak or a small leak before the sequential failure
propagations occur.

A variety of leak development scenarios should be taken into
account beside the above one. Some leaks may start from a small leak
level without experiencing the micro-leak for example in the case that
fluid vibration initiates the leak. Other mechanisms such as pipe-
whipping are also considerable. After having considered all the
mechanisms, however, wastage and overheating were thought to be
the main contributors to the failure propagation. Thus, the R&Ds
described here are focused on these two major failure mechanisms.

2. Experimental Studies on Failure Propagation

A primary objective of the failure propagation studies of Japan
in 1970s was to provide sufficient data to validate the DBL of Monju



steam generators. The studies consist of several scries of experiments
such as self-evolution tests, target wastage tests, failure propagation
tests, and overheating tests by use of SWAT-1 through -4 test
facilities. In the tests, 2-l/4Cr-lMo steel was used as a tube material
in accordance with the Monju specification. However, since 9Cr steels,
especially modified 9Cr-lMo steel, become preferable for the tube
materials of a future larger plant after Monju, similar experiments
were conducted in some leak ranges by changing test piece materials
for 9Cr steels.

2.1 Sclf-Enlargement in Micro-Leak

A micro-leak study is aiming at determining a self-wastage rate
and an enlargement ratio of the leak hole, which arc expressed as a
tube wall thickness divided by the period required for self-
enlargement and a ratio of a new diameter after enlargement to an
initial one, respectively. In the SWAT-4 tests, JIS-SUS304, JIS-
SUS321, 2-l/4Cr-lMo steel, 9Cr steels, and alloy-800 were used as the
test piece materials. The comparison of the self-wastage rate among
these tube materials indicates that the austenitic stainless steel JIS-
SUS321 is more resistant against self-wastage than the 2-l/4Cr-lMo
ferritic steel but the mod. 9Cr-lMo steel is most resistant among three.

One of the most important modification in the new test series is
the adoption of a new manufacturing method of initial micro-defects.
Though the micro-defect had been conventionally made by swaging a
drilled circular hole, it was generated from a fatigue crack in a new
series tests of 9Cr steels because the latter one was more realistic.
Both types of micro-leak nozzles are shown in Figure I. The swaged
type nozzle were also used in the new tests to clarify the effect of the
nozzle type on the self-enlargement behavior. The fatigue crack
nozzle develops slightly faster than the swaged type one. More
important feature is that the fatigue crack type nozzles arc unlikely to
plug during the experiment even at a low leak range below 10'4

(g/sec). This different plugging behavior seems to be related to the
fact that the length/width ratios of the fatigue cracks are generally
much larger than those of the swaged ones. Because the fatigue crack
nozzle is thought to be more realistic than swaged one, the result of
the fatigue crack tests is recommended to use in a self-enlargement
evaluation.

2.2 Target Wastage in Small Leak2)

In the small leak range, wastage rates for various tube materials
were measured using SWAT-2. Figure 2 compares the wastage rate as
a function of a water leak rate among the 2-l/4Cr-lMo steel,

1 5 7

austcnitic stainless steel (JIS-SUS32I), and 9Cr steels. The 9Cr steels
arc situated in the middle of two conventional materials and arc about
two limes as wastage-resistant as the 2-l/4Cr-IMo steel. No
significant difference, however, was observed among three types of
9Cr steels, i.e. mod. 9Cr-IMo, 9Cr-l Mo-Nb-V, and 9Cr-2Mo.

2.3 Multi-tube Wastage in Intermediate Leak

In the intermediate leak range, plural tubes surrounding the
leaking tube are wasted simultaneously. The internals consisting of
about twenty test tubes were assembled and used to simulate the
multi-tube wastage in SWAT-1 tests. In the early stage, the test tube
material was a 2-l/4Cr-IMo steel and target tubes were pressurized
with nitrogen gas to detect a failure time. Although the cooling effect
to be expected under a realistic condition was not taken into account
then, a further prototypical condition is selected in the tests for mod.
9Cr-lMo steel which arc ongoing now. The comparison between the
two conditions indicates that the sizes of holes under the cooling
conditions are smaller than those without cooling.

2.4 Overheating Failure in Large Leak

In the large leak, the wastage is no more a predominant
mechanism to cause failure propagation because the reaction zone
does not exist stably due to a dynamic hydrogen generation. Instead,
the potential of overheating failure seems to increase because reaction
heat increases the tube wall temperature in a very wide area. The
most severe points in the overheating failure would be potential of the
large number of failing tubes and the short time for failure. Then it is
very important whether the overheating failure could occur under
prototypical conditions. Run 16 of SWAT-3 was carried out at the
initial leak rate of 2.2 kg/sec, and a water-filled tube and twenty-four
gas-filled lubes burst due to overheating. To confirm the overheating
effect, a similar test was re-executed in Run 19 using water-flowing
tubes instead of the water filled tubes. The tube configuration and the
results were shown in Figure 3. No water flowing tubes in Run 19
burst at all and then it was demonstrated that the cooling effect of
flowing water inside tube should not be ignored in the evaluation of
the overheaiing failure.

Heat transfer coefficients at tube outer wall surface were
obtained in the same scries of the tests. Tcmperalurcs were measured
by embedded thermocouples in the inner/outer wall of target tubes
and a thermocouple placed in the reaction zone. The heat transfer
coefficients were calculated with the numerical inversion of Laplace
transform using the temperature data. Average heat transfer
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coefficients thus calculated ranges 8,000 - 10,000 (kcal/(m2°Chr)) at
the leak rate of 1 - 2 kg/sec, where 1 (kcaI/(m2°Chr)) is 1.16
(Watt/(m2secK)). The coefficients are somewhat correlative with the
leak size. That is, when the leak was relatively small and the jet was
localized, the peak value was larger than 10,000 (kcal/(m2°Chr)). On
the other hand, when the leak is large enough to surround the iube
entirely, it is lower than 8,000 (kcal/(m2°Chr)). Figure 4 shows an
example of a heat flux and a heat transfer coefficient in SWAT3 Run
19, where gas-filled tubes without cooling burst due to overheating.
However, according to a simple thermal calculation, if a heat transfer
coefficient on tube inside is as large as 5,000 (kcaI/(m2°Chr)), the tube
can maintain the integrity. This number is realistic even under a
steam flowing condition. From such an evaluation, it is concluded that
the water/steam flow is so effective in the large leak that the
overheating failure would not occur under actual plant conditions.

2.5 Sequential Failure Propagation

In addition to individual tests where only one step of leak
development was simulated as described so far, almost full sequence
failure propagation tests were conducted by use of SWAT-3. In Runs
14 and 15, a leak was initiated from a small leak and after several
steps of failure propagation, the leak developed to a large leak or a
larger intermediate leak. After the simulation of an emergency blow-
down by depressurizing a water heater tank, the leak development
and finally the sodium-water reaction were terminated. Failure
propagation profiles of SWAT-3 Run 14 are illustrated in Figure 5.

3. Analytical Approach on Failure Propagation

3.1 Development of LEAP

A computer code LEAP (Leak Enlargement and Propagation) was
developed to evaluate the failure propagation. It can simulate the
failure propagation processes from the initiation of micro-leak,
through a leak enlargement and propagation, a leak detection, and a
steam dump, to the termination of the reaction, and provide a water
leak rate fluctuation during the the leak progression. A flow diagram
of the failure propagation and other relevant actions is outlined in
Figure 6.

1) Initial conditions
In the calculation, firstly the following data should be input as

initial conditions:
Tube data: diameter, thickness, material, location

Steam conditions: pressure, enthalpy, at initial stage and blow-down
Initial leak: leaking tube, circumferential direction, hole diameter

2) Leak development
Under the above conditions, times required to cause self-

enlargement and secondary failure arc calculated respectively. If the
time of the self-enlargement is shorter than that of the secondary
failure, the leak hole diameter is changed for a new bigger one. In (he
opposite case, the most wasted point of one of the surrounding tubes
has an opening as a secondary failure. The self-enlargement time, the
secondary failure time, an enlargement factor, and the size of the
opening arc calculated using empirical formulas which are expressed
with sufficient conservatism by a function of the initial leak rate
mainly. The similar calculation continues for the secondary leak,
tertiary leak, and so forth.

3) Leak detection
Detection times with various leak detectors can be calculated in

the code. For example, a detection lime with hydrogenmetcrs or
acoustic detectors is provided as a function of a total leak rate. To
provide the detection times with a cover gas pressure gauze and a
rupture disk burst signal, a pressure build-up in a cover gas region of
the steam generator is calculated considering the amount of generating
hydrogen and a gas released through a gas line. Some calculations
were made out of the above-mentioned one's in accordance with given
assumptions and the fastest signal is adopted to shut down the system.

4) Blow down analysis
A depressurizing curve during a water/steam blow-down was

analyzed separately using a blow-down code such as RELAP4 and
provided to LEAP as a table. After the leak detection, blow-down is
initiated and a water leak rate begins to decrease. When
depressurizing a water/steam line is completed and the water is
exchanged for an inert gas, the calculation is terminated.

3.2 Validation by SWAT-3 Data

Runs 14 and 15 in SWAT-3 are fully sequential simulation tests.
That is, all of fifty-six tubes were filled with water at 150 ala (15
MPa), and the water injection was slopped after depressuring the
water supply tank so as to simulate the blow-down during a sodium-
water reaction accident in the actual steam generator system. A
comparison between the time history of the Run 14 test result and
that of LEAP calculation is shown in Figure 7. As shown clearly, the
calculation always provides conservative values for both time and size



of the failures. The maximum water leak rates of the test and analysis
are 900 and 2,900 g/sec, respectively.

From the comparison above, it is concluded that though the
present LEAP code cannot exactly identify the failed tube and the jet
direction after a few stages of propagation, it can conservatively
predict the total leak size and the timings of the individual tube
failures for the analysis of the actual plants.

From an opposite point of view, however, it is clear that LEAP
has over-conservatism in its leak scale evaluation. A primary reason
is the conservatism of the empirical formula that provides the size of
the secondary failure in the code. To improve the code for more
realistic prediction, the re-evaluation of the experimental data and
another series of tests are under way.

4. Application Analysis by LEAP

4.1 Analysis for Selecting Monju DBL

An objective of LEAP application to a Monju analysis is to
validate the DBL of the present design including relevant equipments.
Hence, as a whole, conservative parameters as shown in Table 1 were
selected as a reference case of the validation calculation. For example,
it was postulated that hydrogenmeters or pressure transducers in
cover gas had no credit and only a rupture disk burst signal could be
used as a leak detector. A water pressure decrease during a blow-
down was calculated by the RELAP code. The result of the Monju
application is shown in Figure 8. In spite of many conservative
assumptions used in the calculation, the result of the LEAP calculation
does not exceed the previously determined Monju DBL.

During the sensitivity study for Monju application, LEAP
indicated that a leak detection system and a water/steam blow-down
system with a quick response were so effective as to decrease the DBL.
Thus, to develop a reliable quick detection system such as an acoustic
detector can assure 1-DEG of DBL.

4.2 Post-Incident Analysis of PFR3)-4)

Concerning the PFR incident, several investigations were
conducted by UKAEA. Based on their studies, our view on the cause
why the incident developed so large in PFR is summarized as below:
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1) The existence of sodium leak flow from a ccnler pipe caused the
tube vibration and fretting. In general, the damage by this cause
cannot be limited to a single lube.

2) The lack of emergency water blow-down system in the SII
developed the failure propagation because the heating of water in
almost closed system leads to failure of a large number of lubes in
any way whether IGA was influential or not.

There are some other reasons such as the tube support structure
and the leak detection system as stated by UKAEA, but the two
reasons described above are most essential.

The LEAP code is not directly applicable to the PFR incident
because the leak development scenario is thought to be rather specific
to the PFR incident. Therefore, a kind of manipulation was necessary
to apply LEAP to PFR. For example, a smaller value was input as
initial wall thickness so as to simulate the wall thickness of the
innermost tubes thinned by fretting before the incident. The analysis
is under way.

5. Conclusion

Studies on the leak development have been conducted at PNC by
use of the SWAT test facilities and the LEAP code to assess the design
basis leak of FBR steam generators and to validate the safety design.
The studies arc concluded as follows:

1) More prototypical initial defect to simulate a micro-defect was
manufactured with the fatigue cracking technique. Leak
enlargement behavior of the new type nozzle was different from
(hat of the conventional swaged nozzle.

2) In the micro-leak and small leak ranges, 9Cr steels are more
resistant against the wastage than the 2-l/4Cr-IMo steel which
was representative ferrilic steel as tube materials.

3) The consideration of cooling effect of tube internal surface is
important to evaluate the failure propagation phenomena,
especially on the size of secondary failure.

4) The prototypical large leak experiment and the li'.it transfer
measurement indicated that the potential of overrating failure
was low.

5) LEAP has a capability to evaluate DBL with conservatism in
comparison with the SWAT-3 failure propagation tests.

6) The Monju DBL was validated with sufficient conservatism.
7) The R&D to improve LEAP more realistically is still under way.
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Table 1 Referential Assumptions on Monju Analysis

items

steam generator

leak site location

operational condition

leak detection system

water/steam dump

selections

evaporator

upper helical region

full power

rupture disk burst signal

emergency blow-down

0 5 mm

0.03 mm

Swaged typo < * 50)

6 2 mm

0.03 mm

Fatigue crack type ( *

Figure 1 Test pieces of swaged type and fatigue crack type
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Figure 3 Tube configuration of SWAT-3 Run 19
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1 - INTRODUCTION

Although R&D on sodium water reactions is shared between the European
partners and a Common Propagation Code is currently under development (Ref. 11,
national codes are also being developed concurrently :

- BLUSH - AEA Technology (Ref. 21

- PRÜFET - INT ERATOM (Ref. 31

- PROPANA - CEA.

These codes are based on a common data base and their results are in
general agreement, differences between them arise in how the information is
incorporated into the individual codes.

The programme PROPANA presented in this paper is a two dimensional
programme which models the propagation of water leaks in the Steam Generators
of Sodium Cooled Reactors. It models the phenomena of self-evolution of
leaks and the erosion and corrosion of target tubes by 'wastage' leading to
the creation of secondary defects. It includes models of leak detection
and SGU depressurization. It is able to calculate the damage in a SGU tube
bundle up to the end of the depressurization for different leak scenario. In
its current form it does not model the failure of tubes due to overheating
which is the object of the programme MECTUB (Ref. 41. Future developments of
PROPANA include the addition of MECTUB to allow the combined effects of
wastage and overheating to be modelled.

2 - SCOPE OF PROPANA

2.1 - Tube bundle geometries and secondary circuit models

The programme PROPANA can be used to investigate the consequences of
a steam leak in a number of different tube bundle geometries which include
(see figure 11 :

- adjacent tube layers, either regularly or randomly aligned (SUPER-
PHENIX type geometry),

- small units of 7 tubes and a vessel (PHENIX type SGU),

- 1 -
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- circular rows of tubes surrounding a central tube (EFR type SGU),

- hexagonal rows of tubes surrounding a central tube.

The hydrogen detection model is capable of modelling a number of
different secondary circuits and their associated hydrogen concentration
signal treatments. The current version of the programme contains the details
of five secondary sodium circuits (SPX1, SPK2, PMNW, and two different Itn
secondary circuit configurations).

The basic SGU model, shown in figure 2, consists of five sections.
Not all of the sections may be required by all of the secondary circuits.
A leak can be located at three levels inside a section.

The programme has no restrictions on the combinations of tube
bundle geometries and secondary circuit models which can be used.

2.2 - Tube bundle damage calculation

The data storage philosophy used for PROPANA has been to store only the
minimum necessary information, therefore only the current tube bundle wastage
damage is kept, and sufficient data to define the steps in the leak propagation
sequence. The calculation can be broken down into three main steps :

1) Calculation of the leak propagation sequence and tube bundle damage.
This part of the calculation stops when either the duration of the propagation
exceeds the maximum duration or the total leak rate exceeds the maximum leak
rate, as defined by the user.

2) If the hydrogen detection option has been selected the minimum time
for detection by the leak detectors is calculated for the leak propagation
sequence from 1 above. The leak propagation sequence and tube bundle damage
is recalculated up to the moment the leak is detected.

31 If the SGU depressurization option has been selected the programme
then calculates the changing steam and sodium conditions at the initial
leak site and calculates the additional tube bundle damage occuring during
i/ie depressurization. If the hydrogen detection model has been selected then
this part of the calculation will start from the damage calculated in step 2,
if not, it starts from the damage at the end of step 1.

The flow diagramme in figure 3 shows the overall logic for the
calculation.

Each stage in the leak propagation sequence is determined in two steps :

11 Estimation of the minimum time to create*the next secondary defect,
starting from the current state of the tube bundle. This is achieved by
calculating the minimum time to waste through each tube and selecting the
shortest time.

2) Starting from the current wastage damage on the tube bundle and the
minimum time estimated in step I, calculation of the wastage damage occuring
during this period is calculated and added to the damage data already stored.

- 2 -
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2.2.1 - Estimation of the minimum time to create the next secondary defect

The programme proceeds as follow to estimate the minimum time to
create the next secondary defect in the leak propagation sequence starting
from the currently stored tube bundle damage at a given time :

The programme loops round each existing defect in the leak
propagation sequence.

For each defect the programme identifies those tubes in the tube
bundle which lie within the reaction jet.

For each of the tubes in the reaction jet the programme loops round
the surface elements facing the defect {usually 30 per tubel.

For each element the programme estimates the time needed to waste
through the remaining wall thickness.

The time to produce the next defect is the shortest time taken
to produce another defect by any one jet. Since a defect is assumed to
increase in size with time, by self-evolution, and the length of time to
produce another defect is not known, time steps of variable length are used
to keep the number of iterations within reasonable limits. The calculation
time step increases or decreases depending of the local wastage rate. This
ensures that the number of time steps used is as small as possible for areas
where the wastage rates are low.

The programme also saves calculation time in several other ways :

iI The programme tests to see if a surface element will be pierced
in a time longer than the shortest time found so far for this stage of the
leak propagation sequence. If it is, then the programme goes to consider
the next surface element in the list.

ii) The target tubes for a given defect are placed in order of
distance from the defect so that those tubes likely to see the highest
wastage rates are considered first.

H i ) For each target tube the. surface elements are taken in a order
designed to ensure that those elements likely to have the highest wastage
rates are considered first.

2.2.2 - Calculation of wastage damage

Starting from the currently stored tube bundle wastage damage, the
damage occuring during the period estimated above is calculated as follows :

The defects and target tubes are considered in the same order as
above but in this calculation the time has been fixed and a constant time
step is used.

order.
The tube surface elements facing a defect are taken in numerical
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The local wastage rate to a given tube surface element is calculated
in three parts I see paragraph 3.31 :

11 The normal incidence wastage is calculated on the jet axis at
the same abscissa.

21 A correction factor is applied to the normal wastage rate for
positions not on the axis of the jet.

31 A extra correction factor is applied for reaction jets with non-
normal incidence.

The normal incidence wastage law has been derived from wastage
tests using the alloy 800 material. The current formulation gives the
wastage for a given set of SGU conditions, defect diameter, and defect-
target distance. This formulation assumes that the maximum wastage for
any given set of conditions always occurs on the axis of the reaction jet.
Where toroidal rather than pit wastage would be expected to occur this
law will incorrectly predict the location of the maximum wastage rate.

A new version of the wastage law which will model the possibility
of having a toroidal as well as a pit distribution of wastage is under
development. This version will also give a new formulation for non-normal
incident.jets and for secondary defect si/e, taking into account all the
European data basis.

There is no readily interpretable data available to quantify
the effect on the wastage rate by, reaction jet-tube bundle, or jet-jet
interactions. The PHOPANA model currently models them as follows.

Hhere jets are predicted to cross they do not interact, and
when two jets impinge on the same target the wastage caused by the jets
is simply additive.

In the case of the interaction of a reaction jet with the tube
bundle the model assumes :

- that reaction product particles travel is lines parallel to the
reaction jet axis and so tubes within the reaction jet cast shadows
parallel to this axis,

- the local wastage rate is unmodified for tube elements which
are located on tubes which are partially shadowed from the reaction jet
by tubes closer to the defect.

2.3 - Overheating effect

lihen a defect leak rate is in the intermediate leak range
lapproximatively greater than lOOglsl tube bursting due to overheating
in the reaction region becomes a more important effect than wastage
acting alone. This is unmodeled in PROPAHA at the moment but it is
planned to incorporate the model called HECTUB (Ref. 41 in the near
future.
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2.4 - Deoressurization model

The user is free to choose any suitable SGU depressurization
model by incorporating it into the relevant subroutine. The model
available by default is based on the output from the programme GENVAP
IRef. SI which models the depressurization of the SPX1 SGUs. GENVAP is
too expensive to run as part of PROPAUA and so the results of specific
validated case runs have been approximated by simple correlations for
use in PROPANA.

The model is two main steps :

- creation of a look-up table of the SGU conditions at the
position of the initial defect, the steam temperature, pressure, density
and viscosity at the throat of the defect. This data is stored at half
second intervals throughout the period of the depressurization.

- calculation of the tube bundle damage occuring during the
depressurization is similar to the calculation described in section 2.2,
but in this case the wastage calculation starts from the currently stored
wastage data, either for the tube bundle damage, at the end of the initial
leak propagation sequence calculation, or at the moment of detection.
Since the SGU conditions change with time, the look-up table is used to
find the .3GU conditions at each time step. Th? conditions at the nearest
available time in the look-up table are used for times which lie between
the available data.

2.5 - Hydrogen detection model

The programme PROPAHA includes the code HYDET which models the
response of hydrogen detection systems to a leak occuring in a SGU IRef. 61.
It proceeds in the following manner for calculations :

- reads in data to define leak position, leak rate and operating
conditions in the secondary circuit and SGU,

- calculates hydrogen concentration just downstream of the nickel
membrane of the detection sensor placed in the sodium sampling circuit,
taking into account leak position, reaction products behaviour, accumulation
effect and bulk mixing.

- determines the output signal from the nickel membrane by solving
the diffusion equation,

- treats the output hydrogen concentration to find the time taken to
reach the trip level.

The HYDET code takes into account classical and multichannel hydrogen
detection systems IRef. 6,71. However it makes some simplification w!,tn
modelling the behaviour of sodium-water reaction products. Results from the
CALHYPSO IDE-code IRef . 71 are used for this purpose. The CALHYPSO code
provides a detaiitd description of the thermal hydraulic conditions in the steam
generator and the secondary circuit in order to model precisely the behaviour
of the different reaction products in the sodium flow.

3 - LEAK PROPAGATION PHYSICAL MODEL

3.1 - Leak self-evolution and small primary defects

While calculating wastage damage to adjacent tubes the change of
leak rate due to the changing defect diameter caused by self-evolution is
taken into account.

There are two alternative methods for calculating the diameter of
the primary defect:

- the user can supply a look-up table of leak rate versus time
which is used to determine the defect diameter by using a mass flow rate per
unit area for the steam generator conditions. The diameter is then calculated
assuming a circular defect with a given associated contraction coefficient.

- or if no look-up table is supplied then the defect diameter Is
assumed to increase linearly at a rate dependant on the tube material Ithe
auto-evolution velocity VI :

dr
111 _ - V

dt
and so :

121 0 • DO + 2 . V . t

where DO is the initial diameter

For a secondary defect where the tube wall has already been thinned by the
impingement of a reaction jet, the second method would under estimate the rate
the defe.ct growth. The secondary defect is therefore assumed to be located at
the bottom of a crater described by an equation of the form :

131 I • 10 . expt- /
B

where : 1 is the thickness loss at a distance r from the centre of
the crater,

10 is the thickness loss at the centre of the crater,
B is a constant defining the shape of the crater.

Finally the rate of change of defect radius is given by :

dr

dt
141 V .

e . \1-expt-_r_ I
B

where e is the wall thickness of the tube.
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3.2 - Secondary defect initial site

Wien the code detects that a tube has been pierced it stops
calculating any farther wastage on that tube by the local wastage laws
and calculates the initial size of the secondary defect using a function
based on work by Hazanov (Ref. 81. This assumes that the secondary defect
diameter is a function of the initiating defect diameter and the distance
along the jet axis to the section of target tube detected as having been
pierced :

IL - m2l
(51 D - DO . t ml - . m4)

(71

where

Hx • (Hxlmax

X
DO

f XIDO ~]N f XIDO I
• exp \mi- )\

[(XIDOImat\ [ (XIDO/mat J

is the leaking defect to target distance
is the leaking defect diameter

(L + m3l

where : XIDO
X is the displacement along the jet axis from the original

leaking tube to the new defect location
DO is the diameter of the defect responsible for the

incident jet
D is the diameter of the new defect
ml, m2, m3 and mi are constants

3.3 - Local wastage law

The wastage on a tube exposed to a sodium-water reaction jet
is calculated for equally sized elements of the tube surface (usually 601.
These elements are numbered relative tv the tube bundle so that wastage
from any number of incidents jets can be combined. For a given jet the
tube wastage is calculated only for those elements of the tube surface
identified as being exposed to the influence of the jet, that is on the
side of the tube nearest the leak, and not shadowed by tubes closer to the
leak.

The wastage rate is made up of three parts :

- the normal incidence wastage rate Hx on the axis of the jet,

- the Kanegae factor FIKal for wastage at points away from the axis
of the jet,

- the Greene factor FIGrl for non-normal incident jets.

These factors multiply together to give the wastage rate local
Ml to a tube element :

16) Ml - Hx . FIKal . FIGr)

3.3.1 - The PERCEVAL wastage law

The methodology used to obtain the equations known as PERCEVAL
wastage law has been described elsewhere (fief. 91. They give the normal
incidence wastage rate Hx at a given location assuming it to be on the
reaction jet axis. The formalism of the third version (PERCEVAL 3) is
slightly changed :

The (Hxlmax, IXIDOImax and N functions themselves are dependant on
variables related to :

- the flow conditions at the throat of the nozile (water mass
flow rate, velocity, pressure, etc...I,

- the thermal hydraulic conditions in the SG /water temperature,
water pressure, sodium temperature, etc..I,

- the nature of the tube material.

Comparison between experimental results and PERCEVAL calculations
are presented next paragraph.

3.3.2 - The KANEGAE factor

This factor corrects the wastage rate for points away from the
axis of the jet. It is based on works'by KANEGAE et al. (Ref, 101, it supposes
Gaussian distribution of wastage and is defined as follows :

181

with :

191

FIKal

B -

exp (- I-
B

G . X

5 . DO

where :

G
DO, X

3.3.3 - The GREENE factor

is the displacement of the tube element from the
axis of the jet Imml
is the leak mass flow rate (glsl
are defined above Imml

This factor corrects the wastage rate for the effect of the
angle of incidence of the jet. The GREENE data (Ref. 111 have been used to
define this factor FIGrl. It takes a value equal to 1 (or normal incidence
angle and decreases to reach a value close to zero for a nul incidence angle
in a "S" shaped curve.

- 7 -
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4 - RESULTS

4.1 - Experiment-calculation comparison

Since the prograirve PROPANA does not take into account, in its present
stage of development, the overheating effect it is impossible to validate the
code with propagation experiments. So, code validation is based on evaluation
of the accuracy of the different physical models used. As an illustration
expertment-calcutation comparison for normal-incidence wastage rate are
presented.

The wastage model PERCEVAL has been worked out mainly using the wastage
results obtained on the JONAS and SUPER-JONAS facilities IRef. 12,131 by using
A800 metallic plates as target complemented by some tests with different
steels. It has been found possible, having characterised the effect of the
various parameters Inoizle diameter, target distance, sodium and water
conditions ...etc) on one alloy, to translate the results to another alloy
with a smaller series of tests by using a conversion factor. Since experiments
are performed in JONAS and SUPER-JONAS in quasi-static sodium, they are
complemented by tests with flowing sodium in realistic conditions on HICROHEGAS
and GRIGNOTIN loops IRef. 131.

The agreement between calculated and measured wastage is showned in
figure 4. The correlation coefficient found is O.G. Taking into account the
number of experimental points the model can be considered validated for
correlation coefficients greater than 0.5 IRef. 141. It should be noted that
the range of the experimental parameters is very large, except for the water
leak rate which is limited to few tens of gls, in order to avoid overheating
effects.

In figure 5 is showned the comparison between code prediction, when
extrapolated to 9Cr1Mo material, and experimental results obtained by KANO
et al. IRef. 151. A rather good agreement can be observed, except on the
value of the maximum wastage rate (values greater than 100 micronls have been
measured in SUPER-JONAS for equivalent conditions).

4.2 - Exemple of oropana calculation

Results of a PROPANA run applied to SPX1 conditions is presented.
The leak conditions chosen correspond to the most severe case :

- leak directed straight to the nearest tube,

- leak located in the upper part of the bundle for SG full power

- leak self-evolution rate chosen among the ones giving the fastest
rate experimentally observed (see Fig. B and Ref. 161,

The tube bundle damage is presented in figure 7a at the time where
the trip is actuated and in figure 7b at the end of the depressurisation of
the SGU :

- tube with defect (tube number 131 shows the position and scaled
diameter of the defect.

- 9 -
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- the dashed curve indicates the region where wastage is likely to
occur,

- the position and amount of wastage damage on a tube is represented
on the outer surface of the tube wall leg tube number 14).

In figure 8a is represented the tube bundle for the case where the
target tube is penetrated and a secondary leak is created (detection option
is not chosen). At this moment the leak rate reaches a value of several tens
of gls and as indicated above the calculation must take into account
overheating effect in order not to overestimate the time needed for the
creation of the next secondary leak. This is not presently the case in
PROPANA. In figure 8b is displayed the result of the calculation in the case
where the calculation stops for a limit on total leak flow rate. In this case
multiple secondary failures can be seen. The angle of incidence of the primary
leak has been slightly modified to avoid symetrical wastage.

5 - CONCLUSION

The programme PROPANA models leak propagation in case of a leak
occuring in SGUs of many types, giving a helpful tool for plant operators
-to assess damage in a SGU after the occurence of a leak-, and to designers
-to conceive a safe and economical SGU-. The different models describing the
different aspects /wastage, detection ...I of the propagation are in continuous
improvement as new information becomes available. The overheating effect,
which has not yet been taken into account, will be incorporated in the near
future.
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MECTUB is a ono-dimensional computer code designed to deal
with the thermomechanical behaviour of internally pressurized,
heated tubes.

MECTUB is especially suitable for the study of swelling and
bursting of tubes in LMFBR steam generators during violent
sodium/water reactions (reacting water flowrate exceeding 50
g/s).

It is connected with the common European R&Ü Programme on
leakage accidents in LMFI3R steam generators (1).

This paper presents the physical model adopted for such
studies, the state of knowledge on related subjects such as
high temperature material characterization (> 600'C), internal
water/steam cooling and external heating by the products of
sodium/water reaction.

The calculation principle is described and is easily adaptable
to computer processing.
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2. THE PHYSICAL MODEL

An LMFBR steam generator tube is subjected, in normal
operating conditions, to the effects of internal pressure (up
to 200 bars for SPX1 plant) and the radial thermal flux (from
20 to 60 W/cm2 along the tube).

These tubes are designed to withstand the nominal stresses
while the creep in the hottest part of the tubes remains low.

During a violent sodium/water reaction, the high temperature
of the reaction products (in the region of 1,000'C) induces
fast local heating on the surrounding tubes (the radial heat
flux may exceed 300 W/cm 2). The internal cooling water (or
steam) cannot drain all this energy.

As a result of this heating, the tube material is deformed
according to its elasticity, plasticity and creep laws. The
creep rate increases exponentially when the temperature rises.

Finally, the pressurized tube swells so much under the effect
of internal pressure that it bursts (Figure 1). To calculate
the swelling period, the variation of the mechanical
properties of the tube material with respect to temperature
has to be calculated. The main parameters to be defined are
the thermal behaviour of the heated tubes (with external
heating and internal cooling) and their mechanical behaviour
laws.

2.1 MATERIAL CHARACTERIZATION

Up until present, characterization of the material at high
temperature has been performed only for Alloy 800 which is the
SPX1 steam generator material. This was based on three series
of dynamic tensile tests.

-3-

The scope of these tensile curves is as follows:

— 7 temperatures:

- 10 strains:

- 2 strain rates:

(See figure 2).

600, 700, 000, 000, 1,000, 1,100,
1,200-C,

1 to 10%,

0.16 and 4.15 % s-1.

Using these results, it is possible to estimate the
material's plasticity curves (See paragraph 2.3.2) and
fit the creep laws (See paragraph 2.3.3).

It should be noted that creep is the preponderant
phenomenon at very high temperature and that we cannot
use any former specific creep characterization.

2.2 THERMAL LOADING

It is considered that the local thermal state depends only on
the radial location within the depth of the tube (one-
dimensional calculation).

The radial thermal gradient Increases considerably when a
sodium/water reaction occurs (from 70"C to about 300"C for
SPX1 tubes).

The heat conduction equation within the tube wall must be
resolved using the initial and boundary thermal conditions
which must be defined (orie-dimension.il calculation with finite
element analysis).



2.2.1 Tube heating

Tube heating is determined on the basis of TIIETRA test
analysis [2]. During these five sodium/water reaction tests
(reacting water in the range of 50 to 7,000 g/s: See table 1),
thermal measurements were made in order to calculate the
radial heat flux (or the reaction product temperature/heat
transfer coefficient couple) applied to the target tubes.

The most pessimistic values found were:

{ Heat flux density on tube external surface
( equal to 330 W/cm2

( or
{ Reaction product temperature equal to 1,080'C
( Heat transfer coefficient between reaction
{ products and tube, equal to 17,400 W/m2."C.
( (See Figure 3).

Bibliographical research shows the complexity of the problem
with the emergence of calefaction depending on numerous
parameters. The corresponding critical heat flux (SPX1 tube)
is in the order of 90 W/cmz (20% nominal power) and 110 W/cm2

(nominal power).

With the HECTUB code, when the radial heat flux on internal
radius exceeds this critical value (100 W/cm z), the internnl
heat transfer coefficient is calculated according to the
following Berenson formula:

(W/nT. -C)
(35 P + 850) / (T wall - T water) 0'"

bar

2.2.2 Tube cooling

2.3 MECHANICAL LAWS

Beyond the elasticity and plasticity laws corresponding to
instantaneous deformation of mechanically or thermally loaded
structures, it is essential to take into consideration the
creep effects as soon as the temperature becomes very high,
even for short times (a few seconds at 800'C; see Figure D).

According to the intensity of internal cooling of the tube,
the heat transfer on the tube's internal surface can vary
considerably, with a value that may be multiplied or divided
by a factor of 10.

Under very high heat flux, the phenomenon of the drying out of
the tube's internal surface may decrease owing to calefaction.
The corresponding convective heat transfer becomes very low
and the tube temperature rises quickly up to a high value,
close to the temperature of the reaction products.

If this phenomenon is not taken into account, the internal
tube cooling is overestimated and the tube temperature remains
rather low. In that case, the tube material characteristics
and mechanical laws are not correctly estimated.

2.3.1

For deformations not exceeding 0.2%, stresses (<T) ate
proportional to strains (£): <T= Ed where E is Young's
modulus.

RCC-MR rules provide the curve for the variation of Young's
modulus according to temperature (from 45 to 600"C), for Alloy
800. We extrapolate the values of E up to l,200*C (See Figure
6) and propose the following formula:

£ = - 7182 T

Figure 4 shows that, when the internal heat transfer decreases
from 20,000 to 2,000 W/m2.*C (where these values correspond to
undersaturated water and calefaction), the allowable stress
decreases by a factor of 3 (for Alloy 800).

177 - 5 - - 6 -
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2.3.2 Plasticity

For greater deformations, there is no longer any linear
variation between strain and stress.

We consider that the plastic curve is known, on the basis of
tensile tests at 600'C. If we consider the results obtained at
0.16 and 4.15% s-1, we notice that these are the same.

We then assume that this curve (600"C) is the reference
plasticity curve. We deduce the other temperature plastic
curves, using the following empirical formula:

CTplastic (T) = (Tplastic (600"C) x E (T)
E (600-C)

For strain values exceeding at 10%, we assume that the tube
material is perfectly plastic: the strain increases at
constant stress (Figure 7).

2.3.3

The importance of creep for heated pressurized tubes studies
was clearly shown during isothermal and isobaric tests.

For constant loading conditions, a significant increase in
tube deformation can be observed up to rupture. We then
decided to incorporate the time variable in the code modeling
as a parameter of mechanical laws: creep corresponds to this
progressive deformation.

The RCC-MR rules [3] provide some information for Alloy 316
creep (Figure 5). If these data (limited to 700*C) are
extrapolated up to 900'C, it is clear that creep occurs within
one second. This gives an idea of the corresponding Alloy 800
values, as Alloy 800 and Alloy 316 are both austenitic steels
with similar characteristics.

- 7 -

Tlie analytical description of creep is fairly complex as throo
successive phases hnve to be considered.

Primary creep: The strain rate decreases with respect
to time.

- Secondary creep: The strain increases linearly with
respect to time.
The strain rate can, thus, be defined. (It is
constant).

Tertiary creep: The strain rate increases witti
respect to time up to rupture.

Since creep laws could not be established for Alloy 800 over a
wide field (strain, stress, temperature), it wns decided to
simplify this problem, using only a simplified secondary creep
law (Norton's law):

d£. creep = A<3n

dt

where: ( t represents time variable
( A and n represent constant coefficients which

depend only on temperature.

In the mechanical modelling (Below), we consider that creep
reduces stresses: the relaxed stress is equal to EA<Jn dt.

The Norton law coefficients (A and n) for creep are determined
below, on the basis of tensile curves.

Note: Thermal expansion (1% for every 500"C) and the
corresponding stresses are not taken into account.

-8-



3. CALCULATION PRINCIPLE 3.2 GEOMETRY

The principle of mechanical analysis is described below.

The stress and strain on the tube are calculated at each time
step on the basis of a radial thermal profile and an internal
pressure.

Because of great deformations, thermal and mechanical
calculations are coupled: strains calculated at each time step
define a new geometry and thermal calculation is performed
using that new geometry.

In practice, at a given time, the code calculates the stresses
corresponding to given increasing strains (0 < £. < £.max) .

Using the balance equation, we can determine the couple
(stress, strain) corresponding to the internal pressure. For
the next time step, the calculation continues, starting from
those previously calculated conditions of stress and strain.

Rupture occurs when the strain rate exceeds a critical value.

3.1 DATA

Various types of data are required:

Geometrical data: Initial geometry of the tube.

Depth sharing (number of layers).

Thermal data:

Mechanical data:

Internal and external boundary
conditions (temperatures and
heat transfer coefficients) with
respect to time.

Initial thermal profile.

Internal pressure with respect to
time.

The temperature depends only on the radial location within the
tube wall (infinite cylinder).

Major deformations are taken into account and the geometry of
the tube is re-calculated at each time step.

The axial deformation of the tube is low when compared with
the radial and hoop deformations. Consequently, only the
cross-section of the cylinder is considered (planar
deformation).

Figure 8 shows the field of deformation studied.

This deformation is calculated according to the mechanical law
already mentioned. (See paragraph 2.3) .

The depth of the cylinder is divided up into several layers in
order to take into account the thermal and strain radial
gradients.

The mean line of the cylinder within a cross-section is
assumed to remain circular.

The thermomechanical calculation specifies thnt the cylinder
cross-section remains constant.

3.3 INITIAL STRAIN AND STRESS CALCULATION

When the initial temperatures are all under 600"C, initial
strain and stress are equal to zero.

Maximum strain value and strain
step for the calculation.

These data are input by the code user for each calculation. In
addition, the code uses other data such as plasticity curves,
Young's modulus, the creep coefficients and the thermal
diffusivity of the tube material.

179
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When this is not the case, the values of these variables have
to take into account loadings which can deform the tube (the
following loading involves such an initial calculation: a tube
is heated up to l,000*C under 1 bar and is thnn, suddenly
pressurized. Calculation begins when the maximum pressure is
reached).

Bursting tests are introduced even at this stage to check the
possibility of instantaneous rupture.

3.4 CALCULATION

3.4.1 Notation

Calculation with major deformation requires the clear
definition of geometrical and mechanical parameters
(Figure 8 ) .

Geometrical parameters

R_, Re, Î , are the internal, external and mean radii
of the cylinder before deformation.

S is the initial cross-section of the tube.

e is the thickness of the tube.

After deformation, these parameters become:
Ro SRO, R Se

Strains and stresses

When a piece of tube (with length 1) is elongated to
length l+£l, the corresponding strain is:

£ = In (1 + Si)

= e£ - 1

- 11 -

The radial (£,.)., hoop (£"e) , and axial (£\,1 '.\?r'*ins f
equivnlent s t ra ins (£-• ^an *̂ !n di^tinaaiöhfid.

nnd

Stresses (or, Og, a ) are considered to be the quotient of a
strength by a modified section:

The equivalent stress is written: o e

The radial location of a point i within the tube thickness is
characterized by its radius r^. Its temperature is T^, the
elongation of its layer is 51j/l^, etc..

DEFINITION OF DISTORTED GEOMETRY

The increasing values of elongation are in the range of 0 to
£* x (the elongation step is At*).
* i'nese values are imposed by the code user (See paragraph
3.1).

For each elongation value 41/1, the code calculates the
following values (after deformation):

Mean radius of the tube:

Thickness of the tube:

Rm + 6Rm

e t Se

The tube thickness is then divided into n layers (with a
thickness of e + <e)

n
Their mean radius is ri + 6ri.

- 12-



3.4.2 Time step calculation

The time step is not constant during calculation.

It varies according to two different criteria assuming that:

The strain step (between two consecutive
calculations) remains lower than 1%,

The creep relaxed stress does not exceed 15% of the
whole stress.

Stability for thermal calculation also requires a suitable
time step which must be lower than (Sr)2/4A where Sr is the
radial pitch and A is the thermal diffusity.

The minimum value (At) is then selected and calculations are
performed at the next time step (t + At).

3.4.3 Mechanical law modelling

The calculation progresses with respect to time. At each time
step, there is a strain progression in order to find the
geometry corresponding to the loading conditions.

(At time t^, tha s t ra in i s equal to :£ i
(At time t^+^ = t^ + A t i , s t r a in i s equal to:Cj+ j = Ci + Ac..

Where A£^ is the last value of a A£k series which corresponds
to the actual loading conditions (See balance equation:
paragraph 3.4.4).

At time ti, oi and£i are known. It is then necessary to
calculate the following at time t i + 1:

and

where ai is the result of three effects:
Elasticity effect: A<rie|= E Afck
Plasticity effect which'limits a with respect to <£".

- Creep effect: A"i creep =-EAoJ1 dt^ (relaxation)

Physically, these three effects are simultaneous. In the
calculation, they have to be taken in a given order.

- The elasticity effect can be taken first
(instantaneous effect).
Then the plasticity effect can be taken into account
before the creep effect: this minimizes the
calculated stress value owing to the complete
superimposition of plasticity and creep effects (See
Figure 9).

181
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The order adopted is thus: elasticity, then planticity and
then creep.

The corresponding algorithm is ns follows:

s Eelasticity s E A £ / ^

elasticity + plasticity = minimum value of: /_. .
plasticity [li>

_ EA Oi OX.

The whole stress step is:

A<J~A. z minimum value of /

I

The value of £k increases (iterative calculation) until the
calculated value of ok balances the internal pressure (SPC
balance equation: paragraph 3.4.4).

Creep coefficients A and n

On the basis of the previous algorithm, we can seek the values
of creep coefficients A and n in order to find the dynamic
tensile curves of Alloy 800. If the modelling is correct, wo
can reproduce the dynamic, tensile tests by using the previous
algorithm. We have to fit the tensile curves by considering
creep coefficients as parameters.

It may be observed (See Figure 10) that the values of the
couple (o,e) fit on the reference plasticity curve and, then,
deviate from it to become a line corresponding to a constant
stress value.

This can be explained by the fact that the first creep effect
is low (low stress value) and the elasticity is limited by the
plasticity. Then, as soon as the plasticity curve is left
aside, the very short time steps provide low elasticity values
and the plasticity curve is never reached:

AT; = £AE -̂  £ A ^ n cjlt (no p l n s t i c l t y Grrr.ct)

equal to zero by definition.
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For each temperature level (600 to 1,200'C), we can use two
tensile curves corresponding to two different strain rates
(noted here as 1 and 2). When we consider the lines where the
stress is constant, we obtain:

In this manner, it is easy to calculate n values and, then, A
values. After making some small adjustments on the tensile
curves, we obtain seven couples of A and n creep coefficients
values, from 600 to 1,200'C (See Figure 11).

The best fitting lines can be drawn for log (A) and n, which
allows interpolation with respect to temperature. (See same
figures).

3.4.4 Balance equation

It is assumed that £z = o (See paragraph 3.2). Thus, owing to
plastic behaviour, £ 9 = -£r (constant cylinder cross-section)
and the equivalent strain, according to Tresca's criterion, is
equal to: .

The axial stress value (<Tz) is greater than zero and in the
order of: *3B/^ (or j»R./£J.

We then obtain: <Tr < S"z < ̂ e
where value <3"r is less than zero (compressed tube) .
The equivalent stress is equal to: tfe = T G - Q~r
The balance equation is illustrated in Figure 12:

(<?< + Sec)
(

A
t
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Uy integrating this term, we can calculate the correspond i in)
internal pressure (Po) in the tube:

where Pext is the external pressure
N is the number of radial layers.

Using the Tresca criterion (see above), we finally obtain:

P f (**&) T«

where oei includes the effects of elasticity, plasticity, and
creep (See paragraph 3.1.3 above).

Po is calculated at each time step and the solution is reached
when the calculated Po corresponds to the actual internal
pressure.

When the tube becomes cooler or the internal pressure
decreases, the elastic unloading is taken into account. Then,
stress and strain decrease inside the tube.

3.5 RUPTURE TEST

Four different rupture tests have been included in the MECTUn
code. The tube bursts:

When the calculated internal pressure (Po: See
previous paragraph) remains lower than the actual
internal pressure, regardless of the strain. The
mechanical characteristics of the tube are too weak
in comparison with the mechanical loading.

When the calculated strain rate exceeds a critical
value (75%/s for Alloy 800). This value is defined
arbitrarily.

When the calculated time step (between two successive
calculations) becomes lower than a critical value (<
lms for Alloy 000) which is defined arbitrarily.

When the relation between the calculated time step
and the duration of calculation drops below a
critical value (< 10"4 for Alloy 800) which is
defined arbitrarily.

The arbitrary choice of the critical values mentioned above
shows that there is not a rupture test in which the strain,
stress and thermal histories over the tube can be taken into
account.

These arbitrary values are, however, deduced from numerous
bursting tests.

- 16-



COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENT AND CALCULATION

The MECTUB code has been qualified on the basis o" nine
bursting tests (ARNV tests [4]). The tubes where ited by
three blow torches and pressurized by water circi ;ing by
natural convection. This qualification was however not
satisfactory owing to very short times to rupture (a few
seconds); the swelling phenomenon was extremely fast and it
was not possible to check the mechanical modelling
satisfactorily.

A second series of tests was carried out (UKAEA isothermal
tests). The tubes were pressurized under inert yas and heated
electrically. The comparison between calculated and observed
times to rupture shows a rather satisfactory prediction using
the MECTUB code. (See the two tables below).

TEMPERATURE

lioo-c

1075'C

1050'C

lOOO'C

UKAEA results
Rupture time

3s

7s

15s

64s

MECTUB re
Rupture time

1, IS

5,3s

15,9s

56,5s

•suits
Failure elongation

4,5%

14, 1%

24,7%

20,0%

In the near future, the tubes will be pressurized under
saturated water in order to reproduce correct internal cooling
and check the corresponding heat transfer correlations.

5. CONCLUSION

The MECTUB code has been developed in order to model the
thermomechanical behaviour of pressurized tubes subjected to
overheating.

Mechanical modelling takes into account the elastic, plastic
and creep effects up to high temperature (1,200'C); The creep
law has been reduced to a simpler Norton law
(d_£ = constant) .
dt

Related studies were carried out on mechanical characteristics
at high temperature, internal water cooling under high thermal
flux and external heating by sodium/water reaction products.

On the basis of existing validation, it appears that the
MECTUB code is able to predict the rupture time rather well
and reproduce the strain variation during tube swelling.

MECTUB model calculated strain is represented in figure 13 for
bursting test at 1,000'C.

TEMPERATURE

1100'C

1075-C

1050"C

1000'C

Absolute error

- 1,875s

- 1,7s

+ 0,86s

- 7,54s

Relative error

- 62%

- 24%

+ 5,7%

- 11,8%

It will be noted that the absolute error on time to rupture
remains low (lass than 2 seconds) except for the longest test
for which the relative error is rather low (less than 12%). Mo
strain measurements were made.

A third series of tests has been undertaken (COTHAA test [5]).
Up until present, 13 tests have been conducted for Alloy 800
tubing and two tests have been conducted for T91 tubing. Strain
measurements are recorded and will allow the checking of creep
laws.
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N°

1

2

3

4

5

DATE
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104-120

0
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SWELLING AND BURSTING PHENOMENON

DYNAMIC TENSILE CURVES

Material
(Alloy 800)

mechanical characteristics : elasticity (Young modulus),
plasticity and creep

thermal characteristics : conductivity and diffusivity

heat transfer coefficient
and fluid temperature

(or thermal flux)

External heating :

Heat transfer

coefficient and

SWR products
temperature

(or thermal flux).

m
<n
0)

u
in

strain

The tube bursting is due to the combination of internal
pressure and heating effects.

* Sodium Water Reaction

Figure 1

Figure 2
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INTERNAL COOLING EFFECT ON THERMAL AND

MECHANICAL BEHAVIOURS OF A TUBE

EXTRAPOLATION OF SIGNIFICANT CREEP FOR T > 7OO*C

(Alloy 316 RCC-MR curve)

(Alloy 800 / ID calculation)

Mean temperature
of tube wall *Q

1000

too

•00

TOO

«00

rupturw

y

400

»00

200

100

T 1 " •-

1000 2000 5000 10000 20000 40000

Internal heat transfert coefficient W/m2.*C

tocnpvralur« *C

ab700*Csignifleant creep

8tt00»C

at900»C

in tOOf

10 •

I f

0.36 3,6 36 !0.l W ' W J ttt" K>~
time (hour)

Figure 4 Figure 5
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(GPa)
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1000

1100
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115.0
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EXTRAPOLATION OF YOUNG MODULUS AT T > 7 50°C

Elasticity

Alloy 800
Figure 6
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MECfUB MODEL

MECTUB ALGORITHM ILLUSTRATION

GEOMETRIES

Initially after deformation

ei
in
(U
u
J

Calculation order

-1 ) Elasticity

2j Plasticity

$'/ Creep

strain

= £ A£

AT = -

191 Figure 8

Figure 9
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Stress 4|at =1.6

Dynamic tensile curve

Constant stress

time

10 V. 6

Constant stress

CREEP LAW A AND n COEFFICIENTS OBTAINING Figure 10



CREEP LAW n COEFFICIENT EVOLUTION ACCORDING TO TEMPERATURE
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Figure 12
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SWELLING AND BURSTING STUDIES

MECTUB CALCULATED STRAIN

Strain

UKAEA test at 1,000'C

Figure 13



IAEA Specialists1 Meeting on Steam Generator

Failure and Failure Propagation Experience

Aix-en-Provence, 26. - 28. Sept. 1990

Wastage and Overheating Effects - Code Development

Supported by Experimental Results

G. Ruloff, II. Kappauf, E. te Ileesen, P. Vagt

Interatom GmbH, Bergisch Gladbach, FRG

Abstract

Supporting the assessment of the SNR-300 steam generator accident

philosophy estimations had to be made about the distribution of

wastage rates to be expected and also about the time needed to

produce tube ruptures by overheating.

A wastage code (PROFET) has been developed on the basis of wastage

tests all over the world, able to calculate wastage rate

distribution on neighbouring tubes. The PROFET-code gives also the

time needed to get a secondary leak taking into account self-

enlargement of the primary leak, temperatures, materials,

distances, angles of impact, etc., and it gives also the size of

secondary leaks.

Sodium-water reaction tests in the intermediate leak range

simulating steam generator conditions as close as possible have

shown that beyond a certain leak rate (about 80 g/s) failure of

tubes in free bundle geometry by so-called overheating becomes

more and more dominant (compared to wastage).

ID, 2D and 3D-calculations have been performed with ABAQUS to

obtain the time-dependent temperature distribution in tube walls

located in sodium water reaction zones. These temperatures then

are the basis for a stress analysis. To get data of the material

properties of 2 l/4Cr in the high temperature region

(600 - 1200 °C) special investigations like tensile tests, tube

195
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rupture tests etc. have been carried out. The main results are

also presented.

1 Introduction

Steam generator accidents start with a micro leak penetrating the

tube wall. After a phase of self-enlargement this micro leak will

develop to so-called primary leak with leak rates > 0.1 g/s to

some g/s. At this stage also wastage on adjacent tubes starts

which may lead to a secondary leak after a certain time. To

specify the requirements on leak detection systems for this leak

range the distribution of wastage rates depending on temperatures,

leak size etc. must be known.

Recent R+D-results have shown [1), that during the secondary leak

phase tubes may fail by a mechanism called overheating (i. e.

burst of a tube by heat input into the tube from the sodium water

reaction together with the water-/steam pressure inside the tubes

without pre-dair.age by wastage). Additional investigations have

been performed at Interatom on the basis of SNR-300 SGU tube

material to get more information about this effect.

2 Wastage Code PROFET

2.1 Wastage on Adjacent Tubes

Investigations about the behaviour of small leaks have been

performed all over the world (some are still running).

Correlations of the results of about 600 tests are the basis for

the Interatom wastage code PROFET (Propagation of leaks in stream

generators), which takes into account the following parameters:

size and direction of the primary leak

self-enlargement of the primary leak

- temperatures of sodium and water

(water pressure 170 - 190 bar, sodium pressure about 1 bar)
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- inhomogeneous geometrical distribution of the wastage in the

reaction flame

angle of impingement

remaining wall thickness oE the affected tube

- tube material.

Cross sections through the sodium/water reaction flame correspond

to measured wastage profiles. The geometrical distribution of the

different wastage rates is represented by iso-lines of wastage.

The resulting model for superheater conditions is shown in fig. 1

(the model for evaporator conditions is similar). The wastage

rates resulting from this basic structure represent the wastage in

case of rectangular impingement on a tube at 500 °C. (Given in

percentage of the maximum dependent on the axial distance Z). The

real wastage rates for any position in the reaction flame are

given by additional conversion factors for:

tube material

temperature

angle of impact

remaining wall thickness.

Tube material

The following values are estimated values, further experiments may

give slight differences:

2 l/4Cr lHo

9 %Cr

austenite

alloy 800

Note: These are not the max. wastage rates found in the experi-

ments but average values, where three quarters of the values are

146

120 \im/s

35

24
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below and one quarter of the total amount of wastage points is

above the wastage rates mentioned above.

Temperature

The conversion factor for the temperature is shown in fig. 2.

effective temperature means in this connection the average

temperature between the water and the sodium side. The non-

linearity of the temperature scale is caused by the diverse

temperature differences over the length of the steam generator.

Angle of impact

An estimation for this effect is shown in fig. 3.

Wastage depth

Derived from test results the following factors are used:

remaining wall

thickness

= 3 mm

— 2 mm

= 1 mm

= 0.5 mm

= 0.1 mm

2.2 Application to SNR-300

conversion factor

1

1

0.9

0.7

0.4

For the calculation of the times expected for the formation of

secondary leaks PROFET-estimations have been performed for

different characteristic leak positions in the SNR-300 steam

generators. Is has to be differentiated between (s. also fig. 4)!

leaks in the weld region of the helical and straight tube

steam generator modules (most probable position, 90 % of all

leaks are assumed to be in this region)
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— leaks in the bundle region ("undisturbed") tubes at different

positions

- leaks in the upper and lower part of the helical modules

(single in- and outlet of the SGU-tubes).

Fig. 5 shows as an example the time needed to get a secondary leak

in a straight tube superheater module which will give the shortest

times. This figure and also the estimations for the other leak

position have been performed in the following manner:

A primary leak (with and without consideration of further self-

enlargement) has been turned over the whole circumference of a

tube, taking into account the different bundle geometries, wall

thicknesses and temperatures. At each degree the local wastage on

the adjacent tubes has been calculated, and deduced from this the

time needed for the formation of a secondary leak.

This time has to be compared with the time needed for leak

detection by hydrogen detection and mastering of the accident.

Fig. 4 shows also the location of the H2-detection systems. For an

alarm at least one of two systems in the main pipe has to act.

Principally the detection times consist of:

- sodium transport time from the leak position into the H2-

detection system

hydrogen permeation through the nickel membrane

— signal conditioning (e. g. sampling times to avoid spurious

trips).

This times have also been calculated, an example for the

comparison is also given in fig. 5. It can be seen that under

these worst conditions about 30 - 60 1 of the primary leaks will

cause a secondary leak. At all other positions the wastage rate is

much lower and therefore the time to get a secondary leak

197
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increases significantly. Fig. 6 shows the final results where all

possible leak positions are included. Depending on sodium flow and

on the velocity of self enlargement of the primary leak about

90 - 99 % of the primary leaks are detected in time, if there is

an immediate initiation of the accident mastering measures (fast

depressurization and isolation of the tertiary side).

3 Overheating

In the secondary leak phase several tubes are affected by the

reaction zone. That means not only by wastage but also by the

additional heat input. Consequences of failures by overheating

depend upon the failure sequence and the total number of burstod

tubes.

Important parameters relating to overheating are:

- reaction zone temperature - varies in space and time due to

fluctuations in the reaction zone, dependent on the mole ratio

of reactants, post reaction mixture of products and also of

the sodium side pressure

- heat transfer from the reaction zone to the tube - varies also

in space and time, depending on the local phase of the hot

reaction products and their velocities when impacting the tube

heat flux through the tube wall - depends on the material and

of a possible axial and circumferential distribution

heat transfer from the tube to water/steam - depends on

internal flow rate, phase of water/steam, and for critical

heat fluxes film boiling/dryout conditions will apply

life of the tube at high temperatures - depends on material to

a small degree and on hoop stress to a high degree.

The investigations on overheating comprehend tube burst tests and

investigations on the behaviour of 2 l/4Cr at high temperatures
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(600 - 1200 °C) as well as 2D-calculations about the temperature

distribution in the heat affected tube with the ABAQUS-code.

3.1 High Temperature Behaviour and Tube Durst Tests

In a first step tensile tests at different temperatures and

elongation rates have been performed. The result is shown in

fig. 7. Due to the a/y-structural transformation of the

2 l/4Cr IMo, which occurs in the range of 835 - 928 "C (depending

on the charge), there is a minimum in the tensile strength in this

temperature range. The transition to the austenitic structure

causes afterwards a slight increase in the tensile strength with a

maximum at about 950 °C. Beyond this temperature the tensile

strength decreases drastically.

In a next series of experiments probes (original SNR-300 tubes)

have been pressurized and then heated up by inductive heating with

a heating rate of 50 K/s. The time to rupture (after reaching the

test temperature) is of course strongly dependent on the pressure

as shown in fig. 8. At a pressure of 180 bar (water/steam pressure

of SNR-300) the minimum time is about 30 - 40 s. In case of the

SNR-300 helical tubes this time is somewhat less.

These results show, that even under these pessimistic conditions

(no steam or water flow inside the tubes, constant high

temperatures at the outer wall) overheating is not an effect,

which leads to a spontaneous failure of a tube.

3.2 Calculation oC the Temperature Distribution

Calculations concerning this point have been performed with the

ABAQUS-code, using the following assumptions

outer wall

reaction zone temperature:

heat transfer coefficient:

(reaction zone/tube)

1080 °C and 1200 "c

10 and 17.5 kW/m2-K

- 8 -

inner wall

water temperature:

heat transfer coefficient:

253 °C (feed water conditions)

6 kW/mZ-K

The heat transfer coefficient between reaction zone and the tubes

had been deduced from the THETRA-experiments (2), where

17.5 kW/m2-K is a max.-value observed only for a very short time

(few seconds), average values are much lower. Also the temperature

in the sodium water reaction zone shows large fluctuations. An

example is shown in fig. 9 (Interatom leak-propagation tests,

test 5, leak rate 55 g/s), larger leak rates show similar results

(e. g. THETRA-tests).

If a critical heat flux is reached, then film boiling occurs at

the inner surface of the tube wall. This results in a reduction of

the heat transfer coefficient. So, only a value of 6 kW/m^-K has

been used (in some pessimistic cases this value might be even less

down to about 3 kW/m^-K).

Because film boiling can only occur below the dry-out zone of the

steam generator, the calculations are based on feed water con-

ditions.

After starting the heat input, the temperatures increase within

about 5 - 10 s to a steady state condition as indicated in

fig. 10. The average wall temperature is about 830 °C for this

example with the max. sodium side heat transfer coefficient. As

far as there is excess of sodium (which is the normal case), the

temperatures and a-values are even less.

Comparing the average wall temperatures with the temperature -

dependent time to rupture in fig. 8 it is clear, that the minimum

time should be taken into account. But even in this case the time

needed to rupture is a few ten seconds. Together with the

temperature fluctuations and the instabilities of the outer side

heat transfer coefficient [2] a simultaneous rupture of tubes is

highly improbable.
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Probability of detection and mastering of a primary
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detected in time
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ABSTRACT

A loss in tightness of a water tube inside a Steam Generator Unit of a Fast Reactor is usually

monitored by hydrogen detection systems. Such systems have demonstrated in the past their

ability to detect a leak in a SGU. However the inciease in size of the SGU or the choice of

ferritic material entails improvement of these systems in order to avoid secondary leak or to

limit damages to the tube bundle. The R & D undertaken in France on this subject is present«'.

INTRODUCTION

The basic principle for water leak dcicction in sodium heated Steam Generators Units (SGUs)

is the measure of the hydrogen created by the reaction between water and sodium. The primary

chemical reaction

Na(l) + H2O(l,g) -» NaOH(l) + 1/2 H2(g) (1)

is complete and instantaneous. The (wo products react in tum, but more slowly and in a

balanced manner with the sodium, in pressure and temperature dependent processes:

Na(l) + 1/2 H2(g) <-+ NaH(l.sIn)

2Na(l) + NaOII(l) <-> NaH(l.sln) + Na2O(l.s!n)
(2)
(3)

The mechanism of diffusion through the nickel membrane of the sensor, requires that the

hydrogen detection device be sensitive both to gaseous (g) and dissolved (l.sln) hydrogen.

The detection device measures the hydrogen flow through the nickel membrane, of which one

face is in contact with the fluid containing hydrogen (sodium or argon) and the other is

maintained in high vacuum.

The vacuum chamber is composed of the following elements:

- tubular nickel sensor,

- ion getter pump,

- diaphragm,

- quadrupolar mass spectrometer, adjusted to mass 2,

- calibrated hydrogen leak unit.

Such systems are used in Phenix and Super-Phenix for hydrogen-in-sodium and hydrogen-in

argon detection systems. They have been described previously and their performances have

been given ' l o 5 . The Super-Phenix arrangement is depicted for example in Fig. L
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Figure 1 - Diagram of hydrogen detection in Super-Phenix

Presently, particular R & D efforts concerning hydrogen detection systems are being conducted
in two directions:

- improvement of the signal processing of classic devices by using sophisticated treatment,

- development of a new kind of apparatus called a multi-channel device.

In addition, computer codes are being developped to describe the hydrogen detection response

to a leak in order to assess the damage occuring in a SGU after a leak.

IMPROVEMENT OF HYDROGEN DETECTION SYSTEMS

In a previous paper 5, improvement of the detection performance for Super-Phenix by the way
of a particular type of signal processing was presented. A brief recall is made here in order to
facilitate comparison between actual performances of detection systems and anticipated
performances of new apparatus presently under development.

Description of Supcr-Phenix in-sodium detection systems

Two devices referred to as BDII make the corr.parison of the measured H2 concentration with a

pre-set threshold value in order to trigger alarm or automatic action. The sampling point for

these devices is downstream of the SGU (Fi^. 1).

In addition, the signals from the BDH are digitally processed by a prototype computer fttfJ.

The measured hydrogen concentration value is stored every two seconds by the BDD digital

processor which (hen processes the stored information in two ways:

- smoothing of the signal — to remove short term variations and signal noise — lo reduce the

number of spurious trips,

- calculating the average slope of the signal to indicate the leak flow rate (the greater the slope,

the greater the flow rate).

Possibility for multi-channel in-sodium detection systems

Multi-channel hydrogen detection systems are presently under development. They consist in

comparing the hydrogen concentration measured in different parts of the SGU and provide a

great sensitivity. Their application to Super-Phenix is possible since sampling devices already

exist in the SGUs. Presently, these sampling points located at the bottom of the tube bundle arc

connected to a channel selector (its use is only planned for the purpose of localization of the

leak after a possible sodium-water reaction). Although the multi-channel system performs best

when applied to a helical steam generator, by using the division in eight well-separated parts

(octants), it can also be applied to straight tubes SGUs and its application to E.F.R. (European

Fast Reactor) is under study.

The advantage of the multi-channel system applied to Super-Phenix is due lo hydrogen

overconcentration which occurs when a leak happens:

- by a factor of 8 at the bottom of the tube bundle,

- by a factor of 10 at the inlet water zone.

Moreover, differential signal processing allows elimination of normal hydrogen concentration

background fluctuations since they occur simultaneously for every channel.



Multi-channel system prototype

The basic principle of operation of the system is given in Fig. 2.

Adjuitiblt conducting
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Figure 2 - Multi-channel hydrogen detection systems

The apparatus consists of:

- an exchanger-induction heater with n channels providing temperature regulation for every

sample,

- an associated vacuum system consisting of an ionic pump which maintains high vacuum on

one side of the nickel membrane of every channel. The ionic pump current is proportional to

the mean concentration of the n channels,

- a measuring system constituted by two alternative options which arc concurrently tested:

. in a first system, only one mass spectrometer is used. It is sequentially connected to each

of the n channels by means of a vacuum selector,

. for the second system, there are as many mass spectrometers as channels.
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The prototype system is presently under test on the SET facility in Cadarache. The installation
consists of:

- a six-channel module, displayed in Fig. 3,

- a hydrogen injection system.

ULTRA-HIGH
VACUUM CIRCUIT

Ion gelter pump

Adjustable valves

a Mass spectrometers

12kW heater

Heat-exchanger

Sodium sampling lines

Figure 3 - Multi-channel hydrogen detection prototype module

A hydraulic distributor divides the sodium flow at the module inlet into six equivalent lines

simulating the different sampling lines in the SGU. Each line is connected to the nickel sensor

through the exchanger-heater system. One line is diverted towards the hydrogen injection

system, which consists of a nickel membrane, induction-heated, connected to hydrogen tank. A

cooler is placed at the sodium exit to allow an identical sodium temperature for all six lines at the

heat exchanger inlet. Each sodium flow can be individually adjusted, thanks to control valves

and electromagnetic flowmeters.
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The six associated vacuum circuits are evacuated with the help of a 2001/s RfBER ionic pump.

Individual control valves allow slight hydrogen partial pressure adjustment for each line for a

given hydrogen flux through the nickel membrane. An electromagnetic type channel selector is

used to sequentially connect every channel on a 3 seconds duration basis. Seven mass

spectrometers are used, six for the individual channels, one for the vacuum selector. A

calibrated hydrogen leak unit connected to the vacuum selector is used for calibration of the

mass spectrometers.

Installation of the multi-channel detection device in EFR

The sodium samplings in the SGU that will be diverted towards the multi-channel system are

still under study. The response time of the detection system will depend on the locations of the

samplings in respect of the sodium transit times.

The choice of the sampling locations depends essentially on the rate of turbulent diffusion of

hydrogen in the sodium.

Tests on a water mock-up are now underway to evaluate (his effect. One of two situations may

occur:

- There is a good diffusion of the hydrogen in the bundle. The samplings will be distributed

along the tubes at various axial levels and will go down along the shell towards the outlet

sampling.

A reference sampling is taken at the inlet of the bundle, three along the tubes and the last one

on the outlet pipe (see Fig. 4).

- There is a bad diffusion of the hydrogen in the bundle : the samplings will be put on the

outlet pipes (see Fig. 5).

In both cases there will be a sampling in the quasi stagnant region located upon the lower plate

and the sampling tubes will be held by the grid supports.

Figure 4 - Samplings at different levels
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Figure 5 - Samplings at bundle outlet



OBJECTIVES OF MODELLING THE RESPONSE

OF HYDROGEN DETECTORS

Modelling of the response of hydrogen detectors is done for three reasons :

- to predict the response of detectors in order to compare the performance of different devices

in view of optimizing the design of a protection system,

- to verify changes affecting the detectors once they are in service by comparing the theoretical

prediction with the observation of the response to a known excitation and,

- to determine by calculation the flow rate of a leak based on a signal recorded at a detector

output.

Two codes are being developed to answer these objectives : one, called HYDET, at the CEA

and one called CALHYPSO, at EDF. Both are based on the same analysis of the physical

phenomena involved, but their specific possibilities differ due to the priority given to the

different objectives during their design.

- HYDET simulates the response of conventional multi-channel detection systems. However,

to limit the computation load it simplifies the behavior of the products of the sodium-water

reaction. HYDET is pan of the PROPANA code, the purpose of which is to describe the

propagation of a leak in steam generators of all types 6.

- CALHYPSO describes in detail the thermohydraulic conditions in the steam generator and

the secondary circuit in order to precisely model the behavior of the reaction products.

CALHYPSO is part of the REPSO code, the purpose of which is to study the evolution of

the behavior of the detectors in Super Phenix and to estimate the potential damage to the heat

exchange bundle from wastage in the event of a leak.

BASICS OF THE MODEL

HYDET and CALHYPSO simulate three types of phenomenon as follows :

- the operation of a secondary circuit in order to determine the flow-rate, the temperature and

the pressure of the sodium at every point (simplified model in HYDET);

- the evolution in time and space of the concentration of hydrogen in the sodium, including:

. the formation of reactive products in the sodium water jet,

. sodium transport of the products formed,

. soda dissociation and dissolving of gaseous hydrogen during transport;

- the hydrogen concentration measuring process, including:

. hydrogen diffusion through the nickel membrane to the vacuum circuit and
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. the response of the ion pump and the mass spectrometer of the vacuum circuit.

The treatment of each of these types of phenomenon is described under separate headings
below.

Operation of a secondary circuit (CALIIYPSO code)

The circuit is described as an assembly of blocks connected in parallel or in series. Each block

contains pipes necessarily connected in series. The pipes arc characterized by length, diameter,

angle of inclination from the vertical and, possibly, a coefficient of singular pressure loss.

Pumps are a special case of pipe characterized by a polynomial relation between its flow and its

upstream/downstream pressure differential. The operator designates a pressure reference point

in this circuit, plus a point locating the leak and a point locating the detector.

The spatial distributions of the pressures and flows are computed automatically by applying the

Bernoulli equation and the law of conservation of mass. The spatial distribution of the

temperatures is obtained from correlations entered by the operator, specifically:

- constant temperature for isothermal operating rtrjvnes,

- linear evolution in the pipes linking the exchangers for high power regimes,

- polynomial evolution in the exchangers. The polynomials are elaborated by the least squares

method, based on the results obtained by heat exchanger operating codes.

Evolution of hydrogen concentration in (he sodium

a - ftcactive jet

The reactive water sodium jet releases hydrogen gas, soda and sodium oxides and

hydrides according to the chemical reactions presented in the introduction. The detector

itself is sensitive to the hydrogen in gaseous form and in dissolved, hydride form. The

models of detector operation thus focus on the behavior of the soda, the hydrogen gas

and the sodium hydrides. The proportion of these constituents in the jet exit is not

known. One simple hypothesis consists in considering solely the total reaction :

Na(l) + H2O(I, g) -> NaOH(l) + 1/2 H2(g) (1)

and taking into account the stoichiometric proportions of the hydrogen gas and soda. This

hypothesis must be verified by specific tests.
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b - Behaviour of hvdroeen gas

The hydrogen bubbles move relative to the liquid sodium and become dissolved during

this movement. Together, these two phenomena distribute the sodium hydride source

term across various points of the circuit. There may therefore not be considered to be a

single injection point (ie. the one where the leak is localized). Consequently, it is

necessary to simulate the motion of the bubbles and their dissolution in order to correctly

distribute this source term.

The general computation of the motion of gas bubbles in a liquid contained in an

environment of complex geometry is difficult. However, some simplifying assumptions

are possible in the case of the small leaks which are the subject of our study. These

assumptions are:

- the presence of a gas does not alter the flow of liquid sodium;

- at each instant, we consider that the hydrogen gas is represented by N spherical

bubbles that attain their equilibrium size at the jet exit;

- the bubbles are in a homogeneous medium and are independent of one another; their

motion is governed by a balance between the forces of drag and buoyancy; due to the

low density of the hydrogen, the inertia can be overlooked;

- the diameter of the bubbles evolves according to the thermohydraulic conditions

(pressure and temperature) and according to their dissolution in the sodium in the

relation:

Na(l) + 1/2 H2(g) <-> NaHO.sln) (2)

Under these assumptions, two correlations are introduced into the model:

- A relation between the diameter of the bubbles and their slip velocity. This relation is

currently derived from measurements made on chemical reactors with substances other

than hydrogen and sodium. Additional, specific tests are envisaged

- A relation expressing the change in the radius of a bubble of hydrogen as a function of

temperature:

dx
dt

Iogiok = 6,16-

- k
2700

rinmm
Tin°K

(WHITTINGHAM7)

(4)

(5)
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By analyzing the motion and the dissolution of bubbles in terms of these two correlations,

one can calculate the contribution of gaseous hydrogen to the increase in concentration of

sodium hydride at every point in the circuit.

c - Transport of dissolved products

The sodium hydride and the soda are entrained by the sodium. We write the conservation

of mass for each pollutant as :

(6)

where nip = mass of the pollutant

Vp = velocity of the pollutant

Sp = source term

Or, neglecting the mass of the pollutant compared with that of the liquid:

^ Cp m, + V Cp m, V, + Vg = Sp

where Cp = concentration of the pollutant

mi = mass of the liquid

V| = velocity of the liquid

g = term of sliding of the pollutant

The slip term is classically modelled by means of a diffusion equation:'

g = - m , D 1 V C p

(7)

(8)

Preliminary calculations, carried out using an estimate of the turbulent diffusion

coefficient Dt, showed that it was possible to neglect the slip term without affecting the

results. In fact, the diffusive effect introduced by the bubble slip is less than the diffusive

effect introduced by the numerical discretization, in spite of the precautions taken to limit

the latter phenomenon.

The equation for conservation of the mass of the pollutant is thus limited to:

ji Cp m, + V Cp mi V| = Sp (9)
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The problem being treated one-dimensionally, we get:

| j - Cp m, V| = Sp (10)

The equation is treated numerically for two reasons:

- To minimize !hc numerical diffusion in most of the pipes. The pitch of the meshing is

dt Vi
therefore selected to yield a Courant number ' ' very close to I.

- To replace the multidimensional effects in certain pipes by an effect of numerical

diffusion obtained by adjusting the mesh pitch.

d - Dissociation of the soda

The sodium hydride source term is the sum of the hydride produced by the dissolution of

the hydrogen gas and that produced by the dissociation of the soda according to the

following equation :

2Na(l) + NaOH(l) <-> NaH(l.sln) + Na2O(l.sIn)

According to the experiments by NAUD 8, this reaction is a first order one:

(3)

The value of the coefficient K has been the subj'ect of much research in various

laboratories. The published results are unfortunately highly dispersed and inconsistent,

probably because the experimental conditions differed considerably. This is why EDF is

undertaking special-focus tests in which the thermohydraulic conditions and the product

concentrations characteristic of small water leaks into the sodium are represented.

Measurement of the hydrogen concentration

a - Diffusion through Ihe nickel membrane

The previously calculated hydrogen concentration is located upstream of the nickel

membrane. An infinitesimally small pan of this hydrogen (typically 1 molecule per

100,000) moves through the membrane, to the ultra-high vacuum circuit of the detectors.

This traverse occurs in three stages, namely:

- dissolution of the hydrogen at the sodium-side surface,

- diffusion through the wall,

- exit of the gas into the vacuum circuit.

At equilibrium, the rate of diffusion is proportional to the gradient of concentration on the

two faces of the membrane according to Fick's first law.

q=SJJ.(Cl.c2)
(12)

where q = diffused molar flow-rate

S, e = surface area, thickness of the membrane

D = nickel's coefficient of diffusion

C|, C2 = surface concentration on sodium side, on vacuum side

This equation is completed by the Sicvert equations expressing the solubility of

hydrogen in nickel and in sodium:

(13)

On the vacuum side, the hydrogen pressure Pv is of the order of 10'5 Torr. It can be

disregarded. Thus:

Letting P = kNi D, we get:

where P = permeability of hydrogen

kNa = solubility of hydrogen in sodium

These two coefficients evolve exponentially with temperature.

P o = 3.2510-7mole/m/s/Pa

E = 5.37 10 4 J/mole (ROBERTSON 9)

(H)

(15)

(16)

211 13
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kN, = 627exp- 2SÜ

kN, in ppb (10"9 kg H2/kg A/a) /VFä

(17)

In transient operation, each phase of the traverse evolves at its own rate and the slowest

velocity traverse governs the overall speed of the process. In the case at hand, it is

diffusion through the wall which is the slowest. This follows Fick's second law:

(18)

It is possible to treat this equation using a class finite difference method. However, the

problem being linear, it is faster to convolute the evolution of the hydrogen concentration

in the sodium upstream from the membrane, by the impulse response of the membrane.

The flow rate of the hydrogen introduced into the vacuum circuit is then expressed by the

following convolution product:

q(0= CN.(x)g(t-T)dT
Jo

(19)

with:

The diffusion coefficient D evolves exponentially with the temperature:

D = Doexpj- £A

D o = 7.77 10"7m2/s

E = 4.12 104 J/mole (ROBERTSON 9)

(20)

(21)

b - Response of the vacuum circuit

The vacuum circuit comprises three main components as follows:

15

- an ion pump which provides a constant volumetric rate of hydrogen absorption, called

the pumping speed,

- a mass spectrometer which delivers a current proportional to the partial hydrogen

pressure,

- a calibration device, termed "standard leak".

Overlooking the response time of the vacuum circuit, it is easy to show that the mass

spectrometer output current is proportional to the rate of flow of hydrogen through the

membrane. Since this coefficient of proportionality cannot be accurately determined by

calculation due to the numerous settings and adjustments made on the instruments, it is

obtained using the standard leak.

The standard leak is a reservoir containing hydrogen, the pressure of which is measured.

It is separated from the vacuum circuit by a nickel membrane. By heating the membrane

to a controlled temperature, we cause hydrogen to diffuse in the vacuum circuit at a flow

rate known from the equations written in the above paragraphs. This test serves to

determine the calibration coefficient for the mass spectrometer.

This makes available a relation between the current delivered by the detector and the

hydrogen concentration upstream of the membrane. This completes the last step in the

modelling of the hydrogen detectors' response.

APPLYING THE MODELS

Application of the HYDET and CALIIYPSO software to fulfill the three objectives set at the

start of model development is not fully operational. We consider that, so far, we can correctly

model the response to hydrogen injections. We can thus use the codes to compare the

performance of different detection system architectures and to check the evolution of the state of

a detector over time. However, the possibility of back-tracking to the flow-rate of a leak from

the signal delivered by a detector is not yet realized. We do know how to trace back to the flow-

rate of a hydrogen injection, but certain data are lacking that would allow us to transpose the

application to the case of water leaks. Such data should soon be available thanks to the

MEPH YSTO trials underway at EDF. To accurately describe the current stale of the art, this

section is divided into three parts, respectively covering:

- how the application calculations are performed, particularly within the REPSO code, based

on the results of CALIIYPSO,

- the results obtained in applying the models to the case of hydrogen injections,

- the testing of MEPIIYSTO on water leak applications.

16



Calculation methods

In order to limit the calculation times, the IIYDET code does not model the behavior of

hydrogen bubbles but rather considers that they alter the evolution of the injection flow-rate

which the operator must estimate. CALHYPSO overcomes this problem at the price of a

greater computing load. Nevertheless, to the extent that the simulated process is linear, it is

possible to use the results of CALHYPSO without having to restart the module several times.

The selected method consists in calculating the impulse response of the circuit after, obviously,

having set an injection point, the nature of the injected fluid, the thermohydraulic conditions and

a measuring point. CALHYPSO trends the hydrogen concentration upstream of the detector

membrane, corresponding to an impulse injected at any point in the circuit. Fig. 6 shows the

impulse response to a hydrogen injection in the inlet piping of the Super Phenix steam

generator, under given thermohydraulic conditions.

REPSO utilizes this impulse response to compute, by convolution, the change in concentration

associated with an injection the flow-rate of which varies in any given way over time.

Moreover, REPSO determines the impulse response of the detector membrane by applying the

equation given under our heading, "Measurement of the Hydrogen Concentration". It is then

possible to convolute the evolution of the concentration in the sodium by this impulse response,

to calculate the rate at which hydrogen is introduced into the vacuum circuit. The detector's

response is then found by scaling up, using the results of a standard leak.

Hydrogen
Concentration (ppb)

100

1
1 A

\ A .
/ \s

\

• . . 1*j Time (sec)

o.o (00.0

Figure 6 - Example of an impulse response
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Application to (he case of hydrogen injections

a - Comparing the performance of monitoring devices

The response of the BDH detection devices installed in Super Phenix was recorded in the

course of numerous hydrogen injections. These injections served to determine the

parameters of the secondary circuits of the power plant: mass of sodium in motion,

locating of mixing due to the multidimensional effects of the flow. With these parameters

known, it is possible to predict the performance of the BDH systems and compare it with

the performance of other devices presented previously.

The study was done by HYDET. It considers the responses to a leak in the top part of

the tube bundle nt rated output. In (his case simplifying assumptions, such as that the

hydrogen gas dissolves immediately and the soda dissociates immediately, allow one to

reason directly in terms of water leak flow-rate. The results presented in Fig. 7 show the

obvious performance improvement associated with the use of HDD, and especially that

would be provided by installing multi-channel detectors.

This study was continued utilizing as inputs the laws of growth of leaks found in the

GRIGNOTIN and MICROMEGAS loops and the wastage correlations established, in

particular, on the SUPER JONAS installation according the method presented in

Ref. 10. It demonstrated that no secondary leak would occur before detection by a multi

channel detector, since the loss of thickness of a target tube would be less than half the

initial thickness of the tube.

1000

100

Hulti 1

I' ' I

a_ I. . I ' • • • • I

0,001 0.01 0,1

Witer Itik (low n t i Ig/i)

Figure 7 - Comparative performances of hydrogen detection systems
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b - Detector performance trends

The quality of the nickel membranes may evolve over time either due to aging or to an

anomaly such as accidental oxidation. Hydrogen injections are therefore made

periodically at Super Phenix to check the condition of the membranes. The REPSO

code makes easier and improves the interpretation of their results.

Three parameters are determined using the ROSENBROCK optimization method ' ' :

- the efficiency of BDH sampling. The sample is taken from the center of the steam

generator outlet piping. The concentration there is not uniform because of three-

dimensional flow effects. The trap is placed so that its efficiency is greater than 1,

- the permeability of the membrane,

- the membrane diffusion coefficient.

These three parameters are adjusted simultaneously such that the model resets as

accurately as possible and automatically to the experimental curve. After resetting, the

detector sensitivity and response time are calculated thanks to the optimized model. Fig. 8

shows the good agreement between the reset model and the experimental curve. It also

indicates that two BDH detectors installed on the same steam generator can have different

characteristics.

Detector signal (pA)
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c - Calculation of the injection flow-rale

The purpose of calculating the injection flow-rate is ultimately to trace back to the leak

flow-rate, in the event of an incident, in view of determining the potential damage to the

tube bundle. The same method is in fact used for hydrogen injections and water leaks

alike. Only the circuit impulse responses differ.

The principle adopted consists in deconvoluting the signal from the detectors with an

impulse response, allowing for the phenomena occurring in the secondary circuit and for

the transfer into the membrane and the vacuum circuit. The impulse response is computed

by CALHVPSO and the dcconvolution is performed in REPSO. In practice this

consists in inverting a matrix by a conjugate gradient method.

Fig. 9 shows the result obtained for a constant-rate injection picked up by two detectors

installed on a Super Phenix steam generator. As can be seen, the mean change in flow-

rate is calculated correctly. The oscillations arc due to numerical phenomena and can be

attenuated by filtering. Their incidence on the calculation of potential damage will be small

to the extent that the laws of wastage are continuous.

Hydrogen
flow-rate (g/s)
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/
'1.
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Figure 9 - Hydrogen flow-rate calculated by deconvolution

300
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Figure 8 - Comparison between experimental values (+) and Reset Model (-).
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Application to the case of water leaks Three scries of tests arc planned for this installation :

Application of the codes to the case of water leaks requires additional information concerning

the behavior of reactive products in the sodium, in the conditions representative of a secondary

circuit, specifically:

- the proportion of the products leaving the reactive jet,

- the kinetics of the soda's dissociation and

- the behavior of the hydrogen gas.

The experimental MEPHYSTO installation is intended to yield this data. It consists of the

following components (Fig. 10):

- a pipe approximately 60 m long and with a constant, 83 mm diameter, filled with sodium

and fitted with six hydrogen detectors and two oxygen detectors, evenly spaced along the

pipe,

- an injector at the test cell inlet to make soda, hydrogen and water injections at sufficiently

small flow-rates to not increase the concentration of hydrogen in the sodium to more than

0.5 ppm,

- an expansion tank of a few liters, located just downstream of the injector to recover gaseous

hydrogen leaving the reactive jet. This tank is fitted with a level gauge to measure the volume

of hydrogen produced,

- a vertical tube 4 m long equipped with electromagnetic flowmeters and, at the bottom, with a

hydrogen injector.

Expansion tank

Hydrogenneitr.Otygtnmtltr

«J H 2 .Ar Injection

- soda injections, made at different sodium temperatures to determine the kinetics of the soda's

dissociation, based upon the response of the hydrogen detectors,

- water injections designed to measure the proportion of hydrogen gas al (he jet exit,

- hydrogen injections intended to estimate the bubbles' rate of rise in counterflow to the

sodium stream.

These experiments will be interpreted by adjusting the parameters of a behavior model of the

products to the results found experimentally.

CONCLUSION

Improvements to hydrogen detection systems should greatly reduce the risk of damage in the

event of a water leak in a steam generator. The development of multi-channel systems is very

promising since their estimated performance indicate their ability to preclude secondary leaks in

steam generators like those in the Super Phenix. This development is being carried out

concurrently with the development of numerical models enhancing our understanding of the

operation of the detectors. The models discussed already provide tools thai allow design

engineers to optimize monitoring system architectures and allow operators to periodically check

the operation of existing protective systems. In the short run, they will enable the leak rale to be

determined, based on information from the detectors, in the event of loss of lightness of a steam

generator. An operator will then be able to deduce the potential damage to the tube bundle, an

important item among the considerations for restoring equipment to service.

MEPHYSTO test cell

Cold trapping
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Figure 10 - SARA loop and MEPHYSTO test cell
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Detection Systems of SG Tube Failure in Honju

to Limit Failure within Design Basis Leak

by

E. HACHI and T. INOUE

Power Reactor & Nuclear Fuel Development Corporation

Japan

ABSTRACT

The Japanese prototype FBR, Monju has several leak detection
systems of tube failures in the steam generators. The hydrogen
detection system covers small leaks. The cover gas pressure gauge on
the evaporator covers intermediate leaks. The detection system of SG
rupture disk burst covers large leaks. In case of small leaks
detected, the Honju plant becomes tripped by manually. In case of
intermediate or large leaks detected, it becomes tripped by
automatically.

In all cases, the water and steam in the failed SG in dumped and
then nitrogen gas is purged into it. As a result, sodium-water
reaction caused by any leak rate could be terminated successfully
within the DBA.

For the presentation at IAEA/IWGFR Specialists' Meeting on "Steam
Generator: Failure and Failure Propagation", Aix-en-Provence, France,
Sept. 26-28, 1990.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A large number of research and development tasks was carried out
to support the design of the Monju steam generators"' " . The Monju
design basis leak (DBL) was selected by means of a computer code LEAP.
It is defined as one tube instantaneous double-ended guillotine (DEG)
rupture and three DEGs as for secondary failures. The leak sizes are
defined corresponding to the effective detectors especially for Monju
in this paper.

There are several leak detection systems of tube failures in the
Monju steam generators in order to minimize tube failure propagation.
These leak detection systems work in closer cooperation with the sodium-
water reaction pressure relief system and operational protection. They
will be able to terminate a sodium-water reaction without any damage to
the plant safety in the event of tube failures or failure propagation in
the steam generators.

The leak detection systems are reguired to detect the leak as soon
as passible and to enable immediate action. The hydrogen detection
system is sensitive for small leaks. The cover gas pressure gauge on
the evaporator is sensitive for intermediate leaks. The detection
system of SG rupture disk bursting detects large leaks.

The sodium-water reaction pressure relief system is required to
suppress an increase in pressure of the intermediate heat transport
system (HITS) and separate, recover and dispose the sodium-water
reaction products safely in case of a large leak failure.

The operating system is required to suppress tube failure
propagation and enable to terminate the sodium-water reaction actively.

In the event of a leak, once a leak detected, the plant is shut
doun by operator or automatically. The water and steam in the affected
steam generator is dumped and then nitrogen gas is purged into it* As a
result, sodium-water reaction caused by any leak rate could be
terminated successfully within the design basis accident.

2. MONJU INTERMEDIATE HEAT TRANSPORT SYSTEM

Intermediate! heat transport system consists of three, loops and one
loop has a SG unit, one evaporator and one superheater as shown in
Figure I. The EV and Sll are designed to transfer 191 MWt and Hi MWL,
respectively, for the system nominal operating conditions. EV and SH
have free sodium levels. The sodium level of EV is controlled by
overflow and that of Sll is controlled by cover gas pressure< The
auxiliary cooling system is SG by-pass type and consists of three loops
branching out of HITS.
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3. LEAK DETECTION SYSTEMS

3.1 Small leak detection system

The hydrogen detection system is sensitive to the small leak,

under about 500 g/sec leak rate in EV. They consist of in-sodium and

in-cover-gas hydrogen detectors which are developed by PNC/OEC. They

are nickel diffusion-membrane type.

1) In-sodium hydrogen detection system

Three in-sodium hydrogen detectors are provided per a HITS loop.
They are located 8.1m from superheater exit, 2.7m from evaporator exit
and 6m to intermediate pump inlet. Their rangeability is from '15 ppb
to 10 ppra of hydrogen concentration in bulk sodium and they are
detectable within 20 seconds; when 10? step change of concentration
occurs at the diffusion membrane. The operating strategy of the in-
sodium hydrogen detection system is to set three alarm levels. The
first alarm level, HI is transmitted as detecting 1% change of
background hydrogen concentration. The second alarm level, 112 is
transmitted as detecting the rate of rise, 15 ppb/60min. The third
alarm level, H3 is transmitted as detecting the rate of rise, 30
ppb/10min.

2) In-cover-gas hydrogen detection system

In-cover-gas detectors are equipped uith cover gas regions of EV
and SH. Their rangeability is from 1 to 1,000 Vppra of hydrogen
concentration in bulk cover gas. They are detectable within 10 second,
when }0% step change of hydrogen concentration occurs at the diffusion
membrane. The auxiliary operating strategy is to set two alarm levels.
The first alarm level, HI is transmitted as detecting 100 Vppm of
hydrogen concentration. The second alarm level, H2 is transmitted as
detecting 500 Vppm of hydrogen concentration.

3.2 Intermediate leak detection system

The cover gas pressure gauges is effective to detect intermediate

leak, which are monitoring the pressure of EV cover gas. The alarm

level, II is set to 1.7 kg/cm2G. The SG sodium level detectors support

intermediate leak detection. When they detect significant change of SG

sodium level, the secondary pump main motor is tripped automatically

and then the EV cover gas is connected with the SH cover gas. Also in

an event of SH tube failure, the cover gas pressure gauges will be able

to detect intermediate leak by means of above-mentioned operational

sequence automatically.

3.3 Largo leak detection system

Large leak is detectable by the SG rupture disk bursting. The SG
rupture disk is tension typo and the material is INCOHEL. Tim setting
pressure is 3 kß/cm'G and it's accuracy is 1.0.3 kg/cm'G.

'I. OPERATIONAL PROTECTION TO TUBE FAILURE PROPAGATION

'1.1 Protection to small leak propagation

In case in-sodium hydrogen detector detects the III level leak, Urn
operator checks the alarming motor and rnads othnr mntors t.o verify the
alarm. Either in-cover-gas hydrogen detector detects a leak or in-
sodium hydrogen detector detects the 112 level leak, the operator
initiates manual shutdown after verifying the alarm, as shown in Figure
2. In case in-:;odiiim hydrogen detector detects the 113 level leak,
Monju plant is l-o be shut down automatically under 2 out of 3 logic
system.

'1.2 Protection to intermediate loak propagation

In case it is detected that EV cover gas pressure becomes higher
than 1.7 kg/cm'G, initiating automatic shutdown is carried out under 2
out of 2 logic system. As for the sodium-water reaction pressure relief
system, the SG rupture disc by-pass line is opened in order to avoid
disc rupture after nitrogen gas purged into affected SG.

The auxiliary cooling system of the loop which passes by the
affected SG does not start operating while that of the other two loops
which pass by unaffected SGs starts operation. This applies to large
leak failure.

11.3 SG isolation

In every leak size, both water-steam side and sodium side of SG
are isolated, water-steam in SG is dumped and then nitrogen gas is
purged into SG at 7 kg/cm'G pressure, when the plant is shut down
manually or automatically with detecting SG tube failure.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Detection systems of SG tube failure in Monju are designed
reflecting many research and development results.

There are several leak detection systems corresponding to the leak
sizes as show in Table 1. In an event of tube failure, they would be
able to detect the tube leak and the sodium-water reaction could be



terminated successfully within the DBA cooperating with operational
protection and the sodiura-water reaction pressure relief system in case
of large leak.
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Table 1 Leak Size and Plant Operation of Monju
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The UK contribution to the sodium-water
reaction R&D programme in support of EFR

R. Currie, K.H. McCrindle and PJ.Wright1

September 1990

Summary

The sodium-water reaction R&D programme for EFR is an integrated European project, as
described in another paper at this Specialists Meeting. In this paper the UK contribution to this
programme is described.

The major sodium-water reaction test facility in the UK is the Super Noah Rig at Dounreay.
This Rig is currently being modified to allow the following to be achieved during experiments:

• Provision of water/steam at the correct EFR SGU flowratc, temperature and pressure in the
24 target tubes modelling the EFR SGU in the test section

• Provision of sodium at the correct EFR SGU velocity, temperature and pressure through the
test section modelling the EFR SGU during the experiments.

Experiments in this facility to determine the Icakrate at which overheating becomes important
in various regions of the EFR SGU and to determine the damage caused by overheating will be
the major UK contribution in the future. The modifications to the Rig and the future
experimental programme are described.

Several intermediate leak experiments have been carried out in the Super Noah Rig in the past,
and the main results from them arc summarised. These experiments have primarily been at
PFR conditions but results have been obtained for 2.25 Cr IMo, 9Cr I Mo and A800 steels,
with and without internal water flow in the target tubes. During these previous experiments, the
sodium was static and was at atmospheric pressure.

Results from experiments carried out in the Small Water Leak Rig (SWLR) and the Small-
Scalc Test Facilities at Dounreay on microlcak evolution, wastage of tubes and SGU walls, the
behaviour of small leaks at the low temperature, bottom-tubcplate conditions and corrosion at
sodium pool surfaces are presented. The future programme for these facilities is discussed.

Fundamental experiments which have been carried out at Harwell on the behaviour of blocked
microleaks are described.

1. AEA Technology, Dounrcay
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The sodium-water reaction R&D programme for liPR is an integrated European project, as
described in another paper at this Specialists Meeting. In this paper the UK contribution to this
programme is described.

The objectives of the EFR programme arc to provide data and validate axles which will Ix;
used to demonstrate the safely and economic cases of the plant.

This F.FR R&D programme was preceded by an earlier joint European programme which was
targeted towards two alternative design styles of SGU, straight till», as in SNR2/CDFR and
helical tube, as in SPX2. Some of the experimental results described in this report arc from this
earlier programme. 'Ilicy have been included because they are still of relevance to the EFR
project.

The development of a leak progression code whicl; predicts the lichavinur and consequences of
a leak as it evolves from a microlcak up to detection and final shutdown of the SGU and circuit
is an important aspect of this EFR programme. This code must include the effects of self
wastage, target Mix: wastage, overheating, detection systems response and shutdown systems
response.

The development cif a leak progression code is a joint European activity, but each country has
been developing a national code. These national axles arc of great value in testing the models
which will be included in the common European code. The UK's code, BLUSH, will be
described in this paper.

The major sodium-water reaction test facility in the UK is the Super Noah Rig at Dounreay.
This Rig is currently being modified to allow better simulation of the EFR walcr/sleamside and
sodiumsidc conditions of pressure, temperature and flow.

Another major facility at Dounrcay. the Small water Leak Uig (SWLR) has been used in the
past and results from it arc included in this paper. This facility is now shutdown.

Small-scale facilities arc also being used for sodium-water reaction studies, and results from
them arc also presented.

2.0 THE UK LEAK PROGRESSION CODE - BLUSH

The computer code HLUSI1 (Behaviour of Leak Until Sllutdown), has been written to model
the progression of n leak incident in a fast reactor steam generator circuit. The code takes a
stochastic rather than deterministic approach to the problem. The objective of the code is to
investigate the effect of varying a number of parameters, for example the frequency of
operational failure of the steam isolation system, the slcamsidc dump valves, or one of the leak
detection systcms.on the availability of the SGU, and ultimately the operaling costs.

The code randomly selects initial defects and then calculates how these defects develop and
generate further defects. The code also determines, given various input data, when the different

IAF.A IWKFB Specialists' Meeting on Steam Cenrralnr Failure PrnpaRallnn, 2B-2R September (990
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leak detection systems will operate during each event, and estimates the damage during the
ensuing steam and sodium dumps.

The code can handle up to 100 different initial defects and their effects, producing output
giving statistical information based on the results of the different incidents. Part of this output
is in the form of a fault tree, demonstrating the effects of the different detection systems on the
total damage.

A brief functional description of the BLUSH code is given below and is summarised
(ungrammatically in a flow chart, in Figure 1.

The BLUSH code models only a small section of tube bundle, containing up to 37 tubes in
either a square or triangular geometry. It is assumed that the first defect is always in the centre
of this section, and that all subsequent defects are contained within it.

The code takes as input details of the tube bundle which is being modelled. This includes
physical information, such as the tube material, diameter and wall thickness and the pitch of
the tubes in the bundle, together with details of the fluid temperatures and pressures.

The user can also control the number of leak events to be considered (up to 100).

The code also requires information concerning the operation of leak detection systems, these
include; hydrogen, acoustic, pressure and bursting disc detection systems. The data includes
not only flow rates and pressures at which the detection will take place but also a user defined
probability of the detection system working at all.

Details are also given of the dump of steam and sodium from the bundle along with the
frequency of failure to operate associated with each system.

For each leak event the code first chooses the type of initial defect. This is done by using a
random number to decide whether the initial defect will be cither a small leak, or a microlcak.
The code then randomly selects the direction of the defect. Once the initial defect has been
determined, the code works through the escalation of the event until there have been a total of
five defects, including the initial one. The code assumes leaks fall into one of three classes,
microleaks, small leaks, and intermediate leaks. Each defect is classified by the code according
to its mass flow rate and calculates the wastage rate and secondary defect size accordingly.

If the mass flow rate of the leak is less than 0.03 g/s the leak is considered to be a microlcak. In
this case the defect is considered to either block up with reaction products and then open
suddenly as a much larger leak, or to slowly grow larger through self-wastage. Again the code
determines which is the current case by use of a random number and a user-given probability.

If the mass flow rate of a leak is greater than 0.03 g/s and less than 40 g/s then it is a small leak.
For this the code determines from the direction of the reaction jet the reduction in the wastage
rate due to the angle of incidence on the target tube. The wastage rate itself is then found and
from this the time to penetration of the tube which the jet impinges on. The code then finds the
size of the secondary defect caused by the reaction jet.

If the mass flow rate of the leak is greater than 40 g/s but less than 500 g/s then it is an
intermediate leak. These leaks are so large that the reaction jet will damage several other tubes.

IAEA IWRFR Specialists' Mmlng on Slcim Ktntratnr Failure Propagation, 26-2H .Srpttmhtr 1990

The code randomly determines which ones these arc and which will l>c the first to fail based on
the calculated wastage rate for the leak rate. The size of the new defect is then calculated.

If the size of the leak rale is greater than 50 g/s it is assumed (hat the leak will cause
overheating in the lube bundle. A time to overheating is calculated and then it is assumed that
one of the tubes affected by the leak jet will rupture with a complete double ended guillotine
failure (DEGF). Which tube fails is decided with a random number.

It must be noted that the overheating model is under development, and the current model only
serves the purpose of indicating that the leak rnic has escalated lo a range in which overheating
is possible. There is no attempt lo

predict the number of tubes affected, nor the lime interval over which they fail.

Once the event has been escalated to consider a total of five defects, the code then considers
the response of the various detection systems. From the input data and the results for the leak
incident, the code can determine at which stage of Ihc escalation sequence llic various
detection systems would have worked. This data is stored for each event so that statistical
information can be found for the detection systems after all the events have been completed.

After the code has determined when each of the detection systems would have worked it can
then predict the damage to the tube bundle occurring during the steam and sodium dump. This
calculation is repealed for each of the detection systems. The user has Ihc ability to define a
number of alternative dumps representing various degrees of dump failure in the input. The
code decides randomly which to use every lime the dump model is invoked.

For each of the events considered, the code outputs details of all the defects which occurred
and the response of the various detection systems.

Once all of the events have been considered, llic code compiles the data from each event into a
statistical form This can include data such as the number of events which followed the pattern
of a self-wasting microlcak, followed by a small leak, followed by an overheating leak, for
example. The code also takes the data on Ihc operation of the detection systems for each event
and produces a fault tree indicating how well the detection systems arc likely to perform under
the circumstances given by the user in the input. (It should be stressed that the results arc
totally dependent on the input given). An example of such a fault tree is given as Figure 2.

3.0 UK EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON MICROLEAK
BEHAVIOUR

Experiments on microlcak behaviour have been performed in the Small Water Leak Rig
(SWLR) at Dounreay and in a small-scale facility at Harwell. Experiments have been
performed on 9CrlMo and A800 steels at various steam generator region conditions, with
various leak path geometries.

Pip«
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3.1 MICROLEAK STUDIES AT HARWELL

Much work has been carried out to investigate the behaviour of microlcaks in all the countries
developing sodium cooled fast reactors.The observed microlcak behaviour has differed in
detail from group to group. In the majority of cases microlcaks were seen to block or partially
block with a vary low residual leak rate. This period is normally referred to as the dormant
period which may last for any period up to many months finally opening to a damaging rate of
several grammes per second.

Studies of the blocking mechanism have been performed at Harwell, nxpcriincnl.il
observations of blocking material in the leak path indicates that a possible blocking mechanism
is that of oxidation accelerated by sodium ingress. Sodium in the form of sodium hydroxide
enters the leak path and travels to the steam side under the influence of surface tension forces.
Incorporation of Na+ ions into the growing magnetite film in the leak path accelerates oxygen
transport across the film and hence the rate of film growth. Widening of the leak on the steam
side and the presence of sodium has been observed in most microlcak studies.

Further work at Harwell has investigated why some groups of workers have reported that the
normal behaviour of microlcaks in their investigations has been that of the leak remaining open
and growing slowly by self-wastage. The Harwell work has shown that the leak path geometry
and the sodiumside pressure can effect whether the leak blocks or not. It has been shown that
leak paths with a restriction close to the stcamside have a tendency to remain open if the
sodium side pressure is relatively low, about atmospheric. In this case, the steam flow produces
shock waves downstream of the restriction, which interact with the film of sodium attempting
to advance into the leak path. This interaction prevents sodium reaching the restriction and
prevents the leak from blocking. Increasing the sodium side pressure to 3 bars has been shown
to suppress the formation of shock waves in such leak paths and to permit blocking to occur.

Experiments at Harwell to investigate whether microlcaks in the region of the EFR bottom
tubcplatc will block and then escalate, have shown that impurities present in the water arc
deposited within the leak path as the water flashes, causing blockage. In most of the Harwell
experiments at these conditions, there has been little corrosion within the blocked leak paths
and such leaks would not be expected to display sudden escalation to a significant size.
However in some cases, considerable leak path corrosion has been observed, indicating that
escalation of microlcaks at the bottom tubcplatc region conditions cannot be ruled out. It is
thought that in these cases, the surface roughness has been such as to enable sodium to migrate
against the steam flow, even although the sodium temperature has been below the threshold for
such wetting behaviour of sodium for steels of normal roughness.

3.2 MICROLEAK EXPERIMENTS CARRIED OUT IN THE SMALL
WATER LEAK RIG AT DOUNREAY

A series of experiments on the evolution of A800 fatigue cracks upto lcakratcs of 50 g s ' ' has
been performed in the SWLR. In each of the five tests carried out, the sodium pressure was 3
bars absolute, the sodium velocity was 0.4 ms'1 and the water/steam pressure was 170 bars
absolute. In one test the sodium and steam temperatures were 350 °c and in the other four, they
were 510 °c.
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The results from these tests arc summarised in Figure 3. It can lie seen that the final escalation
to tens of grammes per second was over a relatively long lime period, and was always after a
long period at a Icakralc in the range detectable by hydrogen detection.

4.0 UK EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON SMALL LEAKS

A large number of small leak wastage experiments have been performed on 2 ' Cr I Mo, 9Cr
IMo, T91 and AR00 tubes, at a variety of slcam generator region conditions and lube to target
spacing. These experiments have been carried out in the SWI.R and small-scale test facilities
at Dounrcay.

4.1 COMPARISON OF THE WASTAGE RESISTANCES OF 2l/4CrlMo,
9CrIMo AND T91 STEELS

The rale of wastage of 2 l /4Crl Mo, 9Crl Mo and TVI steels over a range of Icakralcs from 0.1
to 1.0 gs'1, for a range of spacings from 5 to 20 mm, was examined in a scries of experiments
in one of the small-scale lest facilities at Duunrcay. The purpose of llicse tests, carried out with
sodium at 47()°c and atmospheric pressure, was to determine the relative wastage resistance of
these steels. A large number of injections were performed with each steel (105 for 9Crl Mo, 30
forl '^CrlMoand 44 for T91), to enable the spread in results for each steel to be determined.

The results arc summarised in Figures 4-6. It was concluded that, over the range of Icakratcs
and spacings investigated, there was no significant difference between these steels.

4.2 EXAMINATION OF WASTAGE OF THE EFR SGU SHELL

The first consistent design for the European Fast Reactor uses a once-through straight tube
Steam Generator Unit design. The Tube bundle and SGU vessel will be constructed in a 9 Cr 1
Mo steel variant called T91. The initially considered flexible shell design placed limitations on
the allowable temperature difference between the vessel and lube bundle and the decision was
been made not to have a shroud between the outer lulics of the bundle and the vessel wall over
the main part of the lube bundle. Although this flexible shell design has been abaudonncd, a
decision has not yet been reached on whether to include a protective shroud. There is a finite
probability of a small leak occurring in one of the oulcr row lubes which could be directed
outwards directly towards the SGU vessel wall. If such a leak went undetected it would
eventually pierce the vessel wall allowing the sodium to escape from the SOU causing a
sodium fire and consequent damage in the surrounding area.

A scries of tests have been carried out in the small-scale lest facilities at Dounrcay to
investigate the size of defect in the SGU vessel wall which would result from a small under
sodium leak in an outer row heat exchanger tube. 'Hie tests were carried out at an isothermal
sodium/steam temperature of 470" C with a representative leak to target spacing, for a range of
injection limes from 10s to several thousand seconds.

Figurc7 shows how the depth of wastage pit varies with lime for a constant leak rale of 0.4 g/s.
Figure 8 shows how the diameter of the wastage pit in the large! material increases with time
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from 2 mm at 5 s lo over 10 mm at 2000s at which time the EFR SGU vessel would have been
penetrated by a leak of 0.4 g/s.

These tests have indicated that the diameter of the secondary defect is a function of the
thickness of the wall of the target, and that a leak which would be expected to produce a I to 2
mm diameter defect in a 2.0 mm thick tube wall, produces a 10.0 mm diameter defect in a 15
mm thick SGU shell.

It has been observed that as the injection duration increases, the base of the wasted region
increases, and the sides of the pit become stecper.This is consistent with the rate of wastage
attack close to the central axis of the jet, decreasing as the pit grows deeper, due to the
increasing difficulty of sodium mixing with steam in this region. This allows the lower wastage
rates associated with regions further away from the central axis of the jet to become more
significant and eventually there is a fairly uniform radial distribution of wastage rates at the
greater pit depths.

4.3 EXAMINATION OF THE BEHAVIOUR OF SMALL LEAKS IN THE
BOTTOM TUBEPLATE REGION

The first experiments to investigate the behaviour of small leaks at the bottom lubeplate of a
straight tube, once-through SGU were carried out in the SWLR and small-scale test facilities at
Dounreay. The results from these experiments provided the motivation for the larger scale,
leak evolution tests performed by Interatom, in the ASB Loop at Bensbcrg, reported in another
paper at this Specialists' Meeting.

Adjacent tube wastage tests carried out in the SWLR at sodium temperatures of 220 °C in
flowing sodium were the first to show the behaviour of reaction products at low sodium
temperatures. A concrete like structure of reaction products and sodium was found attached to
the test section, especially around the site (figure 9)

It was postulated that sodium hydroxide was cooled as it left the reaction zone, changed phase
to become solid, and adhered to the test section building a thick deposit around the reaction
zone.

Later tests found that by flowing fresh sodium at high temperature through the reaction test
vessel for some hours it was possible to remove most of the reaction products.

This type of reaction product behaviour could have consequences in SGU designs where the
bottom tube to tube plate welds are under sodium at temperatures at or below the melting point
of sodium hydroxide. The bottom tube plate weld region is recognised as having a high
probability of occurrence of leaks and so wastage shrouds have been introduced to increase the
time available for leak detection before the development of secondary defects. If a leak were to
occur in this region, solid reaction products could be formed which if they were not removed
could pose a threat of generalised corrosion or cracking. Low sodium velocities in the bottom
tube plate region, and the presence of wastage protection shrouds could make it very difficult
lo remove solid reaction products.

A small number of pilot tests were carried out lo investigate the distribution of reaction
products in geometries typical of those being proposed for the bottom tube plate region of the
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next generation of SGU designs. These tests investigated the distribution of reaction products
both with and without a wastage shroud present. The tests showed that for the leak rate and
geometry considered the presence of the wastage shroud limited the spread of the reaction
products to the cell surrounding the leak site and the area ahovc il (figure 10).

4.4 EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE THE RATE OF WASTAGE IN
REGIONS OF THE SGU IN WHICH A LEAK IN A TUBE RESULTS IN
THE INJECTION OF SUBCOOLEI), OR SATURATED, WATER INTO
SODIUM AT A HIGHER TEMPERATURE

A scries of small leak wastage experiments were carried out in the SWLR to investigate the
rate of wastage of AR00 steel at evaporator region conditions. During these tests, the sodium
was at 350 °c and 3 bars absolute, and was flowing at a velocity of 1.7 ms . The results from
these cxperimcnls arc summarised in Figure II.

4.5 FUTURE SMALL LEAK WASTAGE WORK TO BE PERFORMED
IN THE UK

The forward programme of EFR tests on small leak behaviour planned in the UK includes
wastage experiments on T91 steel at conditions in the EFR SGU where the water is subcoolcd
or saturated, and the sodium is at a higher temperature than the water. Further work will also be
performed on the wastage of the SGU shell. It is also planned to carry out wastage tests wilh
non-circular leak orifices, simulating cracks, to <|iiniilify the effects of non-circularity on the
wastage rate.

5.0 UK EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON INTERMEDIATE
LEAKS

5.1 PREVIOUS INTERMEDIATE LEAK EXPERIMENTS PERFORMED
IN THE .SUPER NOAH RIG

Several intermediate leak experiments have been performed in the Super Noah. During these
tests, the sodium has been static and at atmospheric pressure. In some of the tests the (low of
water through the target tubes has been modelled. Overheating failures have Ixen observed,
but generally only in tests without the cooling, internal How in the target lubes. Following the
Superheater 2 leak, it has been recognised that modelling of the sodiumsidc pressure in the
SGU is of importance to ensure representative heat transfer lo the lul>cs from the reaction zone.
Accordingly, the Super Noah is currently being modified to allow the sodiumsidc pressure and
flow lo lie simulated. The results from the earlier Super Noah tests are summarised in Table I
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5.2 INTERMEDIATE L E A K E X P E R I M E N T S P L A N N E D IN WM
S U P E R NOAH RIG AT D O U N R E A Y

The SUPER NOAI I Rig, at Dounrcay, is being extensively modified to allow simulation of the
sodium and water sides of the EFR SGU. Experiments in this facility will represent the major
UK contribution to the EPR sodium-water reaction R&D programme in the future.

5.2.1 Brief description of (he modifications being carried out in Super Noah

The Rig is currently being modified to allow the following to be achieved during experiments:

• Provision of water/steam at the correct EFR SGU flowratc, temperature and pressure in the
24 target tubes modelling the EFR SGU in the test section - Previously the EFR pressure
was unattainable and superheated steam (low at the correct rale was impossible -
Superheated steam will be raised in a heat exchanger installed in the Reaction Test Vessel
(RTV)

• Provision of sodium at the correct EFR SGU velocity, temperature and pressure through the
test section modelling the EFR SGU during the experiments - Previously the sodium in the
RTV was static - Pressure relief valves will be used to control the sodium side pressure in
the test section during the tests at the correct value

• Provision of sodium from a high pressure source for the PFR tests which arc simulating the
effects of multiple tube failure events

The flow diagram of the modified Super Noah Rig is shown in Figure 12.

5.2.2 Experiments to determine (he Icakralc at which overheating becomes important

A very important leakrate threshold in the Event Tree, is the Icakratc above which overheating
is possible. If an event escalates beyond this threshold, significant damage to the SGU may
ensue. The determination of this threshold for various regions in the SGU is required to ensure
that the detection system response characteristics have been correctly targeted. For example,
the Acoustic Leak Detection (ALD) system should ideally be designed to detect leaks with
overheating potential rapidly enough to prevent overheating failures. The higher the threshold
value, the greater the prospects are of designing an ALD system which meets the response and
reliability requirements.

Three series, of 24 injections each, at lcakratcs in the range of 10 to 100 g/s are planned for
three different SGU region sodium and water/steam conditions. During these experiments, in
Super Noah, the sodium velocity, temperature and pressure will be correctly modelled as will
the water/steam flow, pressure, temperature and quality. The three regions which will be
investigated will be:

The inlet to the evaporator region

The outlet from the evaporator region

The outlet of the superheater region.
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The objectives of these tests are:

(a) to determine llic rale of wastage in a tutu; bundle geometry

(b) to determine the Icakralc at which overheating becomes impoitanl

(c) to obtain .statistical data on the size of secondary defects when toroidal wastage occurs

(d) to obtain acoustic noise data for leaks in a tutK; bundle with representative sodium and
watcr/slcamsidc conditions.

It should be noted lliat very little dnla exists for Icakralcs in this range.

The test conditions planned arc:

(a)TN.1=365"C (T l l2o=30()<>C

;b)T N a =433"C,T , l 2 o =36l"C

In all cases, the sodium pressure will I« conlrollcd to 3.0 f/- 0.5 bars abs, the sodium llow will
be 44 kg/s. the internal (low in the target tulrcs will lie 0.2 kg/s at the appropriate pressure,
temperature and quality (pressure in the range IKS to 190 bars abs, with very small tolerances
during an injection - time to failure due to overheating is a sensitive function of stress). 'Hie
sodium side pressure can be controlled at any desired value up to 7.0 bars abs, allowing tests to
be carried out at bursting disk niplurc pressure if required. Ilic Mowing sodium will lie
supplied from a 5 Ic capacity vessel, driven by gas pressure. On exiling from the test section,
the hot sodium/reaction products will lie mixed with cold sodium in the IHIIIOIII of the Reaction
Test Vessel (RTV) licfmc discharge to the dump tank. This is in order to protect llie RTV and
the dump tank from excessive temperature induced stresses.

In the tests simulating the superheater region of the EFR SGU, superheated steam for the
injection tube and target tubes will be raised in a heat exchanger situated in the port in the RTV
not being occupied by the test section.

The test sections will l>e made up of a total of 27 EFR TV I lul>cs, arranged in an inner and outer
cluster arrangement (Figure 13|. The 24 target tilings will be U-tul>cs with the inlets and outlets
being arranged to provide as uniform cooling in Ihc lest section as possible. The option of
modelling 24 straight tubes was rejected on cost grounds. For leaks in this range, it is
anticipated that tube failure will be restricted to the immediate target tube, located in the inner
cluster and that outer cluster tubes will experience wastage and possibly some overheating, bill
will not fail. This »Hows for Ihc possibility of multiple injections and cost effective
experiments, liiere will be three injection lubes, with two injectors in each, in each inner
cluster. In this way, it will he possible to obtain six data points from each inner cluster. By
spacing tint axially, the heights of the injections and their directions, it will be possible to use
each outer cluster for 24 injections and still be able to trace back damage lo individual
injections. Therefore this entire scries of 72 injections will be met by 3 outer clusters and 12
inner clusters. The lest section will provide a l/ii()ili scale model, in terms of cross-section, of
an EFR SGU.

The injections will be spaced 200 mm apart axially and for each set of conditions there will l>c
24 injections as follows:

r.»e in
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Three injections at each of 10, 20, 30,40, 50, 60, 80, 100 g/s,

one for 5s

one for 10s

and one for 45s or until penetration of the target if less than 45s.

The tubes will be T91 of 16 mm OD, 2.0 mm wall thickness. The tube geometry will be
circular with a pitch of 32 mm.

5.2.3 Intermediate leak tests in Super Noah for Icakralcs > 100 g/s at superheater region
conditions

It is proposed to carry out 4 tests at superheater region conditions to investigate wastage and
overheating for Icakralcs greater than 100 g/s. During these tests, failures could occur in any
tubes and the inner and outer cluster concept used for the 10 to 100 g/s tests will not be used.
There will be 1 injection tube and 24 target tubes with internal flow. The conditions will be as
for the superheater region tests for leaks in the range 10 to 100 g/s, described above.

These tests will follow those above, and will provide data for validating the Common
European Leak Progression Code.

5.3 SINGLE TUBE OVERHEATING EXPERIMENTS

Single tube overheating experiments using RF Heating to simulate the heating effect of
intermediate leaks will be carried out at Dounrcay during 90/91. EFR T91 tubes will be
subjected to a range of heating ramps under a range of internal pressures, modelling normal
operation and steam dumping conditions. The objective will be to determine the life of the
tubes as a function of temperature and stress. This data will be used to assist in the
development and validation of the overheating module for the leak progression code.

It is proposed to investigate the effect of asymmetric heating and the presence of reaction
products, as well as uniform heating during this series of tests. Previous tests on PFR 2.25 Cr.
IMo, 9Cr IMo and 316 ss tubcs[IJ, with symmetrical heating, have shown that the failure
mechanism is related to the internal stress and heating rate. At high stress and low heating rate,
failures arc ductile. At low stress and high heating rate, failures are brittle. Intermediate
stresses and heating rates produce failures which can display ductile and brittle features.

The failure mechanism may not influence significantly the life of the lube at elevated
temperature, in which case its determination is of lesser importance. However, if an
overheating module is developed which attempts to model the failure mechanism, then its
determination will be of increased importance, to ensure that the code predicts the correct
mechanism.
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6.0 EXPERIMENTS TO INVESTIGATE THE CORROSION
DAMAGE TO TUBES AND m'HEIl SGU COMPONENTS
PENETRATING A SODIUM POOL SURFACE DURING A
LEAK OF STEAM AT OR ABOVE THE SURFACE

A reaction between slcam and a sodium pool surface can occur cither because the leak is into
a cover gas space, or because the leak position has become uncovered during the sodium
draining of the SGU following the sodium-wafer reaction trip. Data for both of these
possibilities is required to ensure that this aspect of leak behaviour is adequately modelled in
the leak progression code.

Two types of experiments have been carried out:

Tests in which steam has been injected across a sodium pool surface, directed at a target
lube, penetrating the surface

Tests in which the corrosion damage in the secondary circuit and scxlium dump tanks fol-
lowing a DF.GF leak with failure to isolate the water supply to the SGU has been investigat-
ed - the COS TO tests.

6.1 SODIUM POOL SURFACE EXPERIMENTS

Experiments were carried out to investigate the generalised corrosion damage to a SGU caused
hy the reaction of steam from a gas space leak with the surface of a pool of sodium. Samples of
2 l/4ClMoand 9Crl Mo steel were exposed to a range of steam fluxes. The tests indicated an
increase in corrosion rate with injection rate for leaks into the gas space (figure 14). It is
expected that the rate of corrosion would reach a peak value and on further increase in steam
mass (lux, the rate of corrosion would decrease. Due to limitations of the experimental facility
used so far for these tests , this maximum value has not been found. The maximum corrosion
rate observed in these tests has been 0.01 mm min'1'

In one test the injection orifice was placed just aljove the surface of the sodium pool so that the
steam jet was directed towards the target across the sodium surface. In this case Ihe wastage
rate observed was 0.12 mm min"' indicating that wastage rates approaching those observed for
under sodium leaks arc possible for above sodium leaks close the the sodium pool surface.
This type of leak would probably cause a tube failure of intermediate size (figure 15) but the
damage to the tube bundle is likely to he localised initially affecting only a number of tubes in
the immediate area rather than the whole (itttc bundle.

6.2 THE COSTO TESTS

The results from these experiments were presented at the LIMET 88 conference |2| . During
these experiments a large number of different specimens were exposed at the sodium surface
or in the gas space above the surface. Normal operating conditions, cold restart and hot restart
conditions were investigated. The materials exposed included !5Mo3, 9CrlMo,2l''lCrlMoI

12CrlMo, 304ss and 3I6ss, plus weld specimens made of various combinations of these
steels.Tlie main conclusion was that materials and welds proposed for the three secondary
circuit design under consideration in Europe prior lo the commencement of llie EFR project.

I V 12
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were not susceptible to damage, either general corrosion or cracking, under test conditions
simulating a DGGF leak with the additional fault condition of failure to isolate on the
waterside, for any pre-leak operating regime.

7.0 CONCLUSION

The UK is participating in the development of a common European leak progression code,
which will model the wastage and overheating effects of sodium-water reactions.

In this paper, the UK's BLUSH code, which is being used to test models prior to their inclusion
into the European code, has been described along with experimental data generated by the UK
to develop and validate these models.

The very important experiments planned for the modified Super Noah Rig have also been
described. These experiments will be of importance in ensuring that the correct sensitivity and
response targets are set for acoustic leak detection in GFR and will provide data to assist in the
validation of the overheating model. The modified Super Noah Rig will allow simulation of all
the relevant parameters on both the water/stcamsidc and sodiumsidc of the EFR SGU, thus
ensuring that fully representative experiments arc performed.
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BLUSH EVENT TREE OUTPUT

FIGURE 2: SAMPLE OUTPUT FILE
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Figure 10 : Reaction Product Distribution In Lower Tube Plate Geometry
With Wastage Grids
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Figure 11 : Wastage Rate Data For Alloy 800 At Evaporator Conditions
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Figure 12 : Super NOAH Test Section For EFR Tests
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TEST RESULTS OF SODIUM-WATER REACTION TESTING IN
NEAR PROTOTYPICAL LHR STEAM GENERATOR

C. E. Boardman and H. Hui, GE; II. H. Neely, ETEC

Introduction

An extensive test program has been performed in the United States to
investigate the effects of large sodium-water reaction events in LHFBR
steam generators. Tests were conducted in the Large Leak Test Rig (LLTR)
located at the Energy Technology Engineering Center (ETEC). The program
was divided into two phases, Series I and Series II, for the purpose of
satisfying near-term and long-term needs. Series II was further
subdivided into large and intermediate leak tests. This paper will
emphasize the Series II intermediate leak tests and resulting conclusions
for steam generator design and operation.

Description of Apparatus

The LLTR, shown in Figure 1, consisted of a test article having
representative steam generator geometry and those systems required to
prepare for, conduct and recover from large sodium-water reaction (SWR)
tests. The Series II test article was prototypical of the CRBRP steam
generators in terms of shell diameter (1.2 m) and number of tubes
(757-15.9mm O.D. tubes) and was about one-half the length of a full scale
unit. A significant feature of the Series II tests was the installation
of a prototype 45.7 cm double reverse buckling rupture disc assembly rated
for 2.24 HPa close coupled to the test article's lower sodium nozzle. The
rupture disc assembly was connected to the reaction products tank via a
406 mm diameter carbon steel relief line containing three 90" pipe elbows
and two slip joints to accommodate pipe thermal expansion. The relief
line configuration shown in Figure 2 closely resembled a typical LHFBR
relief system.

The Series II test article consisted of two major assemblies: the
permanently installed Large Leak Test Vessel (LLTV) and the removable
Large Leak Test Internals (LLTI). These assemblies, when combined, were
representative of a full-scale LHFBR steam generator from the standpoint
of the SWR event. The LLTV and LLTI were constructed of 2-1/4 Cr-lHo.
A full scale test article diameter is considered necessary to obtain
representative sodium ejection velocities and hydrogen bubble geometries
under SWR conditions. Representative test article length is less
important since the analysis codes can readily adjust for length effects.

The LLTI consisted of a thick upper tubesheet with tubes attached by full
penetration, internal bore welds. LLTI secondary tubes were capped at the
bottom. However, a simulated tubesheet was located at the bottom of the
LLTV similar to a steam generator lower tubesheet to reflect sodium
pressure waves. The LLTI tubes were enclosed in a shroud with
longitudinal and axial bolting flanges provided to allow removal of the
shroud in two clamshell halves for inspection and maintenance of the tube
bundle. The LLTI contained thick spacer plates attached to the shroud,
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which included prototypic windows located with the same relation to the
sodium inlet and outlet nozzles as in the CRBRP units.

Large Leak Test Results

Since a primary objective of the Series II tests was to identify worst
case leaks, all large leak tests were performed at evaporator startup
conditions on the basis that subcooled water at th'̂  leak site will
introduce the maximum amount of ILO into the sodium for a given leak size
and leak location. Test variables for the Series II double-ended
guillotine (DEG) tests were injection fluid (pressured nitrogen at 13.9
HPa or subcooled water at 11.8 HPa) and leak location (axial, 3.1 m to 5.7
m above the bottom of the LLTI shroud, and central or peripheral radial
locations).

The Series II large leak tests, as summarized in Table 1, included two
non-reactive, 1-DEG tube break tests with nitrogen in the tubes and three
]-DEG SWR tests. The shell side sodium had an 11"C temperature gradient
with the inlet tuhesheet at 304-C and the outlet tubesheet at 293'C.
Internal tube pressures for the non-reactive tests were 13.9 MPa in the
rupture tube and 7 HPa in the secondary tubes. For SWR tests A-2 and A-6,
the tubes contained subcooled water at 11.8 HPa in temperature equilibrium
with the sodium at about 304"C. In test A-7, the sodium pressure was
Increased from 0.96 HPa (used in the other tests) to 1.83 HPa, slightly
below the rupture disc burst pressure.

The peak leak site pressures measured ranged from a low of 2,16 HPa for a
non-reactive test to a high of 3.0 HPa for a I-DEG SWR test. No tube
damage was caused by the non-reactive tests. Tube deformation for the
1-DEG SWR tests ranged from 5.1 mm to 25.4 mm. Post-test examination
revealed tube wastage up to 0.15 mm in the 1-DEG SWR tests. No secondary
tube failures were produced by these tests.

The following conclusions have been drawn from the Series II large leak
tests.

1. 'The temperature instrumentation indicated that the reaction zone for a
rapidly expelled DEG leak develops as a slender, elongated cylinder
whose diameter does not exceed 250 mm. Therefore, reaction zone
growth must predominantly be in the axial direction. This reduces the
number of tubes which are exposed to the high SWR temperatures in
events which are terminated quickly due to prompt actuation of the
relief system.

2. Delayed rupture disc action can occur for leak sizes up to and
including a 1-DEG leak.

3. Elevated pressure (as might result from an earlier small leak) at the
initiation of a large leak SWR event does not result In significant
increase in the peak pressures experienced throughout the system since
the rupture disc act quickly to limit pressure excursions,

4. Leak locations where the sodium Inventory in close proximity to the
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leak is limited (e.g., wall, tubesheets, etc.) produce lower SWR rates
than leaks in an open tube bundle.

5. Tube bowing greater than 25 mm can be produced by DEG size leaks. No
secondary tube failures and no wastage greater than 0.15 mm have
resulted from DEG type leaks. This is due to rapid and prompt rupture
disc action in a hard system (without internal cover gas) in which the
rupture disk is located at the bottom of the unit.

6. Nine out of eleven rupture discs burst within the +5% specified
tolerance for this type of pressure relief device. One disc burst 14%
below rating and on disc burst 9% above design rating.

Intermediate Leak Test Results

Three intermediate size leak tests were performed during Series II
testing. (Intermediate size leaks are defined as having water-steam
injection rates between 11 and 454 gm/sec.) The principal objective of
these tests was to establish a basis for Design Basis Leak Definitions for
LHFBR plants. Initiating leak sizes ranged from 31.7 gm/sec to 454 gm/sec
under test conditions representative of both evaporator and superheater
operating conditions. Secondary tube failures ranged from none for the
smallest initiating leak (Test A-8) to 23 for the largest initiating leak
(Test A-5). Test conditions and results for the three intermediate size
leak tests (A-3, A-5, A-8) are summarized in Table 2.

Test A-3

Test A-3, with a medium size, subcooled water initiating leak of 45.5
gm/sec was performed under evaporator startup conditions. The progression
of leaks generated during this test and the locations of leaking tubes
within the tube array geometry are shown in Figure 3.
The initiating leak produced two wastage type secondary leaks in the
target tube in 60 and 72 seconds, respectively. At 97 seconds a
relatively large second leak occurred in the non-prototypic, thin-walled,
0.63 mm primary leak tube. An additional wastage type failure occurred in
a tube located in the path of the jet from the target tube leak at 108
seconds. Three additional tubes failed near the time of rupture disc
pressure relief. One of these failures exhibited the characteristics of a
wastage/blowout type failure. The other two failures, located furthest
from the Initial leak site, had the characteristics of blowout failures
with no evidence of wastage. (See Figure 4)

Test A-3 results demonstrate that subcooled water leaks in the 45 gm/sec
range can be expected to produce additional leaks principally by wastage
in about 60 seconds in an evaporator. A tertiary leak would require at
least an additional 48 seconds. This time is obtained from the test A-3
results and is conservative since the energy from the nonprototypic second
leak in the primary tube accelerated the tertiary failure which was
located in a tube adjacent to the primary leak tube. Also, the static
water in the secondary tubes does not adequately represent the water-side
cooling in an actual evaporator. The three blowout type failures occurred
at least 20 seconds after the second leak in the primary tube. During
test A-3, the secondary tube pressure rose to a nonprototypic maximum of
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17.9 MPa due to local boiling inside the secondary tubes and accelerated
the failure time of the three blowout failures.

Test A-5

Test A-5 was performed under simulated superheater hot shutdown conditions
with an Initiating leak of 454 gm/sec. The first secondary leak occurred
in the target tube in 16 seconds and exhibited both wastage and blowout
characteristics. A second similar failure occurred in the target tube In
24 seconds. These two leaks were located axiaily one above the other and
had a toroidal pattern similar to the test A-3 target tube failures. (See
Figure 5) An additional tube adjacent to the primary tube failed In 26
seconds. This tube also showed evidence of wastage. All other failed
tubes exhibited the characteristic appearance of overheating/blowout type
failures. A total of 23 tubes failed during test A-5. These are
Identified as to location and leak size in Figure 6.

The test data and post-test examination indicate that six of these
failures were located significantly below the initial leak site and
immediately above a tube spacer. It was concluded that these failures
occurred after the sodium was drained from the test article following
rupture disc operation and were the result of residual sodium reacting
with steam leaking from the secondary tubes during blowdown. A
significant finding of Test A-5 was that although there were a large
number of tube failures and excessive tube bowing in the test leak region
no acoustic pressure waves were generated. This indicates that a 1-DEG
represents a worst case leak from the standpoint of LHFBR Intermediate
Heat Transport System and Generator dynamic design pressure loadings.

Test A-8

Test A-8, with the smallest initiating leak of 31.7 gm/sec, was performed
at superheater full power conditions to determine the effectiveness of an
automatic shutdown system utilizing a three-tier detection system for
limiting damage progression. This test was performed with a larger
Initial leak than the minimum reliability detectable leak size (considered
to be 4.5 gm/sec) for a test period greater than the maximum time required
for detection and shutdown (considered to be 30 seconds).

Based on maximum wastage rates under ideal conditions, the initiating leak
of Test A-8 was predicted to penetrate the target tube within the
40-second test time. However, the impingement angle for this test was not
ideal. Maximum wastage of about 1.27 mm resulted and no secondary tube
failure occurred. The A-8 test results provide evidence that an
engineered automatic shutdown system can provide protection against
unacceptable leak progression damage. The extent and pattern of tube
wastage resulting from this 40 second leak test are illustrated in Figure
7.

Intermediate Leak Wastage/Propagation Model

Based on the LLTR intermediate leak test results, a physically plausible
model of tube failure propagation, beginning with a small leak and
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extending to a large sodium-water reaction (SWR) event, has been
developed.

The key to this model is the.division of leak sizes and injection rates
into three regimes:

1. A regime of pure Impingement wastage where the correlations developed
for small [<0.9 g/sec (<2 x 10 lb sec)] leaks can be applied
directly.

2. A regime where the sodium-water reaction jet is large relative to the
tubing spacing and turbulent mixing due to interaction with the tubes
is important. This is the intermediate leak range.

3. A regime where the primary failure mechanism is tube overheating and
pressure blowout. [>454 g/sec]

The model developed to predict the leak progression rate for each of these
regimes is shown on Figure 8. Leak rate histories were calculated for the
various LLTR intermediate leak tests and compared to the experimental
data. The comparison between the predicted and actual leak progression
rates are presented by Figure 9. As Figure 9 shows, the tube failure
progression model quite accurately predicts the shape and increasing rate
of water/steam influx to the leak site. Calculations were also made for
Japanese SWAT 3 intermediate leak tests; agreements with experimental
results were comparable to those for the UTR Tests.

By picking worst case parameters, a maximum leakage progression rate can
be predicted which can be correlated to the physics of the phenomena.
Showing that the sodium/water reaction relief system can accommodate
significantly larger leakage ramp rates than can reasonably be expected as
illustrated by Figure 10, the system designers can substantiate the
validity of their design and the "Design Basis" event.

Passive Protection of the Primary (Reactor) Coolant Boundary

An innovative feature of the reference ALMR helical coil steam generator
is the unique manner in which the cover gas sp?.̂ e and ti.e inner shroud are
used to provide the increased post accident steam vesting capability
necessary to prevent steam from being forced backward into the
Intermediate Heat Exchanger (IHX) following a worst case SG leak event in
which the steam side isolation and blowdown system fails to operate and
terminate the event. Passive protection of the IHX is provided by
designing the SG internals in a manner which prevents the pressure
differential between the main sodium inlet and outlet connections from
exceeding the level required to force the steam/sodium interface backward
along the IHTS hot leg pipe and into the IHX unit under a worst case
accident conditions in which the steam side isolation and blowdown system
fails to perform as intended.

Failure to terminate the reaction would allow a continuing stream of steam
and/or feedwater to enter the SG unit and flow through the broken tubes
into the shell of the SG and out through the relief system. In this case,
the event is not terminated as designed, but continues to allow steam and
feedwater to enter the SG through the break site. Since the continuing
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steam flow will produce a pressure differential between the main sodium
inlet and outlet nozzles on its way through the SG tube bundle to the
relief system, the main HITS inlet and outlet sodium nozzles will
experience different SG shell side pressures and there will be a tendency
for the sodium/steam interface at the inlet nozzle to be pushed backward
toward the IHX (See Figure 11). It is extremely important to prevent this
reacting interface from progressing back into the IIIX.

To limit the pressure differential in the SG under the assumed worst case
accident, the reference IIC SG has been configured to make use of the
inactive central region as an alternate flow path for water/steam to be
vented from the unit once the sodium has been expelled. Because of the
clean and relatively large flow path provided by the inner flow shroud,
calculations have shown that the pressure differential developed within
the shell of the unit cannot increase the level (-96 KPa) necessary to
force the sodium/steam interface into the IHX under worst case conditions
in which all SG tubes are assumed to have ruptured and all the steam
produced by the two remaining SG units in the power block is available.
In the above event, the maximum SG tube bundle pressure drup is less than
-13.7 KPa and the differential elevational difference is less than -1.5m.
As shown on Figure 11, this prevents the sodium/steam interface from
coming closer than 10m above the elevation of the reactor closure.

Conclusions

Analysis of the LLTR intermediate leak test results has led to the
following conclusions

1. Intermediate size steam/water leaks (11-454 gm/sec) in LMFBR steam
generators can propagate causing internal damage if not terminated
within about 40 seconds including tube failure from wastage/
overheating and extensive tube deformation.

2. Intermediate size leaks cause secondary leaks by impingement wastage
and/or overheating/blowout mechanisms depending on the size of trie
total leak.

3. Impingement wastage is the principal damage mechanism for leak sizes
up to 135 gm/sec and changes to a combination of wastage and
overheating/blowout between this leak rate and 454 gm/sec. As the
total leak rage increases above 454 gm/sec the tube damage mechanism
becomes primarily overheating/blowout.

4. Secondary leaks produced by overheating/blowout result in shorter
failure times than if the failure mechanism was wastage alone. A pure
wastage failure produced by a 45.4 gm/sec leak in test A-3 required
about 1 minute while a combination wastage and overheating/blowout
type failure in test A-5 occurred in 16 seconds with a 454 gm/sec
initiating leak.

5. Significant acoustic pressure waves are not produced by intermediate
leaks in systems containing integral cover gas space. Therefore,
maximum shell side pressure cannot exceed the disc rupture set point
by a significant amount.
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6. Damage from Intermediate size leak propagation can be limited by use
of a properly engineered detection and automatic shutdown system.

7. A physically plausible model of tube failure propagation has been
developed. The model begins with a small leak, moves through
sequential tube failure due to wastage, and extends Into the large
sodium-water reaction domain of one or more equivalent double-ended
guillotine (EDEG) failures. It 1s general enough to be applied to
LHFBR steam generator designs other than LLTR or CRBRP. This model in
combination with parametric accident analysis can be used to validate
the design basis leak and the adequacy of the venting system.

8. Highest IHTS pressures result from acoustic pressures generated by a
large (OEG) initial leak occurring in a hard system (no gas in the
steam generators). Intermediate leak progressions do not generate
significant acoustic pressures. Therefore, IHTS maximum pressures for
this type of leak is limited by the rupture disc rating.
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Table 1
SERIES II LARGE LEAK TEST SUMMARY

Test No.
Leak Size (initial)
Leak Fluid
Leak Location

Units

Meters (in)
(Above Bottom of LLTI Shroud)

PRETEST CONDITIONS
Na Temperature
Na Pressure
Primary Tube H20
Pressure

Primary Tube Flow
Secondary Tube Pressure

TEST RESULTS
Steady State Leak
Injection Rate

Leak Injection
Duration

Maximum Leak Site
Pressure

Maximum Reaction
Temperature
Rupture Disc
Burst Pressure
(Upstream/Downstream)
Rupture Disc 2 Opening
(Upstream/Downstream)
Time to Disc Rupture

TUBE DAMAGE
Secondary Tube Leaks
Tube Deformation, Max.
Tube Wastage
(Secondary Tubes)

°C (-F)
MPa (PSIA)

MPa (PSIA)
Kg/sec (#/Sec
MPa (PSIA)

Kg/sec (#/sec)

seconds

MPa (PSIA)

•C (-F)

MPa (PSIA)

%

seconds

No. of Tubes
mm (inches)

mm (inches)

Ala
1-DEG
nitrogen
3.24 (127.75)
center tube

304 (580)
0.96 (140)

13.9 (2015)
Static
7.0 (1015)

1.1 (2.5)

30

2.38 (345)

N/A

2.34/ (340/)

30/-

0.045

None
None

None

Alb
1-DEG
nitrogen
3.11(122.25)
center tube

304 (580)
0.96 (140)

13.9 (2015)
Static
7.9 (1015)

1.1 (2.5)

42.7

2.16 (315)

N/A

2.0/2.3
(295/335)
50/65

12.75

None
None

None

A-2
1-DEG
H-0 subcooled
3f11 (122.25)
center tube

304 (580)
0.96 (140)

11.8 (1715)
0.132 ( 0.3)
11.8 (1715)

2.3 (5.0)

40

2.7 (390)

1204 (2200)

2.27/2.56
(330/370)
60/60

0.062

None
11.7 (0.46)

0.1 (0.004)

A-6
1-DEG
H, subcooled
5?7 (222.95)
periphery tube

304 (580)
0.96 (140)

11.8 (1715)
0.132 ( 0.3)
11.8 (1715)

2.4 (5.3)

36.5

2.34 (340)

1177 (2150)

2.34/2.34
(340/340)
75/90

6.55

None
25.4 (1.0)

0.!5 (0.006)

A-7
1-DEG
H9 subcooled
3f24 (127.75)
center tube

304 (580)
1.86 (270)

12.4 (1800)
0.132 ( 0.3)
2.76 (400) N2

2.4 (5.3)

2.2

3.0 (440)

1095 (2000)

2.47/2.62
(350/380)
60/90

0.064

None
5.08 (0.2)

None
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TEST NO.
Test Date
Simulated Steam Generator
Conditions

Initial Leak Size (diameter)
Leak Location (above bottom
of shroud)

PRETEST CONDITIONS

NA Temperature
Na Pressure
Primary Tube Pressure
Secondary Tube Pressure
Initial Primary Tube Flow
Cover Gas
Cover Gas Volume

TEST RESULTS
Maximum Total Leak Rate
Leak Duration
Time to Rupture Disc
Operation

Maximum Sodium Pressure
Maximum Measured Reaction
Temperature

TUBE DAMAGE
No. Failed Secondary Tubes
Maximum Wastage
Maximum Tube Bowing

STACK EFFLUENT
Average Downwind Deposition
Rate

Notes: 1. Estimated from leak
2. Includes secondary

Table 2
SERIES II INTERMEDIATE LEAK TEST

UNITS

in (mm)
in (meters)

°F (°C)
psia (MPa)
psia (MPa)
psia (MPa)
lbs/sec (g/sec)

fr3 (M3)

lbs/sec (kg/sec)
sec
sec

psia (MPa)
•F (°C)

in (mm)
in (mm)

mg NaOH/CM-day

sizes determined by
tube blowdown time.

A-3
6/11/80
Evaporator
(subcooled H20)

0.040 (1)
81.5 (2.07)
Central

580 (304)
160 (1.10) +
1715 (11.8)
1715 (11.8)
0.1 (45.3)
Nitrogen
150 (12.75)

13.4 (6.08)
145 (2)
114

335 (2.31)
2100 (1149)

5
(to failure)
1.25 (31.75)

36xlO"5

SUMMARY

A-5
4/14/82
Superheater
(Hot standby/
Hot shutdown)
0.25 (6.4)
149 (3.78)
Peripheral

650 (343)
78 (0.55)
2015-1515 (13.9-10.4)
1465 (10.1)
1.0 (453)
Helium
140 (11.9)

15 (6.80)
72 (2)
58

275 (1.89)
2500 (1371)

23
(to failure)
2.5 (63.5)

31.3xlO'5

pressure decay tests.

A-8
7/30/81
Superheater
(operating
temp.)
0.054 (1.4)
197 (5)
Central

900 (482)
195 (1.34)
1565 (10.8)
1565 (10.8)
0.07 (31.7)
Nitrogen
160 (13.6)

0.07 (0.032)
40
40

195 (1.34)
N/A

0
0.054 (1.37)
0

715X10"5



LLIO WATER/STEAM
INJECTION

327 In.
(8.3 ml

SODIUM ORAIN

CENTER
RUPTURE TUBE
LOCATION

TUBESHEET

TYPICAL
INSTR.TUBE

TYPE STEAM
TUBE (721)
134)

- X
INSTRUMENT TUBE

ASSEMBLY LOCATIONS
FOR TEST AS

• Y - Y

INSTRUMENT TUBE
ASSEMBLY LOCATIONS

FOR TESTS A3 & A-8

$ HOES. TRANSDUCER

O RADIAL. N. IMMERSED TC

® AXIAL Na IMMERSED TC

<D WALL MOUNTED TC

O ALTERNATE LOCATION

WATER/STEAM
INJECTION 82216-32

Fiaure 1 - LARGE LEAK TEST SERIES II TEST ARTICLE
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UPPER SODIUM
"LINE

Na D R A I N S ' DOUBLE MEMBRANE
VALVE fSO8A RUrTURE DISC IRO-11

| | SODIUM SVSTEM

RELIEF SYSTEM

TEST »-3 I E « PROGRESSION

Fi qure 2 -LLTR SODIUM AND RELIEF SYSTEMS SHOWING SELECTED SENSOR LOCATIONS

TIHE

ISItl
0
60
72
97

108
114
114-120
114-120

TUBE NO.

4001 (Primary Leak)
2027 (Target Tube)
2027 (Target Tube)
4001 (Non-prototyptc

primary leak tube
4002
2013
2054
2025

EW1VAIEHT
BIS1!
0.007
0.06

0.42«

0.11
0.42
0.66
0,77

FAILURE
HtCHftNlSH

Pre-machined
Wastage

Wastage/Blowout

Vistige
Wastage/Blowout
Blowout
Blowout

• Estimated from direct examination
* * DEG - 0.1413 In based on 0.14/ln. diameter orUtce i t Inlet end of

evaporator tubes

Figure 3
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0 SECONDS 80

STEAM TEMP.
TUBE 4164

0 SECONDS 80

STEAM TEMP.
TUBE 4174

Primary
Leak Tube

0 SECONDS 80

Na TEMP.
TUBE 4182

TARGET
TUBE 4163
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Na TEMP.
TUBE 4116

Fiqure 5 -LLT I TUBE ARRAY- TEST AS
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TU1E NUMIER

TEST A-3 LEAK PROGRESSION

T1HE
|SEC) TUBE HO.

0
16
21
26
29
31
3Z
34
40
44

58

4175
4163
4163
4174
4183
416S
4176
4164
4173
4142
4165
4181
4193
4157

(Primary leak)
(Target Tube)
(Target Tube)

, 4152, 4153, 4154
, 4151. 4155, 4172
. 4189
, 4135, 4145. 4156.
. 4167

72 4192

EQUIVALENT
ßFC**

0.20
0.38
0.38
0.32
0.46
0.40
0.43
0.3B
0.28

0.61 Average

0.74 Average

0.32

FAILURE
ftfCHAHISH

Pre-machined
Wastage/Blowout
Wistage/Blowout
Uastage/Blowout
Blowout
Blowout
Blowout
Blowout
Blowout

Blowout

Wastage/Blowout
1 to 2 ft. below
leak site

* Leak size based on post test direct examination.
*• OEG - 0.250 In* (2x tube crossectional flow area)

Figure 6 TEST A-5 TUBE ARRAY SHOWING LOCATION OF TUBE FAILURE!

Flpir. E X TEJT AB TUBE ARRAY IHOWINQ LOCATION OF TUBE FAILURES
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Overheating
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Time{T-T2) = tw (0.8)

Wn+1 = 4 X Wn
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(from figure)
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Time(T) = Iw (0.8) /Pr (0.5)

T = Time Between Failures
t* = Tube Wall Thickness
Pr = Wastage Penetration Rate @ UD

(from figure)
L = Rrst or Second Tube Target Distance

Each New Failure (n+1) Has - - (On Average)
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Time After Leak Initiation (sec)
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Sodium Levels Following SG Leak with Failure to Isolate
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IAEA Specialists' Meeting on Steam Generators

Failure and Failure Propagation Experience

Aix-en-Provence, 26. - 28. Sept. 1990

Experimental Results of the Consequences of Sodium Water

Reactions a*, the Bottom Tube Plate Region of Straight Tube

Steam Generators

G. Ruloff, Interatom GmbH, Bergisch Gladbach

Abstract

Experience with sodium water reactions has shown, that the
course of such a steam generator accident depends strongly
on its place in the steam generator. For the EFR steam generators
we have to differentiate between:

- weld region at the upper tube plate (gas space)

- bundle region

- weld region at the bottom tube plate

This paper describes results of a running test program simu-
lating the bottom tube plate area. One main part of these tests
is the investigation of the Influence of wastage protection
shrouds between the tubes in the weld region to avoid a fast
leak propagation and to give time for leak detection and
mastering of the accidents.

1. Introduction

The course and the consequences of sodium-water-reactions are
not only dependent on the size and direction of primary leaks
but also on the location of the leakage. In case of EFR-straight
tube steam generator units (fig. 1) it has to be differentiated
between:

- leaks in the tube bundle

- leaks at the upper tube plate (in the gas space)

- leaks at the bottom tube plate

The mechanism for failure propagation in each case is wether
self wastage of the leak or wastage on adjacent tubes. The
latter can cause secondary leaks after relatively short times
and with that a significant increase of the water/steam leakrate.
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The highest potential for leaks is in the wold region at the
upper and bottom tube plates. To avoid a fast failure propag.il ion
in the EFR steam generators two measures are foreseen!

- gas space at the upper tube plate
(due to the lack of sodium practically no wastage
on adjacent tubes is possible)

- wastage protection device at the bottom tube plate

Aim of this test programme is the investigation of the effecti-
viness of such wastage protection devices in the bottom tube
plate region'; the main results of the first tests are described
in Die paper.

2. Description of the tests

After the ending of the test programme of intermediate leaks
in the bundle region (so-called leak propagation tests) the
ASB sodium loop and especially the test section has been modified
for the tests simulating the bottom tube plate region;

Fig. 2 shows a simplified flow scheme of the sodium loop.
The sodium flows through a pipe system (length about 100 m,
diameter 100 mm), the SG model and one of the dump tanks (for
increasing the sodium mass) with the sodium flow velocity re-
quired for the test. Water flow Inside the tubes can be maintained
by a water loop, for the water flow through the primary leak
a separate water storage is installed. A series of flowmeters
in the injection line give a measuring range of 1 - 1000 g ll-O/s.
Additionally a level gauge is placed in the water storage
tank.

The test section for test 1 to 4 (fig. 3) consists of 208 tube
positions, 12 tubes with internal water flow, 17 tubes pressurized
with nitrogen and with tube no. 30 as the position for the
primary leak; different directions of the leak are possible,
both in horizontal and in vertical direction. The tubes are
fixed in a steel plate, simulating the bottom tube plate, and
at the upper end in a distance grid. The primary leak is a
conical hole drilled through the tube wall and closed by a
small laser-welded cap. This cap is fixed in the height of
the bottom tube plate. To start the test, the whole tube with
the primary leak is lifted up by 50 mm, the fixed cap is sheared
off and the leak is opened.

In test 5 a simplified version (9-tube model) has been used,
because the first tests have shown, that the consequences are
more ore lass limited on the tube with the primary leak.

The test is stopped by isolation and fast depressurization
of the water side when one of the following limits is reached!

- total mass of water (to avoid blockage of the sodium
loop and especially of the dump lines)
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- leak flow rate (e.g. stop after formation of a
secondary leak)

- rupture of bursting discs

Additionally different protection devices against wastage on
neighboured tubes can be placed between the tubes, to show
the effectiviness of such a measure.

During the tests the following data are recorded

- sodium and water flow rates

- water level in the storage vessel

- sodium level in the steam generator model

- sodium and water pressures

- temperatures (waterside, sodium side)

- acoustic measurements

In total about 10 tests are planned, the test arrangement and
also the conditions depend strongly on requirements of the
design companies.

3. Test conditions

The test conditions are summarized in table 1 (including two
tests under SNR 300-conditions). Except test one, where the
leak path was blocked, the other tests had been stopped after
reaching a certain amount of water.

Test conditions are as close as possible to the real conditions
in this region; that means choice of sodium flow, water flow
(as far as needed to avoid falsified test results), temperatures,
pressures and also the tube material, pitch and wall thickness.

4. Test results

4.1 Temperature distribution

To get information about the extent of the reaction zone thermo-
couples have been placed at about 40 positions between the
tubes. From these temperature measurements the distribution
of areas with comparable levels of temperatures have been derived.
Main results are:

- test 3 and 4 had about the same injection rate, but test 4
had been performed without wastage protection grid. The
difference is shown in fig. 4. With such an device only the
leaking tube is influenced by the sodium-water reaction,
in the other case some other tubes have shown wastage. In
test 3 the tube with the leak showed wastage in the area
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of the grid: the width of the gaps is too laryo, so there
was always entrainment of sodium. As a result also the grid
itself had a wastage pit. The calculated wastage rate from
both wastage damages at the tube and at the grid would lead
to a secondary failure after a few minutes.

In test 5 another type of wastage protection has been investigated
(fig. 5), consisting of an apertured plate placed at a distance
of 20 mm in front of the tube plate. The temperature measure-
ments have shown, that on both sides of tlie wastage protection
plate and also in the gap sodium water reactions took place
with temperatures at the same level than in case of sodiutn/water-
reaction In free bundle geometries.

After having performed the first five tests, two tosts under
SNR 300-conditions had been performed for the confirmation
of the SHU 300 SGU-accident philosophy.

To avoid thermo shocks at the tube plates of the SIJR 300
straight tube steam generators, so called shock plates are
mounted in front of the tube plates with practically no gap
between both plates. The thickness of the shock plates is
100 mm and the gap width between the tubes and the shock
plates is about 1.5 mm.

The test section simulating the bottom tube plate region
is shown in fig. 6. The highest potential for leaks is in
the weld region. So the position of the artifical leak is
near the tube plate and the outcoming water/steam has to
expand in the gap before the sodium water reaction can impact
other tubes. Table 1 shows the test conditions for the SNR 300
tests, the injection rate obtained by the 0.3 rosp. 0.5 mm
leak is given in fig. 7. It can be seen, that about the whole
range of possible primary leak rates (from about 1 g/s to
some tens of g/s) is covered by these tests.

Thermocouples have been positioned near the leak, in the
gap and also in the tube bundle above the shock plate to
measure the extend of the reaction zone. As an pxainple fig. 8
shows the temperature distribution during the 2nd SMR 300
test. During the period with Die injection rate of about
1 g/s no remarkable sodium/water reaction took place* After
unblocking of the leak path and the increase ot the injection
rate to its desired value of 27 g/s, at the leak position
and in the middle of the gap a decrease of the temperatures
(down from 300 °C to about 170 °C) was observed due to the
adiabatic expansion of the water/steam. As indicated by
T7/33 in fig. 8 the main reaction zone is at the outlet of
the gap, but the temperatures are much lower than In case
of a sodium/water-reaction in free bundle geometries (where
peak values up to 1200 °C are observed). Also the horizontal
extension of thereaction zone is much smaller. At the adjacent
tubes only an increase of about 100 °C has been observed.
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From this point of view this solution for wastage protection
seems to be sufficient.

4.2 Wastage distribution

The test without wastage protection (test 4) shows wastage on
several tubes with a maximum value on tube No. 6 (direct impingement
of the reaction flame). Wastage rates have been measured to
15 - 20 um/s, so under these circumstances the formation of
a secondary leak is possible after about 100 s. Together with
the relatively high probability of leaks at the bottom tube
plate this test result show the urgency of wastage protection
in this area.

The test with the wastage grid has shown that during the sodium
water reaction there is entrainment of fresh sodium into the
gap area which lead to wastage on the grid and also on the
leaking tube. Wastage rates are in the range of 15 um/s, so
after a few minutes the grid would be penetrated and wastage
at the adjacent tube will start.

4Together with the circular pitch of the straight tube bundle
and the necessity to avoid a too large gap width between the
tube and the wastage protection device the best design for
the wastage shroud seems to be an additional apertured plate
in front of the bottom tube plate with gaps between the tubes
and the bores in the range of 1 to 2 mm. The first test with
such an arrangement has been performed - as already mentioned
under 4.1 (fig. 5) - with a gap between both plates to allow
a complete drainage of sodium. But the consequence was a sodium
water reaction in this region with the formation of a secondary
leak after an injection time of 77 sec. Additionally there
is some wastage near the leak and at the wastage protection
plate and also above the plate at the tube with the artificial
leak (fig. 9). At the height of the secondary leak also swelling
has occured. The wastage on adjacent tubes is a consequence
of the secondary leak because there was some water flow for
about 6 minutes at a H2O-pressure of about 5 bars.

The SNR 300-tests with a thicker plate and no gap between the
plates show a completely different behaviour (as already
indicated by the temperature measurements). In fig. 10 the
wastage distribution is shown for the 2nd test (for the 1st
test the wastage is even less). In the gap no wastage has been
observed neither at the tube nor at the protection plate. Only
about 10 to 20 mm above the shock plate there is wastage with
a maximum wastage rate of about 1 um/s. So with this arrangement
about half an hour is needed for the formation of a secondary
leak.

Wastage on neighboured tubes has only been observed on one
tube, but with a wastage depth much lower than on the tube
with the leak. So, deduced from these tests if at all only
a secondary leak on the tube with the primary leak has to be
taken into account. Because there is no wastage on the wastage
protection plate (for these tests ferritic material has been
chosen), the question of material is of minor interest.

So the SNR 300 tests gave important advices for the design
of a wastage protection plate. Additional tests arc planned
under EFR-conditlons for the optimization of this arrangement

4.3 Hydrogen release

The theoretical hydrogen release following the equation

Na + H 2O • NaOH + 1/2 H.

is 11.2 1 NTP per mole of water. Due to the hydrogen dissolution
in the sodium the measured amount is lower, depf'.'Jing on
different parameters. Especially at low Lemperatures the
dissolution rate is very low. To get a feeling about the
effectiviness of a hydrogen detection system using the gaseous
amount of hydrogen the real hydrogen release has to been
known.

During the tests the hydrogen release is measured by a sodium
level gauge. The results are compiled in table 2. Although
the conditions of SNR and EFR test are different, there is
no clear tendency in the hydrogen release. It seems, that
the geometry is important as well as e.g. the temperature
or the sodium pressure. But, nevertheless, the tests have
shown that principally the hydrogen release allows a detection
of gaseous hydrogen at a leak rate greater about 5 g/s. An
answer for the behaviour at lower leak rates at EFR conditions
will be given in future tests.

5. Conclusions

Even at this low temperature level wastage is an important
factor for damage escalation. But by using a wastage protection
device (and of course leak detection and mastering actions)
the formation of secondary leaks can be avoid?d. The tests
have shown, that an apertured plate placed directly in front
of the tube plate is more convenient than a grid; some optimi-
zation of this plate is still needed in further tests. It
is expected that an adequate design will give more than half
an hour time before formation of a secondary leak.

A leak detection via the gaseous hydrogen release is principally
possible. The first tests indicate a H^-release in the range

of 50 % of the theoretical value. More investigations are
needed, esp. at low leak rates taking into account a realistic
geometry of the bottom tube plate region.

Acoustic measurements show a high noise level, so this is
also a method to detect leaks in this region. Detailed results
are presented separately during this meeting.
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Table 1: Test conditions

Test Date Na*
Primary

leak

MB/ /kg/s/ /mm/

leak flow

rate

/g/s/

test

duration

p p p
Na H-0 N-

/bar/ /bar/ /bar/

remarks

1

2

3

4

5

SNR
300
Test

03.02.88

19.04.88

29.11.88

07.03.89

05.12.89

1 27.03.90

240

240

240

240

240

300

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0.125

0

0.3

0.5

0.8

0.8

0.5

0.3

-

6,4*«»

44

48

22

appr.6

lh

210

69

90

86

142

38'

s

s

s

s

appr

appr

appr

3.5

3 -

7

.3

.3

.3

4

appr.180

187

185

180

180

180

appr.180

180

185

190

185

-

leak was blocked

injection was stopped
after 210 s

injection was Btopped
after 69 s

injection was stopped
after 90 s; test without
wastage shroud

after 77 s formation of a
sec.-leak with a flow rate
of about 100 g/B

Injection was stopped, due
to amount of water

SNR
300
Test 2 28.03.90 300 0 0 0.5 appr.27 57 s**** 7 180 injection was stopped, due

to amount of water

* Flow velocity in the testbundle before the test

*• HjO-Loop

*** Average value; variation between 1.4 - 10.8 g/s

•*•• Injection time without a fore- resp. post-running time with injection rates of about 1 g/s



Table 2: Hydrogen release

test injection
rate

/ g/s /

theoretical
H_-release

/ 1/s /

measured
value

/ 1/s /

ratio

1

2

3

4

5

SNR 300
test 1

SNR 300
test 2

6.4

44

48

22

4.0

27.4

29.9

7.0

17.3

18.5

not evaluated up to now

27

3.7

16.8

2.9

6.6

1.8 (!?)

0.63

0.62

0.77

0.39
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TEST BUNDLE LOWER TUBE PLATE REGION Fig. 3
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